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Ellsworth Loan and Bonding Association—
Annaal ranting.
In bankraptcy Oeo A Tilton.
Help waatad.
tier aotlco—Bat Lacy J Jones.
Adwr aotlco—Bst Jeremiah Jones.
•'
-fit John B Orlndle.
-F«t Hand L Higgins.
Probate notice- Notice of holding meeting.
J H Breaaahan—Tax notice.
Hancock Co Savings bank.
J A Hayses—Cash market.
Bixawoarn F>us:
Helen M Pol—Sleigh aad pnngxfor sale.
Bccaaroae, Mb:
Backaport Loan aad Building Association—
Notice of teroclosare.
Prad B Claim—Caatioa notice.
CaoetHB:
Csotine Water Co—Notice.
_
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Wa artta all ktata af laaataaiit.
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Lewteton Beealag Jearaal.
Now You:
The World’s Almanac aad Encyclopedia.
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Ootaa Wnar—M.4S. llJOa m; UtandIpx.
Ooma Bear—4 JO a m; « and MS p m.
No Sasdny nisi).

MattHb* Tbla lot at Iaa4 la on lha ahoaa aa4 tit la mn ta mmiuTA
llauae ant tot Oak Point, Trenton. Ma.
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A area tea abate

Prod L. Mason, Jr., left Monday for Hebron to eater the academy.
Miss Bernice Eldridge has
from a week’s visit in Dexter.

o.

W. TAP LET,

Rja^autj^jnd^lrjjurjnoj.

HAS FOR SALE
A farm with good buildings—Two dwellings in town
—A mercantile property.
MAIN ST.,

Mrs.

core

Oolong Tea for 2.»C. a lt>.
Why, lota of the highest priced teas
can’t begin to eo in pa re with this
splendid tea! Makes a most delightful tea drink; has a most tempting
and appetizing flavor; just right in
strength, and free from all sharp or

A genuine

IE GREATEST
flCCTD

(ER MADE IN
.LSWQRTH!
bitter

qualities.

Don’t think because all I'm

for this excellent tea is
be

to

drink

good. Try a
it right along.

asking

quarter, that it’s too cheap
pound, and I’ll wager you II
a

J. A. HAYNES,
8 Stats St..

“Cash Down” Market and Grocery.

A WELL-KNOWN INSTITUTION.
Established as a National Bank In IOS7 with

a

capital of aso.ooo.

Changed to a Trust Company In 1007 with a capital of eioe.aae and
■orpins of SOO.OOO and total resources of emr 01,000,000.

Oeorgo W. Whiting, of Pittsfield, is in
Ellsworth for a few days on business.
H. F.

Haddocks is visiting her
in New York city.

Augustus Franklin, of Roxbury, Mass.,
the engagement of their daughter, Edith
Winslow, to Leslie Walker Beckwith, of
Boston, formerly of Ellsworth, was announced. Miss Franklin is a sister of
Mrs. C. E. Bellatty, and has been a frequent summer visitor to Ellsworth, where
she haa made many friends.
Ellsworth council, Royal Arcanum, haa
elected the following officers for 1900: Regent, F. B. Aiken; vice-regent, W. A.
Alexander; orator, E. K. Hopkins; secretary, O. W. Tapley; collector, F. L
Mason; treasurer, J. E. Parsons; chaplain,
M. Y. McGown; guide, C. E. Doyle; warden, H. W. Cushman; sentry,T.E. Brown;
trustees, F. L. Mason, C. C. Burrill, F. W.
Rollins.

a

Monday evening, Jan. It, at 7.30 o'clock,
at the office of the association in the First

UNION TRU8T COMPANY,

to

Pay by Check.

2%

Eastern Trust &

K

avwm^‘

Ruled, Frinted and Indexed for
Qnick Entry and Reference.
__

SMUM iMKini
MMSSMMMM
Sample pages rent on application. Published by
K.

A.
m

* W. K. CHICO,
WuuawOH.. Mew York.

Banking Cq.

by the Collector on the first Monday of
February, following the date of com-

Wm. H. H. Bice post, G. A. B-, wUl base
a public installation of oft mis Monday
mltment.
will iaAn act of the same Legislature re- evening, Jaa. 11. The relief carps
staU with them. Poet members am mqnested to oonm early. The isstalltalnas
will be public to poet msmharn and their
wives, and to relief coups memheeeaad
atones if you wish to save costs, and tbeir h ns bands.
avoid having your name appear in the
On Mew Year’s day, at a bridge whist
dty report j: K BRESyAHAN
Collector of Taxes.
given at the home of Mr. sad Mrs. Henry

SSTTiaWtoB:

PiUU riAVO COMTttT.

Following Is the standing in tb* piano content st W It. Parker Clothing Co.'s store at
MMS li^y:
I. Mias A male Eatery, Ellsworth.
A
A
A
A
».
A

Rarvoat Reas* grange. West Ellsworth.
BaysM* grange. BayaMe.
Arbataa a react, Marry
Marta Tills grange, Marlarltle.
Minolta grange. Micella.
Method!tt church, Franklin.

hen in question of
whom he bettered owns*
him ft. Mr. Phillips
owned tbs Umbers, a*
AM. May was appointed a oommlfta
of oas to arrange for the Inaltegef weed
from thaetty wood 1st ta the alty eohootbooses. Aboat eematy-Are cords at weed
Me bean oat ow tbs lot this year, aad
than is alao soan wood loti boat Mat

■

Amount.

New.

111 B
Bagene D Breen,
MSS
Bofene P Warren,
MB
Michael J Draauaey,
Poor,
00
B
H
A
V
R
Power
1,000
Oo.
Water,
MS 70
Electric light, BHAVI Power Co,
Eastern Me Ins Hospital, 141 Gt
Insane,
163 07
Maine Inaane Hospital,
» 31
Snptof echs, John A Scott,
LA
7 OS
Emery,
Library,
27 71
Mrs H H Emerson,
10 01
E E Springer,
Loring, Short A Harmon, 174 40
12 M
Mary A Hodgkins,
121
John P Eldrldge,
45 00
Wallace Raymond,
Fire dept,
45 00
Wm H Pomroy,

concert

£ev.

Claim of H. ft. PhiUipa forfte tor Uaa>
bar need by the street nnmsdciinniir tow
the conatraotioa of oaleaata on the new

Police,

At Society hall last Saturday evening a
224
N R Tel A Tel Co,
and reception was given by Juan
12 87
Horace F Wescort,
R. Rosello and Ramon M. Garcia, the Porto
45
Edw G Moore,
Monaghan's dancing school will meet Rican students who have been the guests ot
5 29
Martin M Moore,
next
of
weeks.
The
two
at Society ball Wednesday evening
Roy C. Haines the past
200 00
Senator Hale Hose Co,
affair was arranged by Mr. Haines. Messrs.
week, Jan. 13.
1 43
George A Parcher,
musicians of con12
Whiting Bros,
Judge John A. Peters, representative to Rosello and Garcia are
on the piano
4010
John P Eldridge,
the legislature from Ellsworth, left for siderable ability, the former
92
Burdett
8t
247
on
Text
Co,
books, Silver,
and the latter on violin. The numbers
Augusta Monday noon.
70
High school, John P Eldridge,
were all Spanish selections.
the
program
Mr. and Mrs. M. Y. McGown are re10 00
Roy C Haines,
followed. The young men, who
Dancing
72 25
Ernest D Giles,
ceiving congratulations on the birth of a
have been attending school at Ann Arbor,
8 00
School house, Vincent M Carter,
daughter, boru Thursday, Dec. 31.
Mich., have decided to remain in the East. School,
P
2 00
John
Eldridge,
Sheriff MU by this afternoon announced
Rosello has Joined the two other Porto
Pnb
17
15
Co,
Campbell
the appointment of City Marshal Eugene Rican students at the Ellsworth
high
1 76
Arthur L Joy,
II. Hrann. of Ellsworth, as deputy sheriff.
5 75
Vasco E Carter,
school, and Garcia has entered Hebron
5 00
Harvard Jordan,
Ralph M. Holmes has the distinction of academy.
5 00
M
Frank
Moore,
sailing llie first ice boat on Leonard lake.
Marshal Brann has posted notices
City
B
12
00
Roland
Austin,
He was out for the first time New Year’s
3 00
forbidding sliding on streets and sideR L Sargent,
day.
Mrs Susan Murcb,
27 50
walks within one-half a mile of the Main
The last in the senes of daneing assem- street
2 00
George L DeWitt,
bridge. This is an old city ordiblies. announced to be given last evening,
48 38
Ginn & Co,
nance, but it has not been strictly en9 29
to
next
twen
has
Tuesday forced except periodically. The boys have
Whiting Bros,
postponed
10 72
High sch bldg, Andrew M Moor,
evening.
taken advantage of the privilege accorded (
40 38
Contingent, Thomas E Hale,
At tbe union service at tbe Baptist
hem, and have not always used good
49 67
Dr H L D Woodruff.
church next ttuudav evening a cell' ticigtnent in their selection ol sliding
55 00
Jeremiah Hurley,
w ill lie taken for the relief of the earth- j places, or in the looking out for the safety
H
4 40
McGown,
Joseph
of people at street crossings. An accident
6 00
quake sufferers in Italy.
George A Maddocks,
41 00
George A Parcher,
J. A. leonard, chief engineer of the Bar | at the corner of Church and Oak streets
8 75
B H & U R Power Co,
Harbor A Cnion River Power Co., has last Fridsy morning was the immediate
10 00
Edward G Moore,
been in New York and Philadelphia the cause of the posting of the notices for30 00
C W A F L Mason,
team
sliding. The
public
bidding
past lew days on business.
1 05
N E Tel & Tel Co,
driven by John Frazier was going along
6 00
Leslie W Jordap,
The annual meeting of Wiiurna ensled
came
a
double-runner
and
Oak
street,
2 00
Delbert M Higgins,
campment, No. 47,1. O. O. F., wiU be held
Cburch
street from the railroad, and
down
2 00
Frank R McGown,
at Odd Fellows ball Monday evening,
of the
shot across the street in front
31 50
Campbell PutfCo,
Jao. 11. A full attendance desired.
Cornelias 8 Johnston,
1314
horse. The horse turned suddenly and the
The annual meeting of I be Ellsworth
3 00
Whiting Bros,
occupants of Mr. Frazier’B sleigh were
hoard id trade will be held at the alder11 25
Walter J Clark, Jr,
thrown out. Mrs. Mary Perkins was cut
49 81
Andrew M Moor,
meu’i room in Haneock hall next Monday
about the face and bruised, but the others
4810
John P Eldridge,
A large attendance ia
evening at 7.».
in the sleigh escaped injury.
Albert
48 52
Garland,
earnestly desired.
61 82
Peter Marshall,
The anuual meeting of the Ellsworth
DINNER TO MEN.
$3,478 54
las and building association will be held
The Literature club will meet with
Miss Wills Froet. Monday evening, Jan. 11.

We are LARGER AND STRONGER than ever.

Always Pays

one

—

PIhhI.

At the probate court held in Ellsworth
yesterday Judge Chase issued an order of
the court that hereafter and until otherwise ordered the probate court of Hancock county will be held at Ellsworth the
first Tuesday of each month. Heretofore
the February and December terms were
held at Bocksport, the July and September terms at Bluehill and the May term
at Bar Harbor. Much inconvenience was
caused thereby, and the petition for the
change just made was signed by practically the full bar of the county.

W. F. Emery Entertains Parishioners and Friends.
bank
national
building.
Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor of the EllsThe Nicolio church aid society wiil give worth Methodist Episcopal church, enat Agricultural nail. tertained the men of his church and a few
an entertainment
North Ellsworth,Saturday evening, Jan. H. of the business and professional men of
teen
has
aim
oar
During the 30 yean of oar existence
Refreshments will be served. Home-made the city at dinner at his home at Franklin
to extend to our patrons the best possible service. Oar
candy and fancy articles wnl be for sale. and Pine streets last Wednesday evening.
steady grot-th Is evidence that the Banking Institution which throws oat the greatest safeguards
Li. A. McRae and w ife, oil Ayr, N. 1)., About seventy-five guests were present.
around its business, in order to protect its depositors,
The dinner was given primarily for the
of Ellsworth, are recalling conformerly
a
not
an
If
yon
confidence
of
the
merits the
public.
gratstations on tbs birth of a son, born men of his church, but at the same time
customer of this bank, let this be your Invitation to
beoome one; oar relations will ha mutually profitable.
Dec. JO. Mrs. McRae ia a daughter of it wen in the nature oi an anniversary
Char las H. Orindal and wifs, of tbia city. celebration, tbe date selected being tbe
o( Dr. Emery’s marThe school la district 15, the Pine street thirtieth anniversary
a
and the Water riage. It waa also made tbe occasion (or
ELLSWORTH, ME.
intermediate
and
primary
farewell testimonial to ex-Sheriff Byron
and Walt street schools, did not open last
H. Mayo, who daring the greater part of
Monday aa announced, the board of health
hit residence here has been superintendeciding to (Its them a thcroagb fnmigsThe schools will dent of the Methodist Sunday school.
lioo before opealag.
The dinner was served at 6 o’clock. Tbe
probably opaa next Monday.
tables ware handsomely appointed aad
H. B. Patten, of Bangor, lor the past
deeorated, and the dinner itself was a gasfour years eooaty attorney of Penobscot
tnmomieal success, for which credit la due
eooaty, and wall known in Ellsworth, the led lee of the household. During the
where his law practice has frequently
evening the Ellsworth Falla band furIt eliminate* the possibility of having to pay a bill
brought him, has decided to lease Bangor, n Is bed senate.
twlos. as somotimsa happens when settlement is made
and wiU hang oat hie ahiagts in Bam on.
The postprandial exercises were presided
la canoaey. It Is so convenient, inexpensive and
A new “no school" signal has bean over by B. T. Bowie aa toastmaster, and
mail.
Ellato
a
the
sand
both
on
easy
by
adopted, to bs blown
wit and wisdom abounded in the apeschaa.
worth foundry and the hardwood factory Among the speakers ware Bev. P. A. A.
ts
Check.
two
lavMss
Year
one
This Bank Cordtely
Acceaat, Sahisct
whs—•
long,
The signal is
whistles.
Judge John A. Patera, Bev. Gidshort and one long blast. The signal for eon Mayo, J. F. Knowltou, Rev. H. B.
lateral paid oa check accsaats.
blown
will
be
no session la the forenoon
Haskell, Harry L. Crabtree, Rev. C. N.
at 7JO, and for the afternoon at 11 o’clock. Garland, George B. Stuart, Byron H.
The collector of taxes again we-js tax- Mayo, Roy C. Haines and Rev. W. F.
estate are KoMfy.
payers that unless taxes on real
MAINE.
BANGOR,
*
on tbr
Roy C. Haines, on be Saif of the Methopaid their real property wiU * sold
first Monday in February, lie slao warns dist Sunday school and citizens ot EllsCapital, *178.000.00.
them that the names o all delinquent worth, than presented to Byron H. Mayo
Surplus and Profits (EARNED) S410.1S1.6S.
tax-payers wUl be prints* in the city re- a handsome silver loving cup, suitably inBr.noh*. at Old Town. Mm., Maohle*. Mm.
of tax due. scribed.
Mr. Mayo feelingly expressed
port, together with the aa aunt
hie thanks.
George W. dealt, Jr., an I Mias Florence
The evening throughout wa* a moat enE. Walker, both of Lamola % were married
one, aad Mr. Emery and his wife
NOTICE TO TAX-PAYERS.
at the Congregational pars mage la this joyable
M1MMMnoc
themselves delightful host and
ADVERTISERS AND PUBLISHERS
To |k( tal.w€r, of the City ol EUswerth. city on Thursday, Dec. 34, b., Bee. R. B. proved
reside
at 'amotne,
save time sod money brush*
will
Mathewa.
They
of
1807
the
of
An act
Legislature
LABOR SAVINO provides that all real estate on which where the groom la employed aa engineer
C half ass’*
IKVflfBMt HMICtl.
vuaiien S oarnon sumes the taxes remain unpaid shall be sold at the government coaling station.

It

one mmbtr to *• eieefed tar
year, one ter two yearn aad earn
lor tans yean at the argaakmtkm aat
CHARTER lag la March, MOJ, aad thereafter oaccaCITY
CHANGE IN
eeeeor to be elected each year tor a tine
SUGGESTED.
of three yean.
Third, that no member at tbs echoed
SALARY FOR ALDBBMBB, AND ASSESboard of the eMy of HUrworth aball ha
SORS BLBOTBD YOB THBBR YBABS—
eligible to the ofloe of euperiatendeat ad
BOLLS OY AOOODB1B PA88HD.
achoois.

member*,

CITY MEETING.

At the regular masting ot the city government Monday evening the moet important new holiness diacoaaed was n
proposition to make several changes in
the city charter. The three amend eaenta
propoaed were to provide (era salary ot
gJQ a year to each ol the three aldermen,
and making an alderman ineligible for
other mlaiied city office, to provide
Wm. H. H. Rice post, O. A. R., is con- any
(or the election ol aaseeaorsfor a term ot
sidering plans for a suitable observance of
three yean, and to provide that no memLincoln’s birthday, February 12. It is
ber ot the school board shall ha eligible to
proposed to have a public entertainment
the office ot superintendent of aohools.
at Hancock ball on the evening of FebruMayor glmonton and Alderman Betsy,
ary 12, with addresses, music, etc. The
Hagan and Jordan were peasant at the
proposition will be further discussed at
the meeting of the post next Monday meeting.
Rolls of accounts were pealed as follows:
night, and if It is decided to go ahead with
tot or Aocomrm no. 11.
plans, committees will be appointed.

daughter, Mice Addie,

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

....

returned

AFTERNOON,

STREET

COMMISSIONER'S

Considerable wood is belag hauled ta
the ears hem. Themis Aaa sledding Jam
the main roads, bat rough in the woods.
About sixteen young friends of HameaChapman were entertained at their ead>
tage Thursday, and skating and a goad
time in general wae pieced.
Al. Higgins and his craw tare finished
catting ice for the cottages at Phillip*
Lake, and Tuesday he will begin flllfac
the Green Lake ice houses.
At present Rocky pond seems to be the
of attraction. This week Gen*
Phillips and B. Grant, of Bnst Holden,
spent three days there and returned with
100 pounds of pickerel. Charles Adama^
of Bangor, and a few friends, were ala*

centre

successful fishermen.
COMING EVENTS.
ELUWOKTB.

Wednesday to Monday, April 7-11—
Sixty-second annual session of East Mains
Methodist conference, at Ellsworth.

Stolitrttermnn*.

YOUR
PROTECTION
Thirty-six years of successful
banking—that is one of our greatest
assets—and your guarantee of honbusiness
straightforward
est,
methods.
Our resources over liabilities are
more than tenJIO) per cent (earned).
The Board of Trustees declared dividend No. 71 at the rate of four per
cent, on the first Monday in December, 1906.

Hancock Co.

Savings Bank,

16 State St.,
MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

ROLLS.

Highways.
Bridges.
State road.
Rock crushing.
Sidewalks.

$118 98
104 97
79 50
1012
4 50

$818
TEACHERS’

ORBBN LAKE.
B. Qlvren and eon and Jobn McCarty ana
Ashing for a few days.

02

Cheap for
Cash.

SALARY ROLL.

Common schools.
High school.

$812 00
178 83

$490

88

BILLS REFERRED.

Bill of Charles W. Dunham tor {6.50 tor
dm of derrick was referred to Street Commissioner Woodward.
Bill of Koeooe Holmes, {18, tor fighting
forest fire, was referred to Aid. Estey, for
investigation and report at the next meet-

Not

Trade where you can make
your dollar buy the most.

ing.
Bills of Vin and Ernest Smith for fighting forest fire were referred to Aid. Jordan.
Bill of Lucy Salisbury, (fi-BO, for sheep
and chickens killed by dogs and wild animals, press nted st the Deoember meeting
and referred to Aid. Hagan, was reported
favorably, and the mayor waa authorised
to draw his warrant for that amount.
Street Commissioner Woodward presented list of persona to whom crushed
rock had been sold, and the bills were referred to the street commissioner for collection.

M. M. MOORE,
STOKE.

CASH

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

NOW

is

plan

ME.

the time
for

to

a

Happy and Prosperous
New Year.

RAILROAD GATB8 AT FALLS.

The mayor was instructed to notify the
Maine Central Railroad Co. to erect gates
across the ways at Ellsworth Falls, from
near M. M. Moore's store to point near
the south line of Almon Jellison’s homestead lot, where said ways are crossed by
the Maine Central Railroad Co.’s tracks,
and that a person be appointed to dose
and open said gates, according to chapter
fil, section 71 ot the revised statutes.

cheap goods but small
prices for the best.

DEPOSIT YOUR MONEY IN THE

Bucksport
National
Bank.

AMnNDMKNTB TO CITT CHARTER.

The board voted to request the Ells- THE
worth representative to the legislature to
present a bill to the legislature of 1900 for
an amandement to the eity charter, to taka
effect at the beginning of the next municipal year, providing,
First, that the aldermen of the city of
Ellsworth shall receive a salary of {BOper
annum each, and that the mayor and aldermen shall not be eligible to any other
salaried city oMoe.
Second, that the board of assessors of
the city of Ellsworth shall consist of three

BANK

FOR

EVERYBODY.
ln

«®

BA VINOS

F Iv OWE RS
FOB TBB

MEW YEAN.

The Euswoith Greennousl
TiurBom Comnenas.

KDITKD

Mayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Jan. 10, 1909.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Living for «kc day or eternity.—
BWh. vil. 16, 16; Matt, xvl, 24-27.
God has giveD ns a choice between
Two worlds—the present and the futare. To give each the supreme place
jBi our hearts and lives is impossible.
We may have whichever we desire,
bat no man can have both. We canmot live supremely for both the presant and eternity. The question, therefore, as to which one we shall live for
%acomes a most serions one. Shall we

t

IU Motto:

B*

or

"AOKT MADGE”.

(very
fully on

"Helpful and Hopeful

a

platter to|eool.

Perhaps
Husband’s Favobitn Oookius
some of the readers would like to learn my
wife’s recipe for cookit s.
They are splendid.
Take two eggs, two cups white sngar. one cnp
butter, one cup thin sour cream and one even
teaspoon sods, also a little salt. Add one cup
raisins, chopped fine, if you like. They are
nice either way.
—

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It lsferthecom
inon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Ina medium frr the Information and

Cookies—Two

molasses,

one

Molasses
cnps
suggestion,
cup sugar, one cup shortening, one-half cup
terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits water, three eggs, two teaspoons saleratus,
communications, and its success depends largely
pinch of salt, one-half teaspoon ginger.
Comon the support given it In this respect.
Ginger Cookies—One pint molasses, one
of
name
the
but
munications must be signed,
cup brown sugar, one cup shortening, ouehaif
cup boiling water, one tablespoon soda
not
bo
by
writer will
permission
printed except
dissolved in one-half cup boiling water, one
Communications will be subject to approval or tablespoon each of ginger and cinnamon,
rejection by the editor of the column, but none flour to make soft dough.
will be rejected without good reason. Address
Mkat Pie—Take three pounds lean pork,
aH communications

for eternity? Each
«ae must answer that question for
There is no escape from it.
himself
Rye for today

,

roll out about
and fry inhot
lard. Take out of hot lard. Hare a dish of
the cakes
roll
and
granulated sugar ready,
hot) in the sngar, and lay them care-

veal or beef, and stew till tender. Season
with salt and pepper and add a little butter.
Make a little flour and water gravy over it,
turn the mixture out into a pan and make a
crust as follows: One quart flour, one pint
sweet milk, two teaspoons baking powder,
one small teacup
one tablespoon salt and
mixed batter and lard. Add flour enough to
roll about one inch thick and cover the meat
mixture. Bake twenty minutes in a hot oven,
and you have something good.

to

Thk America*.
Ellsworth, Me.

SOMETHING EACH HAY.
We cannot dodge the issue. We can■Something each day—a smile.
mot ignore it or neglect it.
not
much to give;
It's
It would seem that as between two
And the little gifts of life
Make sweet the days we live.
y each Issues there would be no doubt
When we compare
The world has weary hearts
aa to our choice.
*
That we can bless and cheer.
time with eternity we would suppose
And the smile for every day
that all would naturally say, "We will
Makes sunshine all the year.
But the fact is
Rye for eternity.”
Something each day—a word.
that the natural tendency of mankind
We cannot know its power;
fg to live for today, for the present.
It grows in fruitfulness
The present Is seen, it is so real to us,
As grows the gentle flower.
•ad etern.ty seems so far away. Many
What comfort it may bring
therefore conclude that the present is
When all is dark and drear I
aura and they will live for it and ran
For a kind word every day
the risk of there being an endless life
Makes pleasant all the year.
beyond the grave. Yet what an awful
Something eachjday—a thought,
mistake! The invisible is not unreal.
Unselfish, good and true.
in
this
even
unseen
the
things
Indeed,
That aids another's need.
most
real
and
most
While we our way purane;
Bfe are often the
That seeks to lighten hearts,
powerful. Whnt power on earth is
That leads to pathways clear!
greater than gravitation? It holds the
For a helpful thought each day
■diverse together. Yet it is invisible,
Makes pleasant all the year.
What is more real and more
■aaeen.
Something each day—a deed
Respiring than a mother's love? Yet
Of kindness and of good.
who ever saw a mother's love? If we
To link in closer bonds
can believe in the reality of the unAll human brotherhood.
aeen In this life, much more should we
Oh, thus the heavenly will
believe lu the reality of the future
We ail may do while here;
Hfe, though uuseeu, upon the testiFor a good deed every day
Makes pleasant all the year.
mony of God’s word and upon the
—Selected.
cravings of our own hearts for Immortality and since the immortality Dear M. B. Friende:
«f the soul demands an eternity.
A pleasant and profitable year to you
The temporality of this life should
all. I wonder if any ofjyou see visions of
Inspire us to live for eternity. "The
uncompleted work left from last year,
things which are seen are temporal.”
in work baskets, on closet shelves,
All things that we see have been made. lurking
in bureau drawers, in pigeon holes of
Once they did not exist, and hence
desk, reposing on tables, hanging on
they will at some time cease to exist. wardrobe
hooks, laid away in trunk or
Therefore we should “look not at the
chest. If no ghosts of this stamp can be
things which arc seen, but at the found in
any of these places, you deserve
things which are not seen, for the not
only good wishes but hearty congratwhich
are
seen
are
temporal,
things
ulations that when you and the old year
hot the things which arc not seen
settled accounts in material things DecHow temporal worldly
are eternal.”
ember 31d, llh, 59s an even balance could
things! Wealth, pleasure, fume, powbe struck.
all
fade
In
a
ar, position,
may
away
The New Year has dawned upon us;
day, and If they do not leave us we
What it has in store for each we do not
•hall soon leave them and may be
know. The poem indicates some of the
called to do so at any moment. What
things we can do in the year to come, and
Tolly, then, to bound our lives by the |
are things w ithin the reach of all.
cradle and the grave when their they
New Year sermons and resolutions give
If we
boundaries may be ‘eternal!
us an impetus in the right direction; the
could gain all this present life It would
trouble is in maintaining the pace at
not pay us If the price we paid were
which we set out. It is a good thing to
the eternal loss of our lives. Through
have a new starting point every twelve
Jesus Christ alone we may obtain
month. It braces ns up to new activity,
eternal life. Let us accept it in Him
and even jf we drift back to the old methand through Him give eternity the
ods and the work-a-day gait which have
•upreme place in cur lives.
become habitual, we have had a glimpse
1
Eternity! Eternity!
of the possibilities of our natures, and the
How long art thou eternity?
satisfaction of believing we coaid accom.As long as God is God. so long
Endure the pains of hell and wrong,
plish more if time allowed and energy
So long the joys of heaven remain.
continued.
Oh, lasting joy! Oh, lasting pain!
Thanks to the many Mutuals who rePonder, O man, eternity!
membered me in different ways at the holiBIBLE HEADINGS.
V
Dent, xxiii, 26. 27; Fs. xc, 1, 2; day season. I wish you could see the
Uncle Dudley sent me of himself
Matt, xix, 16-22; xxv, 31-40; Mark x, picture
and the dog, which was doing one of his
2&-30; John lv, 17-29; 11 Cor. iv, 7-18;
tricks as the picture was being taken. 1
I. Tim. vl, 6-12; Rev. ii. 10.
appreciated the remembrance from Aunt
Dudley, also.
Christian Endeavor’s Firm Friend.
Qn a card just received is the following:
J
Hill
is
of
the
new
Jesse
fieV.
pastor
‘♦It’s the SObg ye sing
the
Portland,
Me.,
TFUUston church,
And the smiles ye wear
which
was
Dr. Clark
pastor
cburcb of
That’s a makin’ the sun shine everywhere.”
And may it shine for you
When he organized the first Christian
The whole year through.
Mr. Hill Is forty
Endeavor society.
With love, Aunt due.
years old. His boyhood was spent In
Don’t you call that fine? I do. The rePennsylvania and Illinois, where he
column for this week must
made muscle as a coal breaker boy mainder of the
from your own
The sou of a be fiHed with clippings
and a farmer’s helper.
contributions sent in the past.
minister, he decided for this greatest
THE WAT TO HAPPINESS.
of all callings and graduated from
In our moments of spleen there is no better
Until he
Oberlin seminary in 1893.
exercise than to reckon np as against our lossfew
went to Willistoti church a
es the things that remain. When we have
fairly understood the worth of our personal
gifts, what it means to be able to swing along
in careless freedom of limb, to open clear
eyes upon the world’s beauty, to eat with appetite, to reason, to remember, to imagine, instead of being reduced to the privation of
these things, we find we are rich where we
thought ourselves poor.
The worst is where we lightly value our
wealth in love. Multitudes of us are fuming
in a false sense of poverty when close at home
r

Baked Beams—Parboil one qnart beans,
changing the water. When a little tender,
patina few slices of good salt pork soda
handful of dark brown sugar (or a little molasses), a little salt, one-fourth teaspoon
mustard and two tablespoons vinegar. Pat in
ovtn, cover up and bake slowly two hours.

~

MOTTO roa A SUM-DIAL.

By Henry W. Van Dyke.
Honrs fly,
Flowers die;
New days.

Following the program for the meeting of Hancock Pomona grange with Sedgwick grange, Kortb Sedgwick, Jan. 8:
is

families than is notioeable in other communities. Conditions have greatly changed
for the better tor those people inside
the last forty years, and they are responsible for the change.
Cb’E'bb.

Opening exercises; music
Address of weloome...Beulah M Allen
Weasel

Report of granges
Business
Topic: Who in the beet former In your
section, and wherein does he exoelT
Frank Closnon, Rcocos Gray
Recess
Call to order and music
Conferring dfth degree

waa

S&a*.
r£s.»«.
•raxs:
Tallow, O

very enjoyable.

j

nuthatches,
golden-crowned knights,
were already making short flights southward.

wave; of the receding flood
life poured over my fields and

Wave after

of bird
woodlands until well into November. In
early September, the pine siskin, a winter
resident of the North, was here in large
numbers. Octoberj22, the silvery chee, chee,
p-e-e-p of the redpoll linnet trailed across
the sky long after the tiny beauty was lost
in the distance. It bad not visited us
since the severe winter of 1906. Then
came
the northern shrike or “batcher
bird”, which feeds daintily on the brains
of small birds.
AU the time I kept trying to answer the
questions Dame Nature was propounding,

three members and twelve visitors were
The first and second degrees
present.
were conferred on one candidate, after
which a short program was carried out.
At the meeting Saturday evening, Jan.
2, fifty-eight members and seven visitors
were present.
The officers were installed
in a creditable manner by Ilarry Leach,
assisted by Frank Wescott and Fannie
Candage. Cake and coffee were served.
This grange has been invited to meet
with Halcyon grange Saturday evening,
Jan. 9.

ot

^

C*

Imr,

os
02

bunch

vmt

Po adored,
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MaWarw'’*
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Karcaaaa,

It

The happiest women, like the happiest
nations, hare no history.

abbot tamart*.

and

piano;

recitations,

Lola

Beulah Eaton.

and cramped.
Lend a hand to the boy struggling bravely
calture his mind.
Lend a hand to the yonng people whose
homes are cold and repelling.
Lend a hand to those whose surroundings
are steadily pulling them down.
Lend a hand to the girl who works, works,
works, and knows nothing of recreation and
rest.
Lend a hand to the prodigal sister. Her life
is as precious as that of the prodigal brother.
Lend a band, an open hand, a warm hand, a

row

The proprietor* of lunch counter* in
London railway station* date their eggs.
They mark on the shell ol a boiled egg the
date it was laid. The evident purpose is
to reassure doubting customer*. A party
of traders a few weeks ago arrived at a
station shortly before midnight, and, fallowing the habit of most travlers, made at
for the lnnch counter. They deonce
manded eggs from the waitress, and asked
that they might have some that day’s
strong hand, an uplifting hand, a hand filled
laying. H’im sorry,” she replied, “but
with mercy and help!
to-day’s heggs is all gone, but”—glancing
Mother’s Fbiko Cakes—Two cups of sugar, at the clock, which pointed to a quarter
three eggs, one cup sour milk, one teaspoon before 12- “if
you’d not mind the date, h’l
soda, one and one-kalf tablespoons butter,
could give you some of tomorrow’s.”

to

Mischief in your own children would be

downright wiekednese in. the children of
your neighbor.

INSIST
ON THIS

Candage,

TRADEMARK
*

NABRAMIsaiC. ORLAXD.

\

Cn Jan. 2, P. M. A. B. Hutchins, assisted
by Carrie A. Jordan, of Alamoosook
Run Down?
grange, installed the following officers of
Lost Your
Narainissic grange: Fred M. Keyes, mss- !
Bad Stomach ?
ter; A. B. Hutchins,overseer; C. E. Valeotine, steward; A. L. Wood, assistant
Bilious or
?
steward; Gertrude A. Bo per, chaplain;
Clara M. Hutchins, treasurer; Clara A. Vat- No. it's
serious—a
entine, secretary; Dorothy P. Eidridge, 1
tonic-laxative will fix
good
Linnie
W.
gate-keeper;
Keyes, Ceres;
LAKE VIEW, HAPPTTOWN.
| Clara A. Soper, Pomona; Fannie M. P. you up.
lake View grange held its regular meet- Wood, L. A. S. Bupper was served in the
ing Jan. 2, with a large attendance. One dining room for the patrons, their families
candidate was instructed in the third and and invited guests, after which a large
All enjoyed a harvest ! company assembled in the ball and bad
fourth degrees.
feast. January 9 is the day appointed to \ what was pronounced a real good time. has cured cases of your kind
install officers. Deputy Mary Burrill will The young folks talked, laughed, sang and for 57 years.
If it doesn’t
act as installing officer, and there will be danced in moderation, and the old folks
cure yours, the
will,
an open all-day session with a dinner for
did not say “nay", but seemed to enjoy it,
refund the money.
the grange members and their families.
too.

Appetite?

Constipated

j

_

nothing

j

TRUE S ELIXIR
druggist

_

BAYSIEE, BLISWOBTH.

RAINBOW, NORTH BBOOKSVILLK.

The last

stalled tor the ooming year, and two canwinter.
But the weather continued to be unusually mild. Tbenlaaid: “I give up,”
and good Dame Nature answered her own
riddle.
She sent gentle, damp snow
storms, one after another, to cover up
plants and seed pods in the vast northern
region. Even the weeds and berries that
LEND A BAND.
had the courage to hold their heads up
Lend a hand to the tempted.
were coated with the snow and ice.
Lend a hand to the soul in the shadow.
All
Lend a hand to those who are often mis- the little pockets in the cones that held
judged.
seeds were filled r fresh every few days
Lend a hand to the soul crushed with unwith snow and iee.
speakable loss.
At last I, slow pupil, understood, but
Lend a hand to the poor fighting the wolf
the little birds knew last August.
from the door.
COBDBUA BTABWOOD.
Lend a hand to those whose lives are narsevere

Ket-UH

Oaloaa, k
Gebbftfe,
Bqiutab, lb

**SSrS^rT ***

The newly-elected officers of Rainbow
regular meeting of Bayside
!
are as follows: Angle Cousins,
grange was held Dec. SO, with a large at- 1 grange
tendance. The first and second degrees master; Willie C. Grey, overseer; Bessie
1
Grey, lecturer; Neal Dow, steward; Vinwere conferred on one candidate, and two
ton C. Grey, assistant steward; Alonso
applications for membership were re- j
Laura Howard, treasurer;
!
11ceived. The sisters elected as Flora and Snow, chaplain;
I
assistant steward for coming year re- Mae A. Herrick, secretary; Edgar Blodlady
signed, and Susie Jordan und Linda Pratt | gett, gatekeeper; Addle Grey, Ceres; Vesta
The pro- Hawes, Pomona; Jennie Grindle, Flora;
were elected to fill vacancies.
1
Fannie Grey, lady assistant steward.
gram Dec. 23, “children’s night," was
furnished by the children and visitors,
CANT INK.
and was enjoyed by all. At the next meetmet Jan. 2, with Sfty-two
Oastine
officers
will
be
installed
Jan.
grange
6,
by
WbyT Why? WhyT
ing,
patrons present. Bro. Bernard Varnom,
Pupils -Perhaps the Canadian forest fires Worthy Deputy A. L Foss.
of Penobscot, Installed the officers In a
drove them southward.
SKDQWICK.
Dame Nature—There are vast, vast repleasing manner. Tbs grange has started
Sedgwick grange held Its regular meet- in on a contest. Paul Wsscott and Laura
gions in the North unvisited by forest
fires.
ing Jan. 1, with fifty-two members and Devereax.are the osptains. The first and
Pupil- We may he going to have a very six visitors present. The officers were in- second degrees were conferred upon one

nourishing.

to

s
gsans*
It
lb

Jl
Penobscot grange met Friday evening,
Jl
PerttBe*.
Jan. 1, with an attendance of,about forty,
■aataamd Praefataaa.
and three visitors present. In the s bee nos naat,k:
Pa*k,k.
•aaek.
treat
Chap,
of W. M. Leach, Fast Master Cushman
iratft
filled the chair. Tbs grange voted to InOOfiiBt
®t**
••••IBbfp
lbs II
U
Haaaa,
stall oflloen Friday evening, Jan. IS. Both
To*****,
l>|»
Salt
Pal:
l0t*i*
tba treasurer-sleet and the secretary-elect,
»•*
>>•»
having declined their o Aloes, a new ballot
Lamb-.
was ordered, and Una Bridget was elected |
la«tt
Lamb,
«*
Toa*u«a, rash
treasurer, and B. H. Cushman secretary for
the year 1SW. The same trustee* were reFreak Plate.
elected and all other unfinished business Cod,
OS Cla»«,ql
2*
0* Scallop*, qt
to
disposed of, attar which the lecturer pre- Haddock,
Bail bat.
II «ll Oyatara, qt
u
sented the following program: Presiden- Smelt*, lb
U
tial ooupleta in form of historical quesOrala
amd
Feed.
Floor,
tions, answered by members; anecdote of Fioar—par bbi—
Oata, ba
k|«t
,«o
son«»5t abort*—bait—
□rant, B. E. Varnum; reading, Lissie Staoore,inoktiea I to a I *5 Mia.ibedTSaaiaAgt «o
ple*; reading, Hasel Dunbar; remarks by Oorao«al,ba* itag146 Mld<illag*.haalooalao
B. H. Cushman and others. Tbe grange Cracked cora, 1 Metro
will also have refreshments at tbe instalLAW BBOABDIWO WBIORTS ABO ■BAAOBBflk.
lation.
A bushel of Liverpool sell shall weigh 60
pounds, aad a bushel of Turk** Island salt shall
MARIAVILLE.
weigh?* pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoee
Mariaville grange held ita regular meetIn good order and fit for
la 60 pounds*
ing Saturday evening, Jan. 2, with thirty- of apples, 44 pou ads. shipping,
The standard weight of abushalof beans Id
one members and three visitor* present.
order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
One candidate was instructed in the third good
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 66
and fourth degrees.
Business was fol- pounds; of corn, 66 pounds; of onldns 52.
of carrots, FngHsh turnips, rye and
lowed by an enjoyable program.
Next pounds;
Indian meal. 9* pounds; of parsnip*, 45 pounds;
Saturday evening officers will be installed of barley and buckwheat, 46 pounds; of oats
92 pounds, or even measure as or agreement.
and a harvest supper will be served.

|

Riddle.
Ellbworth, Jan. 4,1909.

CraiLu:
Gold Medal Flour is

■alad.-.If«»
atraw.

_

To the Editor of The American:
Mother Nature is constantly propounding most fascinating little problems for
her children to work out. Usually we are
too busy with the “shapes of our bonnets,
j
the cut of our capes” to note them, but
there is a deal of pleasure in solving these
riddles.
This summer there were berries, berries
everywhere; seed pods of weeds full and !
overflowing; canes bursting with their {
toothsome load for bird and squirrel,
Why such an ususual supply of food for
the birds this dry and unprofitable season? !
Why such a throng of feathered company |
from the North so early in the fall? As !
early as the twenty-fourth of August
large flocks of chickadees, red-breasted

MfiPLB RBIHBOy FOB LA GBIPPB
Racking la grippe conghs that nfhy develop
into pneumonia over night are quickly cured
by Folev's Honey and Tar. The sore and in*
flamed lungs are healed and strengthened,
and a dangerous condition is quickly averted.
Take only Foley’s Honey and Tar in the yellow packages. Q. A. Parches.

loo**, par taa.t<»!9

““~~~

faithful hearts that if taken from us, as
they might be next week, would leave a void
that not the wealth of Indies would fill. We
are only too poor by thinking ourselves so.
It is, in fact, our perverse thinking that every
day makes fools of us.

BBT. JESSE HILL.

Baat

ssc^r* **isI—

KICOUN, NORTH ELUWORTH.

are

months ago his entire ministerial life
had been passed in Ohio, where he
was one of the most eloquent and able
of ministers. He was made moderator
of the State Congregational association, and other high ehurch honors
Mr. Hill
were bestowed upon him.
was a man of great influence in the
community. A courageous and ardent
advocate of temperance, he made insistent and effective war on the saloons, and be won the admiration of
every one for his frank manliness.
Mr. Hill’s oratorical powers and buoyant good cheer will make him a favorite among Christian Endeavorers everywhere. He has always been a firm
friend of Christian Endeavor.

..Its It
■ay.

Nicolin grange held a regular meeting
Saturday evening, Jan. 2, with forty-four
patrons present. After business, grange
closed in form and the office re-elect were
publicly installed by W. M. W. B. Maddocks, be having been installed by Sister
Nettie Austin, the worthy lecturer. About
MAS8AFAQUA, SOUTH BLUEH1LL.
seventy-five were present at the installaMassapaqua
grange met Dec. 31, with
tion. Candy, nuts, corn and corn balls
about forty patrons present. It was voted
were served.
to have installation of officers Jan. 7.
After business, the lecturer presented the
EAST BLCEH1LL.
Readings, Edith
East Bluehill grange held its regular following program:
meeting Saturday evening, Dec. 26. Fifty- Candage, Floyd Hamilton; music, violin

independent, hospitable and happy
people, with no more-dunces in their

A

Cklakaaa...Ilea

_

vssr*

HANCOCK POMONA.

Mat®

par das.

and Alamoosook granges. The officers for
the ensuing year were installed in an able |
and impreasive manner by Mrs. Fannie Potato**, pk
Billings, of Halcyon grange, assisted by
Homer Lowell and wifa. Recess was then Leitoce, bead
declared, and all repaired to the dining
hall, where a harvest feast was served.
When grange reconvened, an address of
welcome was given by J. B. Wilson, and
was responded
to by Worthy Matter
Weocott, of Halcyon grange. A short Orta*-park
program was than presented consisting of
songs, readings, remarks by visitors and s
poem recited in a pleasing way by Char Isa
Snow, of Halcyon grange. The evening
_

HARVEST HOME, WEST ELLSWORTH.

an

|

Freak Md,
Feeltry.

Highland grange held its regular meeting Friday evening Jan. 1 with 112 patrons
present, including visitors from Halcyon

DATES.

Friday, Jan.* 8-Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with Sedgwick grange.
Wednesday, Jan. 13-Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona grange with Bay View
grange, Salisbury Core.

Harvest Home grange met Jan. 2, with
Overseer James W. Carter in the chair.
After bnsineas, a recesa was declared and
applet, candy and peannta were aerved.
All enjoyed a social hoar, after which
there were readings, speaking and songs,
Twenty-six members were present, and
one visitor from Arbutus grange.

Creamery path..

J***T..»,i&

HIGHLAND, NORTH PBNOBBCOT.

installation will be decided on later.

“Memories of Kastbrook.”
W"E8T Frankux, Mb., Jan. 4,190*.
To the Editor of The Americaa ;
“Memories of Bast brook” are interesting
to tbe writer, as he lived and worked a
considerable portion of bis younger days
at that place. I think that “Native” has
drawn tbe most accurate picture of conditions there.
True, the slow ox and one
pair of wheels are nearly passed away, so
has the sixteen-hour day in the hay field.
The people of Eastbrook are as industriwide-awake as any in the
ous and as
coonty. Some leave the place, but it is
those who desire to get a living without
manual labor.
Upon the whole they are

gnm.

_

SEAOIET, BOOTH DEER ISLE.

Corrnponliciuc.

_

Harborside grange met Wednesday, Dec.
After
23, with an avenge attendance.
business, there was a short lltenry pro-

reason.

Seagirt grange held Its regular meeting
Dec. 36, with a email attendance, there
being only tea member! preeent. Quite a
lot of busineac wee transected, it being
It was
the last meeting for the year.
voted to have a public Installation. The
program consisted of readings by several
of the members present. The date for the

Eternity.

The quotetwo* below giro the range ot
retail price* in Bllaworth.

HAKBORSIDB, SOUTH BROOKSVILLE

Addreee.Stats speaker
Entertainment by boat grange
Closing in fora

New ways
Pass by:
Lore stays.
Time is
Too slow for those who wait.
Too swift for those who fear.
Too long for those who grieve.
Too short for those who rejoice;
But for those who love
Time is

j

on-

munications will be subject to approval by 1
the editor, but none will be rejected without

Hesponas.Mildred

wen

gress.

This column In devoted to the Grunge, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column Is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letter*
short and concise. All commnnientions must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All com-

good

KLuwoRn uuns.

instructed in the initial deThe finance committee’s report
shows available funds to settle all bills,
and leave a nice little surplus in the treasdidates

among il)t <8>rongrro.

season with nutmeg, mix, and
Out in rings
an inch thick.

mutual Benefit Column.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

candidate.

ALWAYS THE BEST.
»c.

50c

We promptly obtain

$1.00
P. & and Foreign

i

(STATE PBWSIOSS.
SummarUe* Work of
Col- MilHkea
Voar.
Ilia BuMaa for Bad
E. C. Millikan haa
Stata Penaioo Agent
,nd cooncl! bia refiled with tha |mn«
UBS. In part ha my*:
port for the year
nppllontiooa
have been
certificate* have been lamed and 24*1
of either ea laat year.
„urd not ao many
*nd I^bleneaa of many of
Increwine T««™
ham seemed to make it
the applicants
be made
imperative theta higher rating
Thera haa been a large
caaea.
iD many
Bled and
number of original applications
oases have seemed to demany of these
These
mand the higheet poeslble rating.
would call
certificates, if paid in fall,
The
an
expenditure of
(o,
deaths which hern occurred and changes
the amount actmade for other eooaea,
other allowances
ually expended with
from tha
and expenses of the office paid
appropriation, would balance the amount
appropriated by the legislature.
"There have been sixty-five deaths, of
which I ham reoeimd notice either from
municipal offiears of towns or from the
columns of tha newapapers. Of the deaths

A Thread In

the Woof.

^“Therc

which bam ooeurmd, thtrty-flm ware
one
widows, three mothers, two fathers,
were
aon and one daughter; twenty-three
invalids, eighteen of whom left widows
Who ham applied for and been granted
one
mate pensions; one widow remarried,
daughter remarried and left tha Statu, the
pension of oas tamUd haa been cancelled,
he having waaltaB huge increase la
United States pension; tha certificates of
two widowa ham been revoked on account
of receiving United Stetsa pension, which
also included quite an amount of hack pay;
the eertiSaatas of three widow* ham bean
reduced tat amounts whan United States
panaion was repaired; seven Invalids ham
entered the sdidisra’ home at Togas and
their cerUBoatsa ham bean revoked.
“The eervtm panel ah net pa—ed by Congress, gab 0, MB, has relieved the necessities ol a large number o( the old eoidlarv
in Maine, end aetho— men-Terally much
the required qge under mid tow,will result
The not
id atilt larger benefit to them.

passed by Congress April U, 1MB, making

the minimum rata ol panelows to widow*
gUper month, has relieved a great deal ol
actual an Bering and want among thorn
mom worthy nppltohhta. Wham person*
by reason ol age worn entitled to receive
fX per month uader tbs aervloe pension
law,no State pension has been granted unless it was shown that tha applicants,
pending tha granting ol such pension,
Them hue been quite a
should euBbr.
number ot cnees wham State pension has
bean granted to each persons to continue
untU the receipt ot inert*— in United

By WALLACE SNOW.
Copyrighted. 1S08. by Associated
Literary Press.

Pietro Vincenzo
aged. If bad l>eeti

discourn had day.
In fact.
bad montb. Generally

alluring

Peaces*.

stream.

But this year the weather
for the most part rainy, and
Gambietta seemingly had
knoelr of coaxing coins from

had been
somehow
lost bis
stubborn

pockets.
Whut few pleasant days there had
been had proved far from profitable,
for the dimes and nickels and quarters were conspicuous by their absence. and Pietro and Gambietta must
both eat. fair weather or dull.
In vain did they plod the dusty
highways; In vain whenever they
could find a possible audience did
Gambietta do hla cumbersome tricks.
Walts, tarn somersaults, die. go
lama, wrest I# with Pietro an he wonld,
bat a few scattered pennies had lodged
In the old felt hat Bankruptcy, grim
and ghastly, stared them In the face.

Moreover. Gambietta

painfully thin,

was

growing

If ha bad bat
recently come from one of bis long
naps of hibernation, and Pietro wan
beginning to learn all too frequently
that a handful of berries gathered
from the roadside made a most unsateven an

isfactory repast.

They plodded

up tbe long hill slope,
tbe man shuffling along with bln shoulders stooped and bin hand bent and
the bear following along at the and of
hla chain. Ms hand rolling from aids
to aids and hit scuffling feat sending
up choking clouds of dust that set him
'to wbeedsc and coughing in miserable
fashion.

They
when ■

nearing the top of the hill
wagon with a portly, well -fed

were

the seat drew up beside them.
The well fed man glared at them In

man on

undisguised contempt
“Hey. you dago." he called, “what

yer doin' with that bear here on the
highway? Don't you know there’s n
regulation against It In this town?
Take him
Scares bosses. It does!
through the woods or the Helds, but
keep off the roads—you hear?"
Pietro pulled o(T4be old felt bat and
bowed respectfully. Then as best he
could In broken Rngllah, plentifully
Interspersed with Etruscan dialect, he
tried to make It plain that neither he
would willingly or
nor Cambletta
knowingly transgress the law. But
the man In the wagon understood no
word of the servile harangue.
“None of your lip. now,” he Interrupted Irritably, at the same time
pulling open his coat to display a tin
“I'm a deputy sheriff. I am.
atar.
You and that bear keep off the roads
See!”
or I'll run you both In.
He waved his arm meaningly toward a little wooded path that led
from the highway to the left and sat
In his wagon watching the sorry pair
until they had turned Into It and were
lost to view In Its shady depths.
Beneath a giant oak tree that stood
beside the little path Pietro sat dowu
miserably, his head lu his bands and
a great despair In his tired eyes.
Cambletta
collapsed beside him.
rolled about luxuriously for a moment, then turned on his side and

GUMPTION ON THE FARM.
[Farm Journal. 1
Go shovel • road through the drifts for
the poor old man or lone widow. It won’t
take long.
The open-air treatment is good for consumptives but it isn’t beneficial for farming machinery or tools.
The Chinese try hard to pay all debta
before New Year's day; and it is a mighty
good plan for all farmers to follow.
It the wire fences are tightly strung,
loosen the wires somewhat to prevent
their being snapped by frost. Do it toDid you ever stop to reflect that a cat or
a dog loves its home just as well as or perhaps better than you do? Then don’t
take it away, unless you give it a better
home.
Work upall old fence rails, useless boards
dead trees and limbs out of the orchard
into stove wood. This will keep the farm
free of litter and help solve the fuel ques
tion.
Give the boys something practical, such
as a box cf carpenter’s tools, a soldering
set or a drawing outfit, Instead of guns,
drums and toy pistols. Teach creative not
destructive force.
When a man gets so rich or so high in
society that he is ashamed of his bent old
mother in her plaid shawl, and of her lack
of grammar, he is too snobbish for honest
men to trust out.
“The well-being of a city is like a tree;
agriculture Is its root, manufacture and
commerce are its leaves; if the root is injured, the leaves fall, the branches break
away and the tree dies."
Have you saved a little money this year?
Invest some of it in the old farm; do something to make the plaoe better. You could
have no better bank account than your
own farm. Every dollar thus invested will
corns back with tenfold interest.
It is very annoying to telephone subscribers to find, during the very busy hour
in the evening, when they want to use the
phone, that some young couple is sparking
over the wire, ar somebody else is holding
•
long, gossipy conversation. Boms psople
use the telephone almost any time for almost anything.

was

It bad been n
when lie and Gambietta took to tbe
road mid traveled through this section
tbe nickels aud dimes and quarters
fell Into Pietro's old felt bat In a most

States pensions.
“1 know of no cam where State pension
has bean withheld where it waa believed
that sugaring would result in not granting the —me.
“I have peraona on the rolls from W
towns, cities and plantations in this State.
We have bed the same number of applications for pensions tor soldiers ot ths
Aroostook war as in the year 1907; certificates have been i—usd to each one of the
applicants. I have had a great many letters from parti— in connection with the
Aroostook war, inquiring it widows of
soldiers in that war were entitled to pensions. There to no provision of tow for
pensioning such widows.
“Many iaqnirlm have come to the ofllo*.
relative to the report that the legislature
ot Maine in 1907 adopted a pension Uw
giving nil former Maine soldiers |B per
month. No pension is paid by this State
to persons residing In other states.
"Certificates have been i—ned during
the year to two soldiers of the war with
Spain and to nine widows of such soldiers.
Them am on the rolls 813 invalids, 1,202
widows, twenty mothers, three fathers,
eleven cone, twenty-four daughters and
eighteen slaters.”

morrow.

Riga

went calmly to sleep.
Pietro sat there for a time, a prey
Then he. too.
to his bitter musing.
stretched himself beside Gumbietta’a
rusty brown bulk and fell Into trou
bled slumber.
Now, It happened that the path—a
winding wood road—which the two
bad chosen, or. rather, which the well
fed mau had chosen for them, ns a retreat led to a cascade, where a little
stream fell over a series of granite

ledges.
It was one of the beauty spots of
the vicinity, a place much frequented
by the summer people who came to
the little town.
Even as Pietro and Gambletta slept
In the shadows of the oak a smart
trap canto slowly down the winding
road from the cascade.
In the trap were a stern faced young
man and an unsmiling young woman.
ADd It took no very great Intellect to
see that everything was not entirely
pleasant between them.
Indeed, they had fallen Into silence—
that bitter silence which Is harder to
endure than threats or recriminations
or open censure.
For some time they
drove along,
the beauties of the
shaded wood road lost to their eyes.
The man finally broke the silence.
‘Perhaps It would be better If I got
o*it and walked,” he suggested grimly.
“Perhaps It would.” said the girl,
and, #elnlng In the horse, she watched
him climb down from the trap, after
which she flicked the cob with the
whip, and the trap a,led down the road.
The man stuffed his hands into bis
pockets, grunted something lnnrtlculate and strode on in her wake. He
was a pleasant lookiug young man.
The frown that furrowed bis forehead
seemed sadly out of place.
But there was something about the
mouth which said he had a will of his
own and somewhat more than his

1

■hare of stubborn pride.
Presently, by way of soothing his
overwrought nerves, he pulled from
sis pocket a well worn brier pipe and
began to fill It from bis tobacco pouch.
But scarcely was the task completed
when from ahead there arose a sudden commotion, n cracking of underbrush. « jabbering of Etruscan dialect,

a half smothered
feminine eeream,
sounded through the stillness.
The young man pricked up bis ears,
and ns the acres m sounded once more
he dropped the pipe nnd tore down the
path nt a pace that had won him records on the cinder path.
Around a bend iti the path be sped,
and there before him he saw a frantically plunging horse, an Etruscan
wringing his hand and jabbering helplessly, while a badly frightened bear
crawled through the underbrush with
many whoofs of genuine alarm.
The young mnn jumped for the bit,
caught It and clung on desperately.
The
horse,
thoroughly frightened,
•uorted and plunged nnd acted generally like a beftst bereft of his Benses.
With all his strength he strove to
free himself from the young man's
grasp, but that stubborn will was
equal to the emergency. Men with
mouths like the young man's don’t let
go once they have gained a hold.
For several mlDUtes It was a battle
royal for the mastery; then the young
man's strength and agility and spirit

o-
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Tragedy of Pride.
"■

Q-tv

■—b

[Original.)
Don Rafael Alvarado, a wealthy citizen of Mexico, claimed descent from
that Alvarado who made the famous
leap across the break In the causeway
when Cortez's army retreated from
Don Rafael's ancestors
the eapl'ol.
had acquired a large tract of land lu
ancient Tlasenln. one of the Mexican
provinces, and one of them at one time
In Don Itafael's
owned a gold mine.
youth the family wealth had been very
great, and wealth and nneestry are the
father and mother of pride. The young
man was brought up to consider uo one
In Mexico his equal, that Mexico was
made especially for the Alvarados and
that an Alvarado could not accept a
favor or withhold one.
Don Rafael lived ou his hacienda, a
large estate that remained from the
original grant of the king of Spain.
From bis walls the portraits of bis
ancestors looked down on him. all
seeming to say the same words. “Re-

prevailed.
The horse, quivering and panting,
came down on all fours ami stood
there, shaking like a leaf.
member that you are an Alvarado."
“You had best get out for a moment Covering one end of the banquet room
or two," the young man advised, and
was a painting of the original Alvarathe girl meekly obeyed.
do making the wonderful leap.

Then she saw bla torn coat and blood
bis wrist whers the prongs of the
bit had torn the flesh.
“Tom,” the cried, quite forgetting
the recant unpleasantness—“Tom, daar,
There’s blood on your
are yon hart?
hand, and you're all mussed up."
He smiled reassuringly. “Not In the
least, dsarle.” said he. Then he looked
steadily Into her eyes. “But I’d bo
glad to be If—If—
“If whatf she aaked rather breathon

lessly.

“If I could make you understand
what an asa I feel myself to be and
how sorry I am I quarreled with yon.”
The yonng woman had her share of
common sense. “Well. I rather think
we can forgive each other without
anything so unnecessary as that." said
she. “It was my fault anyway."
“I rather think It was mine,” be declared.
At that

moment Pietro Vincenzo
Riga, overcome with premonitory
fears, approached, nearly touching the
ground with his forehead, so low were

his bows. His gestures were rapid
nnd expressive, his face a picture of
woe.

“Not-a my fault! Not-a my fault!"
he repeated over and over, his palms
upturned In deprecation.
“Your
turned.
The young man
fault!*' he laughed. “Not a bit of It.
most formy friend. In fact, it's the
tune te circumstance In the world that
you happened along Just as you did.
Here!” And Into the astounded Etruscan's hand he thrust a crisp ten dollar
bill.
Pietro stood staring nt It stupidly,
scnrce daring to believe his good fortune. while the young man helped the
girl back to the trap.
It was only when the trap started
on that Pietro realized he was taking
something and giving nothing In return.
“Walt!” he cried, diving Into the
bushes for the recreant Gambletta.
“Walt! Mak-a da bear dance-a d:t
waltz!"

“Oh, that’s all right” the young man
laughed. “You’ve earned the money!"
The trap whisked down the path.
Pietro hauled the bear from the underbrush and made him stand at his
clumsy salute.
His own tattered felt hat was clasped In his hand as he watched the two
young people, sitting close togethei
nnd both talking at once, drive out of

sight. Then he and Gambletta set
forth at a somewhat livelier pace in
search of supper.

Don Rafael upon bis accession to the

property began to outdo any of his
progenitors in splendor of living and
He had a sister. Dona
hospitality.
Isabel, who was an especially attractive feature In bis home. She attempted to check her brother in his extravagance, pointing out to him that those
he was entertaining were bleeding him
and at the rate he was proceeding be
would soon have nothing left. But her
warning was of no avail. Some of the

taught their host gambling
games, others borrowed money. Both
methods were employed to impoverish
him. Gradually his bank account melted away, bis revenues become mortgaged, and at last ruin stared him In

guests

the face.
About this time came a very different sort of guest from the others,
George Wallace, a young American of
considerable means and a graduate of
He
a school of mining engineering.
bad gone to Mexico to examine a mine
for some New York capitalists, with a
view to keeping a lookout for other
mines In which to make Investments
He found a treasure of anhimself.
other kind. Dona Isabel, and straightway proceeded to fall In love with her.
His love was returned, and Don Rafael, though be considered no one
either In Mexico or the United States
good enough to marry his sister, consented to the match.
Something troubled the girl, which
did not escape the attention of her lovHe pressed her for it, and she at
er.
last confessed that her brother was
financially in a desperate condition.
After having tied up his resources he
had mortgaged his hacienda, and tin;
mortgage was about to be foreclosed.
Wallace, actuated by love and natural
noble Impulses, went straight to Don
Rafael, told him that he bad that day
received a large remittance from New
York which he had drawn In gold
The
and bad upstairs in bis room.
amount was sufficient to lift the mortit
gage, and Wallace offered to loan
to his host without security. The only
condition he made was that Don Rafael should thereafter listen to the advice of his sister, dismiss the vampires
who were preying upon him and endeavor to straighten his affairs.
Wallace did not doubt that the man
he had offered to help would thank
fully accede to his terms. He was disDon Rafael showed a
appointed.
thorough appreciation of the kindly
Interest that prompted the offer, but
pride, the trait that dominated the Alvarados, prevented his accepting the

loan.
“I owe yon a world of thanks." he
said, “but an Alvarado cannot accept
What would these, my ancesa favor.
tors, think of me if 1 should accept
money from my sister’s lover?"
Wallace argued with him, pointing
about to
out to him the ruin that
fall upon him and its influence ou his
take it.”
He
Tbe artist protested, but all to no future life, all to no purpose.
He
“All right, monsieur," be re- could not break the man’s pride.
avail.
marked finally, "if it is not at all like was obliged to go to Dona Isabel and
extell her that he had made the offer,
you, of course I can't reasonably
but had failed to effect its acceptance.
pect to get paid for it."
That night Wallace was suddenly
After the count had left the painter
a
added to the portrnit a magnificent awakened front sleep by hearing
as If sonip one had
pair of ass' ears aud exhibited it to noise In his room
stumbled against a piece of furniture,
the gaze of the curious public.
It had not been long so exposed lie listened, bht all was quiet. Matchand
when the count broke Into the artist's es were on a stand beside his bed.
Its light revealed Don
stndio in a towering rage and, finding he struck one.
chamtiei
that threats availed him nothing, at Iiafael standing near the
in bis hand, which
last offered to buy it at a considerable door with a bag
Wallace recognized as bis property.
advance upon the original price.
he had offered
"It was not strange that you failed It contained the gold
that pride had prevent
to recognize your resemblance to the his host—gold
He
ed him from accepting as a loan.
picture at first," said the painter, deto steal It.
termined to be reveuged for the slight was now attempting
By the brief burning of a match
put upon his work. "But I knew you
Wallace saw the thief, and Don Rafael
would notice fhe likeness as soon as I
kuew (hay he luld liecii detectej. The
added these ears.”
match burned out. and before Wallace
could light another Don Rafael rushed
Society at Caracas.
to the bed and plunged a dagger Into
The ladies of the government were
breast
benefactor’s
his guest and
the most gorgeous of tropical butterThen Dona Isabel. Iienrlug a light,
flies. They wore all the colors at the
rushed into the room, followed by othsame time and Jewels in profusion,
ers of the household.
Throwing her
but you seldom looked farther than
self on the body of her lover, she
I had seen a
the paint and powder.
cursed her brother as a murderer and
darky girl in Porto Rico powdered un- a thief.
til she looked like a rusk, but she was
Alvarado fled, thinking that lie had
at rest! These gaudy panisb, Spanisbkilled his guest and his sister’s lover
Indlan, Spanish-negro creatures were Wallace recovered, and both lie and
pinked and ecarleted and whited on Dona Isabel, whom he afterward mar
face, throat and neck until the origi- ried, tried to flail him. but in vain
nal color appeared only on the upper
Alvarado turned bandit and under an
arms, and after they had danced for
other name became the terror of Mexan hour one thought of the delta of
ico.
Finally he was killed, anil his
the Mississippi tn the old green geogbody was brought to bis hacienda.
danced,
we
all
so
And
painted
raphy!
Then for the first time his sister kuew
and unpalnted alike, and only tbe un
that the man she had often heard of
believable florescent description In the
as an outlaw was her brother
an
adecan
give
next morning's paper
Probably there Is not another such
the
Carawhat
of
quate conception
of family pride.
example
ot
It.—Atlantic.
qnenlans thought
ORACB ADA HOWB
Likeness.
A Parisian dauily of the first water,
the Comte de S., had a crayon picture
of himself made, which he afterward
pretended to find fault with.
“It does not bear the slightest resera
blnnce to me," he said, “and I will not

Recognized

K1TTKKY TO

CARIBOU*
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State
There was a oash balanoe In the
treasurer's office Jan. 1 ol $686,634.44.

the
Colby Getchell, of Waterville,
sheriff of Kennebec county, in

To Look

BEECHAM&

of the

From figures on file at the offipe
automobile
secretary of state in regard to
registration and licenses, the comparative
since the
registration for the four years
law requiring the registration of automofol-

PILLS
aoMBvwrwlM*^

as
biles went into effect is found to be
lows: 1906,736; 1906,840; 1907, 863; 1908,
for
994, making the total as already given
the four years 3,232.
reThe State assessors have filed their
which includes the State

port

Young^

feel young and stay yoaa/gA
u
—keep the blood pure, tnBi
bowel*
,
the
stomach right,
skin clear aaft >
the
regular,
the eyes bright with

new

■
y«
dress to his deputies on New Year
undersaid: “I want you to distinctly
for
stand that I was elected on a platform
o
the straight and impartial enforcement
ts it is
the prohibitory liquor law as long

■*>

HIGH GRADE WATCRBX
MT

1908,

for

real
valuation fixed by the board upon
an
and personal estate of all cities, towns
townplantations and unincorporated
valuation
ships within the State, which
of the
forms the basis lot the assessment
19Q»
State and county taxes for the years
and 1910. The total valuation is $364,808,over 1907.
714, an increase of $10,381,888
The increase in Hancock oounty is $220,129.
Two business blocks and live tenement
other
houses were destroyed and two
fi*®«
buainess blocks badly damaged by
Two
Skowhegan last Friday morning.
of the tenements were blown up by dynamite to stop the progress of the fl»“*»The
The total loss Is estimated at $280,000.
was
fire started in the Gould block, which
on the street
The

destroyed.

turn
WEEK

I

t

mi*

occupants

floor were Wildes A Judkins, drygoods;
Fred O. Sawyer, dentist; E. E- DeUno’
confectioner, and Frank W. Buck man,
third
druggist, while the second and
manfloors constituted the Hotel Oxford,
of the
aged by Samuel W. Gould, owner
was also
building. The Milburn block
This building was owned by
burned.
by
Morrissy A McClellan, and was atp&
law and real estate offices on the upper
floors. The street floor was occupied by
the City drug store; Walter F. Bobbins,
harness
Jeweller, and George Weymouth,
admaker. The Forrest Goodwin block,
Morrison
joining, was damaged, and the
oriental rug factory was also consider-

■

gifts

ably burned.
Sixty Year* on the Stage.
I have had many amusing experiences
tor a
in these Utter years, as I have pUyed
brief season in “The Old Homestead,
Circle Magasays Denman Thompson in
me most
zine, but the one that pleased
a
occurred during a recent engagement
An
York.
New
of
Music,
the

Never Falls

Gray Bair to
Color and Beanty.
—

Academy

No matter bow long it bas been
or faded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling oat.
and positively removes Dsadrnff. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2% times as mach
in $1.00 asSOc. size, fee Net n Dye.
$1 end Me. bottles, at tragabts
Send 2c for free book The Care of the Hairs*
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J. ^

old man came to the stage door one night
and said he would like to see Mr. Thomp
from the las
son as soon as he came off
to peract after the dance. They tried
off
suade him to wait until I had washed
so persistent that,
my make-up, but he was
son said I had
as I entered the wings, my
if fora
better see the old gentleman, even
shoos
moment. I went up to him and he
my hand warmly.
itT he
“It is you, Mr. Thompson, isn’t
and I
asked. “I saw you play last night,
were
couldn’t believe that at your age you
still doing that dance. I thought perhaps
on me; but
you were ringing in a double
it is you. isn’t itT”
“I am quite sure it is,” I replied-

Hay's Harttna Soap cure* Piajia^

red, rouerh and chapped hands, and all akin disease*.
Keeps skin fine and soft. 25c. drumists»
Bend 2c for free book “The Care of the Skin.**

A Reliable Remedy
FOR

CATARRH

he

“You will pardon my intrusion,”
a
I have seen you play once
and as long as
year for the last ten years,
I feel I have
you keep as young as you are,
it was your play
to
young—for
keep
got
twelve
that sent my boy back to his mother
years ago.”
the only
If, it seems to me, this were
Homelittle bit of good that “The Old
stead” and “Joshua Whitcomb” had done,
existence
it Iwould have justified their
and partly atoned for the somewhat garrulous memories of an old man.

‘********•■

Bald, “but

I

Cream Balm
Ely’s
is quickly absorbed.

Gives Relief at Once.
i It cleanses, soothes,
! heals and protects
: the
diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drive®
!
away aCold iu the Head quickly. Restores,
of Taste and Smell. FutI size
j the Senses
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail.
Liquid
for use in atomizers 75 eta.
Balm
Cream
j
El\ Brothers, 50 Yv arren Street, New York-

j
]

JOHNSONS
ANODYNE

LINIMENT
Ifced/ttrMarfp/fflJfeatv
Get, right at the source
The great National Family Doctor.
eases pam and effects a
of the trouble—teJuces all inflammation,
.n all emergences
Keep a bottle
speedy cure. Can be relied ui>on
burns scald, bru.ses, spra.ns,
in case of accidents, cuts
face ache,
lame back, stiff joints, muscular rheumat.sm, swellings
chaps, or any other external
headache, Earache, frost bites, ch.lbla.ns,
follow
direcmeans
rehef-,ust
pain or inflammation. Every drop
under Food and Drugs Act,
Sold everywhere. Guaranteed
tions.
Serial number, 513.

“handy

June 30,1906.

25 Cf.»
»

bottle

S time.

LS. Johnson & Co.

-

■»««*■ tor «0 cento.

boston.mass.

NOW IS THE TIME
to have that

putin.
is

a

Be

furnace

sure

Kineo,

that it

and then

you will be

sure

of

good results, great
heating efficiency,
economy in fuel and

durability.

F. B. AIKEN,

Agt.,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor, Me.
si
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back to first

This week's

principles?

of the Senate, and George G. Weeks,
2,523 of Fairfield, for speaker of the House,

Average for the year of 1908,

City Charter Amendment*.
The Ellsworth city government has

by giving

though some of them are being turned
Reference to the
by new hands.
changes is made in another column.

WE

J

to the performance of his duty
officer. His appointment is
looked upon in Ellsworth as another

comes

BROS.,

tions which have two or three times
arisen in Ellsworth by the election of
■ member of the board as superinten-

as

dent.

the
It was found impossible to bring this
people of Hancock county in a recent company to Ellsworth, but special railletter, to enforce the law without fear ! road rates have been secured—ninety
or favor.
cents the round trip from Ellsworth to
Bangor, tickets good to return on MonCongressman Allen, of the first I day.

permits

an

guarantee that Sheriff Silsby
to make good his promise

The State law, because of the
presence of an insignificant comma,
of

two interpretations; in
fact, the law has been interpreted
both ways at different times in Ellsworth. The enactment of the amendment proposed would definitely settle
the question.

means

of the next municipal year,
March 8, 1909. We anticipate little or
■o objection on the part of the citimns and taxpayers of Ellsworth.

Maine district, announces that he will
retire at the close of his present term.
It is conceded that his successor will
be a Cumberland county man, and al-

j

|

! them is the name of Col. Frederick
I Hale, a son of Senator Eugene Hale.
! Col. Hale has been intensely active
politically evtr since he went to Portland, and his friends believe that he
i will prove

Legislature.
The seventy-fourth session of the

Legislature,

Rev.

which opens this

a

W.

very strong candidate.
F.

dinner speech
forenoon, is likely to be both lengthy

interesting.
question will be
the special tax

and

The

and A.

overshadowing

the

repeal

ly to

of the

Sturgis

Emery, in an afterLygonia lodge, F.
Thuisday night, gave
at

expresson to a motto which is a spendid one for all of us who are residents
of Ellsworth to adopt for the New
Year—“If you can’t boost, stop knock-

that of taxation, as
commission in its report to the governor and council made
many radical suggestions, and em- ;
bodied with the report the text of
sixteen proposed acts, any one of :
which can hardly fail to provoke a
large volume of discussion.
The questions of resubmission and

M.t

last

ing.”
Hon. Pascal P. Gilmore, of Bucks*
port, is the unanimous choice of the
republicans for re-election to the
office of state treasurer, which he has
filled 60 efficiently the past two yearB.

j

law are like-

up before the session is
very far under way, and will precipitate oratorical fireworks.
The bridge bill will probably be
given serious consideration, and while
many of the towns are likely to favor
it, the bill is very apt to be strongly
come

He will doubtless be re-elected at the
joint session this week.
CHURCH NOTES.
WEEK

OF

PRAYER.

Union services.

Wednesday evening.
opposed by the representatives and Congregational church, Kev. W. F. Emery;
senators from some of
the larger Thursday evening, Congregational church,
Rev. J. D. Prigmore; Friday evening.
cities.
Of special importance to Hancock Baptist church, Mr. Mathews; Sunday
county is the move of Swan’s Island, evening, Baptist church, Mr. Emery.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Deer Isle, Stonington and Isle au !
Rev. IF. F. Emery, pastor,
Haut to be set off from Hancock coun- !
Jan. 10
Morning Bervice at
The resi- !\ Sunday,
ty and joined to Knox.
10.30.
Junior
Sunday school at 11.45.
dents of these towns who desire the j
league at 3. Union evening service at Bapchange in county lines claim that it list church.
would be a saving of both time and
BAPTIST.
Rev. P. .1. A. Killam, pastor.
money to have their court business
transacted at Bockland, their natural
Sunday, Jan. 10
Morning service at
commercial centre, rather than Ells- 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45.
Christian Endeavor meeting at
worth.
7.
Union evening service at 7.30. Rev.
W. F. Emery.
Last Monday evening the republican
CONGREGATIONAL.
State committee invited about a hunRev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
dred fellow-republicans to meet them
Sunday, Jan. 10 Morning service at
in Auguste, and the invitation was 10.30.
Sunday school at 11.46. Union
very generally accepted. Gov. Oobb evening service at Baptist church.
—

■

—

—

tbere, also Gov.-elect Fernald.
Compliments were handed out all
was

around

hand.

It

OONQ’L, ELLSWORTH VALIA
Resn J, D, Prigmore, pastor.

UNION

PUBLIC NOTICK.
Castine Water Company hereby gives
notice
that la order to carry out
public
the provisions of it* charter granted In 1886.
it is necessary that it should take, hold and
use as !< r public
purposes tbe following described tract or pares! of land in said Castine,
to wit:
Beginning on the northwest side of Bight
street at land of Thomas K. Hale; theace
westerly along said street about sight hundred and seventy-five feel to land oI the late
Geo. H. Witherle; theace at nearly right
aogles along said Witherle Una aor’herlv
about two hundred and twenty-three feet to
stake and stone*: thence northeasterly along
line of land of said Witherle and land of M.
J. Abbott about five hundred and seventy-one
feet to stake and stones on land of said Hale;
thence southerly on line of said Hale about
nineteen feet to stake and stones; thence
easterly along said Hale’s laud about two
hundred and forty five feet to stake and
stones; thence along said Hale’s land southerly about four hundred and thirty-nine feet
to place of beginning, the above described
remises
being known as tbe “Collins
watnp”. and said company has taken said
tract or parcel of land for said
purposes according to plan filed in tbe registry of deeds
for tbe county cf Hancock, ar.d in the office
of the town clerk for the town of Castine. together with this statement and description of
said land, and for said promisee the said Castine Water Company Is willing to pay the
sum of five hundred dollars as damages to
whoever is the owner thereof.
Thx Cast in ii Watbu Co.
By Geo. M. Warren, its attorney.
Dated Jan. 1. 1909-

|

From the Law
The

following rescript

CASTIINE and

First

Court.

M. B.

Robinson et als.

vs.

MAINE.

Mortgage Six Per Cent. Ten Year Gold Bonds,
DENOMINATION $500.

has been received

Due November 2, 1913.
Dated November 2, 190s.
Callable at 103 on any interest date after three years.
Interest payable May 2 and November 2.
Prineipaland Interest payable at the

from the law court:

Lydia

THE

$50,000.
The Devereux Company,
BUCKSPORT,

_

The Maine

Maine

abbrtt»tmtnt».

gor.

to

It iaproposed to have a bill embodying these amendments introduced at
the present term of the legislature, ready the politic si atmospheie is filled
and enacted to take effect at the be- with the names of aspirants. Among

ginning

SferaETStS

BAG—On

have demonstrated tbeir fitness
necessary to elect three assessors, for urer,
terms of one, two aDd three years re- ! for the offices they hold.
Bpectively, and after that, one assessor
The appointment of City Marshal
each year. This change, we think, is
&D eminently wise one.
It would in- Eugene D. Brann, of Ellsworth, as,
announced by I
sure the presence on this important deputy sheriff, was
board each year of at least two ex- Sheriff Silsby to-day. We believe the
1
perienced men, and the city would appointment is a good one. Mr. 1
ns
has
Brann,
benefit thereby.
city marshal,
proven
The third change proposed is to himself an excellent officer. He is
make a member of the school board fearless in the enforcement of the law,
and no respecter of persons when it
for the office of

superintencomplica-

THE

WOMAN—Middle-aged

■

remove

|

SLBIQH

—

dent, and thereby

|

ELLSWORTH LOAN AND MU1LD1XO
ASSOCIATION.
Shareholders' Meeting.
annual meeting of the Ellsworth Loan
and Building Association will be held on
IS, 1909, at 7 30 o'clock p. m., at the
January
office or the Association in the First National
Bank Building, Ellsworth, Maine, fortbefollowing purposes:
f. For tbe election of a board of seven directors.
2. For the election of an auditor.
3. For the transaction of any other business
that may properly come before said meeting.
O. W. Tartar, Secretary.
Ellsworth, Maine. January 9, 1909.

WBUIA1

plement to this to adopt a new rnle
governing meetings of the board, pro- The county is debtor to all the retirMr. Eldridge, county
viding a fine of tl or <2 for non-at- ing officers
tendance at meetings. The provision commissioner for the past twelve
making an alderman ineligible to any years; Mr. Wood, county attorney,
Other salaried office would do away and Mr. Mayo, aberifl. Jt looks with
with complications which have arisen confidence to the new commissioner—
Mr. Allen, to the new county attorney
in years past.
The second amendment proposed is —Mr Conary, and to the new sheriff—
to elect one assessor each year for a Mr. Silsby to make good in their reterm of three years, instead of elect- spective offices. The re-elected of- !
ing an entire new board each year. Beers—Mr. Mahoney, register of pro- !
Next year, of course, it would be bate, and Mr. Holmes, county treas- !

ineligible

acute indigestion followed by heart
failure.
For several years Capt. Moore ami Miss
Margaret had spent the winters in this
city w ith his son, Leonard M. Moore, returning to his home in Prospect Harbor
was

I

taken the initiative in three proposed
judged by their careers upon the floor
amendments to the city charter, all of
and their earlier service in every posiadvised
which, we believe, are well
tion of trust to which they have been
and will meet with the general apcalled, it will prove worthy of the
of
voters.
proval
strong line of men who have been
The first provides for the payment
their predecessors in these important
of an annual salary of 850 to each of
stations. Senator Deasy was an active
the five aldermen, and makes the
member of the Senate two years ago,
Mayor and aldermen ineligible to any is an able
lawyer and is in all respects
other salaried city office. The salary
well equipped for the office to which
Is not munificent and is not intended
his fellow-senators will elect him this
as any adequate compensation for the
actual work and worry put in by the morning.”
aldermen, bat as slight remuneration
The wheels of county business con1m actual loss of time and money I
tinue to revolve just the seme, alwhich an alderman suffers
the attention he should to city business.
It is further intended as a sup-

My

Brimmer Bridge School.
The Christmas exercises given by the
children of No. 2 school And held at the
schoolhouse
Thursday afternoon under
the direction of Miss Minerva Jordan, of
Ellsworth, was successfully carri d out,
and much enjoyed by the parents anu
friends present.
When the children arrived Thursday
morning much excitement prevailed, as a

|

without opposition. Regarding these
nominations the Kennebec Journal
says: “Both the Senate and the
House are to be congratulated upon
the selections. If the career of those
two men as presiding officers is to be

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 6, 1909.

wife, In;va *B. Claire, having left mr
bed and board without just cause. 1
hereby forbid all persona barboring or trusting her on my account, as I shall pay no bllla
contracted by her after this dale.
Bucksport, Dec. IS, IMS. Faso B. Ci.aian.

THE

republican legislative caucus
last evening, Lntre B. Deasy, of Bar
Harbor, was nominated for president

of The

edition

American is 2,350 copies.

f.AMCEL OSCAR MOORE.

host of friends and acquaintances
of Capt. S. O. Moore, of Prospect Harbor,
were shocked to learn of his death, at the
home of his daughters in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
The cause of death
on New Year’s day.
The

for the summer. In this way Capt. Moore
curtain had been drawn across the corner
became well known to this community, of
the room, and no one was allowed to
;
who
all
in
was
held
and
high regard by
approach it. Promptly at 1.30 o'clock the
came to know him.
children were dismissed from the room,
Capt. Moore was born in Prospect Har- and on being recalled, found the curtain
was
and
hence
bor on March 23, 1S38,
and standing in the corner a
i
present positions.
NOTICE.
of age. At an removed,
Mr. Cushman will retain the office of nearly seventy-one years
beautiful Christmas tree loaded with apannual meeting of the stockholders of
and
a
sea-faring life,
age he began
early
with
the
Hancock
of
the
Union
Trust
County Agricultural SoCo.,
vice-president
ples, candy, pop-corn, candles, etc.,
followed it for twenty-five years. Quickly a
ciety will be held at Merrill A
*
and so will continue to identify himself
gift for each pupil from the teacher, store at Bluehill, on Saturday, Jan.Hinckley
9, 1909.'at
to a master's berth, he commanded
rising
3
o’clock
her
m.
to
act
with Ellsworth and
business inti rests.
p.
i The pr ts were well taken and reflected
upon the following busiin the foreign trade.
To hear the report of the secness, to wit:
Mr. Cushman came to the bank as large ships, mostly
much credit on the teacher, who spared
retary. To hear the report of the treasurer.
With a competency he retired from the no
cashier in 1893; it was then the First
i
to make the entertainment a suc- To elect a board of directors and to transact
pain*
in 1888, and did not engage actively in
any other business legally brought before said
national bank. When it was reorganized sea
cess.
C. 8. Snowman, aec’r.
meeting.
7
business afterwards.
into a trust company in September, 1907,
Bluehill, Dec.lt, 1903.
Miss Jordsn received a number of gifts
Civil war he served about
the
During
he was elected treasurer.
exercises
and
from
the
and
both
pupils,
on the l
NOTICE.
From small beginnings Mr. Cushman three years, being quartermaster
Christmas tree will long be remembered
HEREBY give pnblio Notice that I have
Pawnee. He had many
has seen the bank grow to its present U. 8. sloop-of-war
the children. It is the first of its kind
given
my minor son. Footer P. Harringby
his long life
ton, of Winter Harbor, Maine, his majority,
commanding position among the financial writing experiences during
ever held in this schoolhonse,to the knowand shall not from this dal# claim any part of
his most valued treasinstitutions of Maine; has hsd an im- on the sea. Among
of people present. Following is the his wages or tamings nor hold myself reledge
ures was a pair of marine glasses presponsible for nay bills he may contract or beportant part in that growth, and it is become liable for.
sented to him by the late Queen Viotoria program.
cause of the ability he has displayed iu
Dated at Win.er Harbor, Maine, this 21st
then col- Reading.Mrs Moore
of December, lfti.
the management of its affairs that he has through ex-Presideut Arthur,
Address of Welcome.Alta Quinn day
Whtii E. Haminqtom.
a
of
New
aa
of
the
lector
recogYora,
port
been called to a larger and more lucrative,
Hills of Bethlehem.Maynard Quinn
his services in the rescuing ol
of
nition
if not a more responsible position, in BanWelcome to Christmas.Elaln Jordan
Pwsf
the crew of the English ship Phaola, Days of the Years.By nine children
gor.
Christmas Day.Bari Sargent
The Merrill Trust Co. is a consolidation which burned at sea in the late ’70s.
NOTICB OF
Capt. Moore married Nellie Hutchinga, Angel's Message.Wesley Moore
of the banking business of Merrill St Co.
Berrlaea BmO, ot Two..
she died in April, Witch for Christmas...Shirley Sargent
bj hi. iwrtmtM MM tbo two,
and the Veazie national bank. The bnsi- ot Proepect Harbor;
oI
t.-aeeond
Christman
Is
Jordan
day
Bay, MM, nnd raordod la
children
song.Lei
1906. To them were born three
ness was founded
by the late Isaac H.
Christmas offerings.By fourteen children the registry ot draai lor Hmaooek oogaty.
—Grace T., Leonard M. and Margaret L.
booh m. page Its, acn.iyad to tba Baata*
who
was
succeeded
Edwin
O.
Merrili,
by
Christmas.Alta Qulaa port Loan aad Betiding fa, I,He a. a aartala
The daughters are living in Brooklyn; the Everywhere
Merrill, who resigns to become associated
Moore pared of raal ralala annul, la Tinao. Baaof the Union Happy Christmas.Philip
is
assistant-treasurer
son
one
of
with
the leading trnst companies
Santa’s Visit....Bertha Jordan ooek eooaty. Mala*, aa lb. waaterly ride af
tba oonaty road loading through rim tom of
He : aves one What Mamma
Trust Co., of this city.
of New York city.
Said.Arthur Stackpole Varoaa. aad bounded aad deaadbad as felof New I’ll Trust Santa Claus......Bernice Jordea lo—,, to wit: Beginning on aaM toad at tba
David
C.
Moore,
brother—Capt.
While regretting the loss of so valued a
Good nees.Clarence Ton rtelotte aoatbeaat corner of land formerly at ’Joha
citizen as Mr. Cushman, Ellsworth con- York.
of the A Little Child’s Prayer...Mrs Frasier
was
a
member
Moore
Capt.
gratulates him on his call to a wider field
eoutherly by the river to a anal which alia*
and of the G. A. R.
in which to use his widely-recognised masonic fraternity
raaalag «.»*,’ W. from a large eoaleal rook
He had been selectman of his native town,
will latereect; thane, aoata
B. la aaM
JFarSaU.
abilities in matters financial.
rook three rodat.thenee oa aa. eoano tblrhia
class towns In the
and
represented
Not in Ellsworth slone will Mr. Cushand two pangs, in good condition.
State legislature some years ago. He was
dt
man be missed. Throughout
Man. Hius M. Pox, Bllsworth Palls. Me.
«*r> B. by John Whitman’* laud to tba road
in social, political and religions
and Washington counties he has been active
and was held In the highest esteem
bought, through the bank, into dose touch circles,
ot Mart lag, iagathor with on# nadtvtdad
K(lp OUnUfc.
the wide circle of his acpoint
with business interests, and has, by his throughout
half of th. wharf oa aaM lot aad oa John
Whitmore's ahan reeerefag to alt Whitbroad views and courteous treatment, quaintance.
woman in family
more aad bla heire aad anlgaa a right of
The remains were taken to Prospect
with children. Address Box CSS, Bllssurrounded himself with a chain of friends
way over the road aa non travailed between
where the funeral was held yes- worth.
the county read and th. river, nnd tbo non of
which the servering of business relations Harbor,
two roda of lb. abort neat cold Whitmore',
terday afternoon. The service was conwill not be able to break.
land lor Aahlng pnrpoaaa.
ducted by Rev. R. B. Hatbews, of Ellslost
Also on# other lot on easterly sids or the
I
said county road described aa follows, to wit:
!
was
the
Ellsand
there
singing by
worth,
The Yaw Coarert.
Beginning at the northwest corner of said lot
worth male quartette.
Monday, between Morang’s store on
the road at land formerly of Josboa Aband Central street, shopping bag conNo one in Ellsworth and vicinity who
bott and running by said Abbott's land easttaining purse and papers. Will finder please erly ninety-seven
rods to center line of the
desires to hear the matchless high soprano
HaRBY E. PI SEE.
return tsC. L. Morang’s store?
island; thence southerly by center line fiftyof the world, Ellen Beach Yaw, will tail
seven and one-half rods;
Hsrry E. Fiske, formerly of Ellsworth,
thence westerly
to go to Bangor next Saturday, and hear died
pamllol to first line eighty one rods to
Sunday, Jan. 3, at bis home at ?J6
Also
county road the point of beginning.
her.
EBantrti.
East Third street, South Boston. He had
one other lot of land in said Verona, beMadam Yaw was the bright particular been ill four weeks with typhoid fever.
ginning at tbs northwest corner of land forwant delivered at onr factory the commerly of Joshua and John Whitmore on tbe
star at the Maine music festival last fall, ! The news of bis death was heard with
ing winter. 40# to SOO cords of white and bank of Penobscot river; thence northerly on
and it is well remembered what furor aba ;
birch, maple and beech bolts, four foot said bank fifty-six rods to a birch tree; thence
regret by his many friends in this city.
yellow
In length. For particulars address or inquire 8. 86*3■ E. sixty-four rods to tbe county road;
caused.
Mr. Fiske was a carpenter and wood- at our
factory offer. Eusworts Hardwood tbeuce by said road 8. 10° K. fifty-seven rods
Under the management of W. R. Chap- worker
to a poplar marked 8 X; thence N. 86»j W.
excellent Company.
by trade, and an
sixty-three reds to fi.st bounds, reserving to
Ellworth
about
left
man, director-in-chief of the Maine mu- mechanic. He
Joshua Abbott's heirs the right to a landing
on the bank of said river and to pass and resic festival, Madame Yaw is now making twelve years ago for Boston, and during
pass thereto and also reserving herefrom part
a tour of Maine and the provinces.
Ac- nearly all his residence in Massachusetts
of lot conveyed by me (said Harrison Heath),
companying her are Frank E. Kendrie, an be had been employed by Law ley, the CUT WOOD PICTURE PUZZLE to John Whitmore by deed recorded In said
registry of deeda, book 161. page 80. Also oneaccomplished violinist, and Markham yacht builder, at South Boston.
Ukird undivided of the Baton lot so called,
Ixtcat Crate. Elegant side line.
fourteen acres; and whereas the conditions of
Talmage, baritone and flutist; Mr. ChapMr. Fiske was fifty-seven years of age.
Samples mailed on receipt of 10
said mortgage have been brokea. now. therecents.
Salesmen and Agents
man himself at the piano.
He leaves a widow and one son—Herbert F.
fore by reason of tbe breach of thecunditions
wanted.
The series of concerts began last Mon- He was a member of Ellsworth lodge, A.
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Bccxsrott? Loan and
INC.
day at Portland, and will end at Halifax o. u. w.
T1CHN0R
Bcildino Association.
on Jan. 15.
Last evening they were at
Funeral services were held at South I 44-45 North Market St..
Boston. Mass.
By O. P. Cunningham, Its atty.
March 14, 1908.
Lewiston; Saturday they will be at Ban-

At the

_

Special Kotters.

Boston yesterday. The body was brought
to Ellsworth for interment, reaching here
this morning.

OBITUARY.

LEAVE ELLSWORTH.

H. W. Cushman Elected President of
Merrill Trust Co.
Henry W. Cushman, vice-president and
unshow of hands was asked on the
treasurer of the Union Trust Co., of Ellsconditional repeal of the law, the sen- worth, has been elected president of the
timent was overwhelmingly against Merrill Trust Co., of Bingor, and expects
about Feb. 1, taking
it; when asked for on its repeal if to move to that city
his family with him.
“something equally as good” were
in
the
This change causes
others
substituted, opinion seemed to be
personnel of the Union Trust Co. Leonard
about equally divided. There is law
M. Moore, now assistant treasurer, will, it
enough now on the statute books is understood, become treasurer, and
to prevent nullification; if exercised,
Henry H. Higgins, now discount clerk,
neither the Sturgis law nor “some- assistant treasurer. M. Y. McGown, bookthing equally as good” is necessary to keeper, Albert A. Joy, clerk, Miss Mary E.
enforce * he liquor law. Why not Holmes and Miss Hazel B. Holmes, stenothrow over a*l substitutes and get graphers and clerks, will continue in their

A LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBL18HEL
WERT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
ELLSWORTH,

TO

the sttempt to get at an informal
expression of opinion on the Sturgis
law. Some confusion followed the
a
way the question was put. When
was

$t)f ^UstBovth American.

Chris-

j tine W. Biddle et als.

Where the will of the testatrix leaves the
residuum of her estate to her executors in trust
to invest and manage and pay over the income to her children duriug their lives with
directions, upon death of any oue of the chilunder the Laws of the State of Maine.
dren. that a proportionate part of the princiStock, $50,000.
pal of said residuary estate shall be paid to
the children or other direct descendants of
$25,000 Preferred.
$25,000 Common.
such deceased child:
to
tons
that
it
was
he
received
and
the
will
at
Castine
Held,
intention of the testaCoal
1,000
1,500
per day unloaded from
which art* open deep water barges aud large vessels and stored into
trix upou the whole will that the trustees
and
one
ton a minute drawn
should have power to sell the real estate de- ports in the largest barges and sailing pockets,
retail trade at both from pockets, weighed and put into
vised to them by the residuary clause and to vessels,
coaling yachts at Castine, supply- yachts or into small barges for disgive to the purchaser good title in fee simple;
ing coal at wholesale from Castine to re- tribution to coast ports.
and that her will so directs.
At Bucksport, the capacity will be from
tail dealers at coast points in eastern
That it was the inteution ofJ,he testatrix Maine by small barges fitted with dis- 1,000 to 1,500 tons a day, taken from barges
and large sailing vessels and put into
that the trustees should have power to sell charging elevators.
Coast points are now supplied by small pockets or on to cars for shipment by rail.
the real estate devised ro them by the residuThe Maine Central railroad company
vessels from New York; such vesary clause of i*er will and to give to the pur- ; sailing
in number,
has, Nov. 16, 1906, established a rate of
chaser or purchasers good title in fee simple; i sels are rapidly diminishing
when
to
difficult
needed, charge 1 freight on coal from Bucksport to points
procure
and that her wills so directs. Decree accordhigher rates of freight, make slow pas- on the line of its road of 19 cents a ton
ingly.
more than from Bangor to such points,
sages.
They are steadily giving way to barges which places Bucksport on the same basis
as
and large sailing vessels which operate
Bangor by reasjn of the saving of 10
Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
the entire year with lower and more uni- cents a ton river towage.
The number of newcomers at Keith’s in
It has filed this rate w'ith the Interstate
form rates and quick despatch, but which
recent weeks has been noticeable, and the must be discharged at ail the year round, Commerce Commission, and it took effect
Dec. 22, 1906.
week of Jan. 11 will
be even more so, open deep water ports from which the !j
It will lay the necessary side tracks st
coal can be distributed in quantities and
judging by the announcements already at ti r.es as desired.
Bucksport, supply cars promptly as
made. One
and in every way on its part faciliof these is
“The Naked
found
needed,
No port equal to Castine can be
tate the rapid and economical conduct of
Truth”, in which Harry Davenport and in eastern Maine for receiving and dis- the
business.
coast port coal, and no port ;
Phyllis Rankin have been making a tributing so many
The Philadelphia & Heading railway
advantages as Buckswhich in 1907 transported 103,293 tons of
big success. This is a great novelty, the presenting
on the line of
to
poat for
feature of which is the disrobing of the ! the Maine Central railroad from Water- ! this coal by its ocean tugs and barges to
water, Fort Point cove from which it was tow'ed
Scotch soldier, where for every lie he tells ville east such as open harbor,
available water from along the
by river tugs to Bangor, will dock its
he loses part of his clothing. After a time spacious
and directly on the barges at C'astiue and Bucksport, thus
railroad
the
of
line
I
this also happens to Miss Rankin, to the line of this coal traffic.
eliminating the river towage,
This enterprise is recommended and
coal will be unloaded
At Bucksport
embarrassment of both herself and the
i
from barges and the largest sailing vessels desired by many of the largest miners aud
audience.
w holesalers
of coal,
all
on
the
to
and
cars
by owners aud
on to
shipped
points
There will also be a welcome for Ryan line of the Maine Central railroad from operators of barges aud the largest
sailing
and
and Richfield, of ‘‘Mag Haggerty's father”
retailers
and
east.
vessels,
by
Waterville
large consumThis coal has heretofore been shipped by ers of coal at coast and interior points in
fame. Smith and Campbell, sidewalk conwater to Bangor during the open season, eastern Maine.
versationists, are also on this bill.
Their co-operation and preference enunloaded there at the Maine uentral railOthers are Lisle Leigh & Co., in a
wharves
with
their sure success, without creating any new
road company’s
modern methods applied to the
and
fonvarded
them
business,
Kremka
by
by
machinery
sketch;
brothers;
the Brittons; El Cota; Kelly and Ashby rail, resulting in loss of time and earning present volume of business and coutinui
H
the
and
dethe
for
|n£
barges
vessels,
year round will result in very
capacity
and the Van Dykes, nearly all of which
murrage charges, an expense of 10 cents large economies and profits as has been
are new here.
down
and
the
and
demonstrated
at other points where such
river
a ton towage up
and storing methods are now pursued.
the necessity of
The net earuings from the coal now bethe year’s supply before the river freezes.
Bow’s This?
During the season of 1907, 254,226 tons ing handled will be mure than five
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
soft coal were received at Ban- times the interest on these bonds, makany case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by of hard and
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
gor by water. About 50,000 were consumed ing them a secure and profitable investF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
ment and enauring for them at ail times a
in and about the city, and 200,000 tons
We. the undersigned, have known F. J.
Bhipped by rail to points on the Maine high market value and a ready sale.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him Central railroad for the use of the railUpon receipt of par and accrued interest
perfectly honorable in all business transacto date of purchase, bonds will be delivered
tions and financially able to carry out any 1 road, retail dealers, paper mills and other
The International Trust Co., BosElevated
consumers.
coal
large
by
pocket*
obligations made by his firm.
I
< ana
modern qaick handling machinery ton, Mass., Bucksport National Bank,
Waldikg, Kinnan A Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
will be installed at both places, eHooting Bucksport, Me., or The Devereiuc Co.,
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, setall possible economies in the handling of Castlne, Me., by whom any additional ining directly upon the blood and mucous sur- the cool, from start to finish, securing formation desired will be famished upon
faces of the system. Testimonials seat free. 1
lower rates of frieght in large cargoes, request.
Price 76c. per bottle. Bold by nil Druggists.
A money making home
Take Hairs Family Pills for constipation.
continuing the bosineee through the enindustry whose
! tire year, saving towage chargee on the business is all provided. Investors can

international Trust Co., Trustee, Boston,
Price Par and Accrued Interest.

Mass.

Incorporated

Capital

S

Bucksport
places,

supplying

STATE OF MALNK.
Hancock as.—At a probate court

Lord
nine.

our

srbscriber

he has been
THE
the last will and

of

deep

!

THE

FredSostnan;

j

with a lavish
was,
Sunday, Jan. 10 Mom in* aervioe at
river, detention of the vessel* and break- personally inspect the property they are
generally speaking, a love feast. The 10.30. Sunday school at 11.46. Union
secured by at any time. All the money
Advertising bring$ the customer* oiuf Mf« of the coal.the
only thing that bora a serious aspect evening aervioe at Baptist church.
atsisti the salesman.
capacity .will be from goes into the business.
j At Castine,

subscriber hereoy gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
JOHN H. GRINDLE, late of BLUEHILL,
in the county of Hanoock, deceased, and
given bonds ac the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are
requested to make payment immediately.
Bluehill, Jan. 6,19U9. Austin T. Etbvens.

THE

|

|

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed executor

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he haa been duly appointed administrator with the will annexed of the estate of
JEREMIAH JONES, late of BROOKS VILLE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persona
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Belfast, Jan. 6,1909.
Fred D. Jones.

j

1

nine hundred and

testament of
LUCY J. JONES, late of BROOKS VILLE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the f state of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, aud all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Fred D. Jones.
Belfast, Jan. 6, 1909.

points

purchasing

thousand

ORDERED,

>

shipment

one

That from and after this day,
and until otherwise ordered, the Courts
of Probate iu and for said county of Hancock
shall be held at Ellsworth, on the first Tuesday of each mouth.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest: T. F. Mahoney. Register.

j

j

held at

Ellsworth, in and for the county of Hancock,
on the fifth day of January, in ths
year of

!

subscriber

hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisTHB
trator of the estate of
MAUD L. HIGGINS, late of BUCKS PORT,
in the oounty of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as ths law directs. All pertons having
demands against ths estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
iksrttsift requested to make payment immediately.
Oeo. Fhiooins.

December 39,1909.

Capt. Foss accepted the honor with charHANCOCK COUNTY.
acteristic modesty.
At noon the full board, with Clerk-ofTREASURER AND
Courls J. F. Knowlton, who is clerk of the REPORT OF
COUNTY
AT THE HANCOCK
board, were entertained at dinner by Mr.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
COURT HOUSE.
Eldridgc.
Sheriff Forrest O. Silsby moved into the
FINANCIAL STANDING FOR PAST YEAR—
THEIR
UPON
jail house on the morning of New Year’s
E\V OFFICERS ENTER
COUNTY TAXE8 ALL PAID—SUMMAwere
over
him
turned
to
the
and
COMMISSIONkeys
day,
TERMS- HOW COUNTY
RY OP EXPENDITURES.
DAY.
by the outgoing sheriff, Byron H. Mayo.
ERS OBSERVED THE
Mr. Mayo’s retirement from office is one
The annual report of the county com*.lr. Mayo
the new year of the vicissitudes of politics.
,Vitb the beginning ot
missioners—John P. Eldridge, O. W. Foss
is a democrat. To have been elected to
last
elected
September
and Fred K. Page—with reports of County
oonnty officers
There was
Treasurer Holmes and Sheriff Mayo, has
ered upon their duties.
been completed. With the beginning of
from the old
le formality in the change

HAPPY new year

new-the required oath
bonds filed where necessary, and the
the outgoing
il keys were delivered by
sheriff.
, the incoming
officers entered upon
Two ot the county
and there waa nothing to
tw terms,
and the
lark the line between the old
oath,
terms except the taking of the
the

,(1

ew

F. Mahoney enters upon his
as regiiterof
■cond term of four years
bis
rebate, and llobert B. Holmes begins
as county treaapcond term of two years
rcr.
They have been efficient officers,
did well to
0,i the voters of the county
etain them in public service.
room there
In the county commissioners’
formality. Broken
a little more
,as
brittle, orange* and cigars

imothy

indy, peanut

FORRBWr 0.

8IL8BY,
Sheriff.

the office of sheriff twice in s republican
county should be honor enough; that he
was defeated for a third term is no disgrace. Oaring his residence in the shire
town he has made many friends who regret his departure from Ellsworth. Mr.
and Mrs. Mayo left on New Year’s day for
their home in Manset.
Four of Sheriff Si Is by’s deputies were
•worn in Friday—Clarence Madden and
I Corydon A. Richardson, of Bar Harbor,

MELVILLE L.

ALLEN,
County Commissioner.
served. County Commissioner John
Eldridge, chairman of last year’s board,
iid the outgoing member, was still in his
at on New Year’s morning.
The ao«Hints for the year had been closed, but
ere

\

few details in the annual rebe attended to.
Mr. Eldridge has served on the board

here

were a

tort still to
wo

terms of six years each.

He baa been

painstaking and efficient official, ar-u a
natchful steward of the county’s finances.
m retiring from his seat at the big table
j expressed his -adness at Uris severance
Ttfcse relations with Jhii* colleagues on

WILEY C.

CON ARY,

County Attorney.
Ward W. Weseott, of iiluehill, and Fred
A. Patten, of Sullivan.
himself
Sheriff Silsby has pledged
to enforce the

prohibitory

law

and

his

is

timothy p.

I

mahonry,

Register of Probate.
board in words which brought tears
f laughter) to the
eyes of Commissioners

*e

coming

Page.
Melville L. Allen,

oss

and

of Mt. Desert,
the
member of the board, then took his
't* He was too overcome for words
w

called upon for a
Jslv studied the lone

ien

6peech, and nerstamped addressed

men

in his

profession.

Mr. W’ood

retires from the office of county attorney
after four years of conscientious and industrious service, during which he has
had the handling of several unusually
hard cases.
MOI ITI

OK

THK

It IV UK.

B. Carter is in poor health.
Mrs. Richard Murch. of West Trenton,
is visiting her niece, Mrs. Eleanor Ray.
Capt. Albert Closson and Clifford Fullerton have hauled up their vessel, and are
K.

at

home for the winter.

Mrs. Adelbert Patten, with little son
Paul, of Trenton, is visiting her parents,
Henry C. Ray, sr., and wife.
Mrs. Leonard Hodgkins and two children, Gretta and Chester, spent New
[ Year’s day with her parents, George Fullerton and wife.
NORTH FRANKLIN.
Mrs. Ruth French is visiting relatives
here.
Mrs. Ethel Clark is
home from the effects of

confined to her
a

fall.

Miss Libbie Wilbur, ol East brook, is
working for Mrs. Ernest Bragdon.
Mrs. Knowlton Hodgkins, of Sullivan,
is with her sister, Melinda Wilbur.
ROBERT B.

HOLMES,

Treasurer.

welope in bis drawer which he fell heir
when
County Commissioner Page

•oved up

a

peg.
1
now board
organized by the electa of Commissioner Foss
as chairman.

W. W. Woodworth and wife visited their
Forest at Macomber’s mill recently.

son

Mrs. George Gilea who has ,been caring
for Mrs.
Alongo Wilbur, has returned to
East brook.
Mrs. Nellie Jordan and son Winfield returned home Sunday, after a week-end
visit with relatives here.
T.
Jan. 4.

1,600

ladies’ sewing circle will meet
Thursday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
A. W. Ellis.
The

00

George N. Watters and wife, of Hampden, are gnests of Mrs. Watters’ parents,
E. B. Armstrong and wife.
E. L. Lowell and wife, of North Penobscot, were here Thursday and Friday with
Mrs. Lowell’s mother, Mrs. Lord.
Miss Helen Flood returned Monday
from Bangor, where she has been for two
weeks, the guest of Mrs. F. H. Drum-

900 00
00

450 00

2,250

00

600 00
400 00
600 00

friends.
Fines and costs, other courts:
H. W. Joyce and wife and Mrs. Nellie
Western Hancock mun. court,
576 11
323 19 Herrick, of Atlantic, spent New Years at
Bar Harbor mun court,
Mrs. M. A. Barbour’s.
126 95
Ellsworth mun. court,
3 01
The three-masted schooner Annie JR.
George R. Fuller,
21 51
B. H. Mayo, sheriff,
Lewis, (.'apt. Grey, is unloading coal for
Fees of county officers:
| the Rockland-Vinal Haven Steamboat Co.
Register of deeds,
2,163 66
Mrs. Fred Kent and daughter, Mrs. JLilClerk of courts,
657 93 lian McRae and
daughter and Miss Mae
229 50
Register of probate,
Stinson, came from Rockland last week to
2 95
W. H. Foss, on scire facias cases,
attend the dedication of the Red Men’s
4 50
Bottles sold,
hall.
T. F. Mahoney, stenographer,
Ralph E. Bailey, of Portland, trailed to
18 99
Dunbar case,
the hunting grounds of Swan’s Island,
7,000 00
Temporary loans,
Dec. 11 to attend the dedication of the
109 07
Interest on county balances,
Red Men's wigwam. About 250 were presRev. Mr. Purrington made the
ent.
Total,
144,886 91
Music was furnished by Alexanprayer.
Expenditures.
der’s orchestra, of Camden. About $200
on court house,
£175 26 was received.
j Repairs
107 83
Repairs at jail,
Jail. 4.
S.
Court house furniture and supplies, 337 55
WEST STONINGTON.
36 53
Jail furniture and supplies,
Board of prisoners:
Sterling Barbour and wife returned
Hancock count}’ jail,
716 13
from a visit to their daughter at South

There
instructed.
are
so
every indication that he intends to do
just whaf he said he would in his letter to
the people of the county two weeks ago.
The term of oue'bther new county offlcer began with the new
year, though he
was not at the court house. Wiley C. Conary, of Buck9port, who succeeds Charles
H. Wood, of Bar Harbor, as county attorney, took his oath of office at BucksBangor work jail,
port. Mr. Conary is one of the younger
for prisoners,
members of the Hancock county bar, but Clothing
Medical attendance for prisoners,
he is well founded in the law, and of a
calibre which marks him as one of the Electric lighting, court house and

deputies

Sheriff,
Count; treasurer,
County commissioners,
Judge Ellsworth municipal
court,

1,300

jail,
Water supply, court house and jail,
Wood and coal, court house and

|

246 26

Thomaston, Friday.
Mrs. J. C. Bryant, of South Deer Isle,
is spending a few days with her daughter,

22 55
18 00

117 27
75 00

Mrs. D. W. Fifleld.
Harold Stinson and Miss Edith Weed,
j of Deer
Isle, were married Tuesday even1I ing. Their many friends wish them a

j

SUKTttamcntfc

ELI4WORTH FALLS.

300 00
2,100 00
330 00

mond.

E. A. Flood went to Tremont Saturday
300 00
municipal court,
to spend several days with his daughter,
Judge Bar Harbor municiMrs. T. S. Tapley, while the doctor was at
750 00
pal court,
Portland with a patient.
Temporary loan,
7,000 00
Miss Ethel Davis, who has been spendInterest on temporary loan,
104 17
Hancock county bar association, 500 00 ing three weeks here with her sister, Mrs.
J. D. Prigmore, left Monday for PhiladelSupreme court bills of costs,
3,132 54
where she is engaged teaching.
Grand jurors,
992 50 phia,
Rehearsals are being held for “The DisTraverse jurors,
1,948 23
227 52 trict School at Blueberry Corners’’, which
Constables, serving venires,
will be given in the vestry the latter part
Court expenses paid by sheriff
of the month. The cast includes practifor deputies,
messengers,
447 55 cally the same persons who took part in
chaplain, telephones, etc.,
Auditors and referees,
213 26 “Squire Judkins’ Apple Bee”, which in1
20 75 sures its success.
Stenographer at equity hearing,
the year were $39,160.30, against $40,494.16
Harry E. Conary, one-half fine
Mrs. Freeman Jordan and Mrs. Stillman
in 1907. The cash balance this year is
State vs Kane et ala,
37 60 S. Jordan returned Friday evening from
$6,726.61, against $6,797.72 last year.
Kingman, where they were called last
COUNTY TAX.
Total disbursements,
$39,160 30 week by the serious illness of Mr. JorCosh on band,
5,726 61 dan’s sister, Mrs. Yens Smith. Mrs.
County Treasurer Holmes’ report of the
Smith was brought to the Eastern Maine
county tax makes an excellent showing.
Not a dollar of the 1908 tax remains un$44,886 91 general hospital, where an operation was
collected, this being the second year Mr.
BEBOUBCES AND LIABILITIES.
performed Saturday morning. Her conHolmes has cleared up the entire tax.
dition is eritical, although the doctors
Resources.
The assessment for the year was as follows:
give some hope of her recovery.
Cash in treasury,
$5,726 61
Amherst, $ 119 87 Orland,
$420 35
taxes in plantations,
71 00
Unpaid
66 21 Otis,
57 04
Aurora,
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
road taxes in plantations,
520 75
814 06 Penobscot,
387 20 Unpaid
Bluehill,
Due on probate court fees for 1904,
11
45
Mrs.
Fremont Haddocks is visiting rel309 66 Sedgwick,
S26 36
Brooklin,
Dae tor stenographers bills,
atives and friends in New York.
320 77
Brooksville, 408 39 Sorrento,
33 74
probate court,
K. J. Mctiown, of Woodland, spent
Bucksport, 1,276 67 S W Harbor, 536 22 Due from State for
State road
Christmas with his brother, J. H. Mc694 01 Stonington,
753 29
CSaatine,
in No 7 plantation,
49
73
Oown.
482 17
Cranberry 1., 273 15 Sullivan,
Deer Iale,
628 88 Snrry,
282 13
Charles W. Sweeney has gone to HowTotal
28
resources,
$6,413
146 26 Swan’s Island, 221 43
Dedham,
land, where he will be engaged in lumHabUitie».
83 44 Treraont,
406 11
Baatbrook,
bering.
190 70 Due on bills of costs allowed
Bden,
7,540 40 Trenton,
Harry Maddoclts is borne from Portby supreme court,
328 47
96 50
EUaworth, 2,864 09 Verona,
land, where be has been attending the
489 30 Waltham,
106 60 Due on bills of costs allowed
Franklin,
Shaw business college.
306 37
by county commissioners,
Gooldaboro, 504 91 Winter Har, 616 84
Mrs. Olive Leach, of Ellsworth, who
430 25 Long I Plan,
45 82
Hancock,
Total liabilities,
$633 84 spent several weeks with her mother,
26 40
IateaaHaut, 105 11 Plan No 8,
Catherine Higgins, returned home
258 88
Plan No 21,
42 50 Total resources, Dec. 31, 1908,
98,413 28 Mrs.
Lamoine,
Saturday.
633 84
77 92 Plan No 33,
60 72 Total liabilities, Dec. 31, 1908,
Mariaville,
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, John O. Whitney
Mt Desert, 2,266 89
Net resources, Dec. 31,1908,
96,779 44 and wife, Mrs. A. W. Ellis and Mrs. A. E.
$24,516 41
Comparative Statement.
Amount assessed on towns as
Foster, of Ellsworth Falls, spent Thursday
$5,779 44 at the camp parsonage.
above,
24,516 41 Net resources, Dec. 31,1908,
Net resources, Dec. 31,1907,
Amount assessed on uninetrThe ladies’ church aid society will give
5,670 69
an entertainment in Agricultural hall Satporated places,
1,056 31
Net increase in 1908,
$108 75 urday evening, Jan. 9. There will be
Timber and grass on reserved
JAIL REPORT.
lands.
31 61
dialogues, vocal and instrumental music,
The report of Sheriff Byron H. Mayo, as also a sale of fancy articles, candies, etc.
Grand total,
$25,604 33 approved by the county commissioners, is
The Christmas tree and concert at the
!
as follows:
Number of weeks’ board of
TREASURER S REPORT.
chapel Thursday evening, Djjc. 21, was a
for 1908, 227*4 against 191 3-7 last success. A tine program was arranged,
prisoners
is
a
of
the
Following
summary
county
Number of prisoners committed and the children performed their parts in
treasurer’s report, which has been exam- year.
30 -28 males, 2 females. The an able manner. The tree was well tilled
ined and approved by the county commis- during year,
with presents, and all were generousl y re- !
various offences for which they were commembered.
sioners ;
mitted were: Assault, 4; breaking and
Receipts.
entering. 1; debt 3; intoxication, 6; illegal
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Cash on band, Jan. 1, 1907,
$ 5,797 72 sale of
intoxicating liquors, 4; incest, 1;
M. H. Mason reached Denver, Col., Jan.
Municipal Tax, city and towns, 24,386 79 larceny, 6; murder, 1; violation of
fishery 3, having had a tine trip out.
From plantations,
129 62
Dr. J. D. Phillips left yesterday for a
law, 1; witnesses, 3.
From unincorporated places,
26
western trip, expecting to go through
1,174
Denver and other Colorado cities, and to
Plantation road taxes,
549 00
SWAN’S ISLAND.
extend the trip to California.
Fines and costs, supreme court:
Spray.
Jan. 5.
Merton Bicksmore has returned home,
For violation of liquor law,
15
1,105
with
For violation of other laws,
507 00 after Bpending Christmas here
BORN.
of the new year, there is a change in the
board of county commissioners—M. L.
Allen, of Mt. Desert, succeeding John P.
Eldridge, who completes twelve years of
efficient service on the board. The new
board organized on Friday by the election
of Capt. Foss as chairman.
The report for last year shows an increase in net resources for
the year of
$110.02. This is the first year since 1904 that
the report has shown an increase. In 1907
there was a decrease of $512.65; in 1906,
$2,242.90; in 1906, $4,612.06; in 1904, an increase of $659.32, and in 1903 an increase
of $1,916.84. The total expenditures for

taken

1,000 00

Recorder Ellsworth municipal court,
Judge Western Hancock municipal court,
Recorder Western' Hancock

■

was

Register of probate,
Clerk hire,
Clerk of courts,
Clerk hire,
Register cf deeds,
Clerk hire,

CORSON—At Trenton, Jan 2, to Mr and Mrs
Charles S Corson, a daughter. [Adelaide

Roberta.]
GASPER—At Surry, Dec 21, to Mr and Mrs W
E Gasper, a son.
GOODWIN—At Franklin, Dec 4, to Mr and
Mrs Eugene S Goodwin, a daughter. [Corrected. |
GOTT—At Orland. Dec 29, to Mr and Mrs
Ralph R Qott, a son.
HOPKINS—At Orland, Dec 30, to Mr and Mrs
Herbert J Hopkins, a son.
LEIGHTON—At North Sullivan, Dec 31, to
Mr and Mrs Fred P Leighton., a sou.
M’GOWN—At Ellsworth. Dec 31, to Mr and
Mrs M Y McGown, a daughter.
SAUNDERS-At Brooksville, Dec 25, to Mr
and Mrs James S Saunders, a daughter.
SPRINGER—At Lamoine, Dec 29, to Mr and
Mrs Edgar T Springer, a sou.
WILBUR—At Franklin, Dec 24, to Mr and Mrs
Alonzo J Wilbur, a daughter.

CATARRH CURED.
No Cure, No Pay, is a Most Generous
Offer.

To get

an

antiseptic strong enough

to kill catarrh germs and not destrogr
the tisanes of the membrane at the
same time, has been a problem whieh
was never solved until the disooVM*
of Hyomei (pronounced High-o-muj.
Hyomei is prepared from eucalyptus, the most powerful yet healing
antiseptic known. Breathe it through
the inhaler over the Inflamed and
germ-ridden membrane four or five
times a day, and in a few days thu
germs will disappear.
The inflamed condition will go, too,
and the snuffling, hawking and offensive hreath, ana the discharge of
mucous and crusts in the nose win
cease.

Then why should any catarrh sufferer hesitate, when G. A. Pareher
has snch faith in Hyomei that he offers to return your money if, after u
fair trial, Hyomei does not oma
catarrh?
A complete Hyomei outfit, including the inhaler, costa *1.00, and extea
bottles, if afterwards needed, ooefe M
50 cents. Hyomei also cures asthma,

croup,

sore

grip-

throat, conghs, colda

oar

MIONA
Cures Dyspepsia.

Your money back ? fc don’t Gives in
Mediate relief from heartburn, sen steanm4l Monad) distress and uck boadKia
SO cotta lane bos at
G. A. Pabchsb.

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite State House,
BOSTON, M ASSACH USKTTSw

Offers

fl.00
use

with hot and cold water far

rooms

per
of

day and up, which includes free

public

shower

baths.

Nothings*

equal tnis in New England. Rooms with
private baths for fl.50 per day and up;
suites of two rooms and bath for |4.00 per
day and up.

Dining room and cafe first-class. European Plan.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone Floors, nothing w’ood but the doors.
its own Sanitary Vaccleaning plant.
Long distance telephone in every room*
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.

Equipped with
uum

Send

for booklet.

STORER F. CRAFTS, Manager.

NEW MARKET
recently vacated by
Floyd Market on Mala St.

Store

Native Beef
a

specialty.

Highest Prices paid tor
Hides, Calf Skins,
Wool Skins and Wool

Phillips,

H. B.

Ellsworth, Me.

MARRIED.

|

AMES-AMES—At Orland, Jan 2, by F W
Goss, esq, Mrs Lillie M Ames to James F
Ames, both of Orland.
BACON—GRINDLE-At Bluehill, Dec 30, by
Rev R L Olds, Miss Lena A Bacon to Forrest
E Grindle, both of Bluehill.
EATON -WEED—At Stnnington. Dec 24, by
Rev C W Robinson, Miss Ada F Eaton to
Thurlow Ernest Weed, both of Stoningion.
KNIGHT-DAVIS-At Deer Isle, Dec 24, by
Rev J P Simonton, Miss Mary Knight, of
Deer Isle, to Sydney H Davis, of Port Clyde.
M'FARLAND
MORGRAGE
At Brooklin,
Dec 31, by Rev A B Carter, Miss Agnes McFarland, of Brooklin, to Russell J Morgrage,
of Fort Kent.
NOYES-SUMNER-At Winter Harbor, Dec
22. by A E Small, esq, Mrs Minnie M Noyes
to Harold E Sumner, both of Winter Harbor.
PARKER-FOSTER-At Dedham, Jan 3, by
Rev G W French, Miss Grace Parker, of East
Bucksport, to A L Foster, of East Eddington.
WALKER—GAULT—At Ellsworth, Dec 24, by
Rev R B Mathews, Miss Florence E Walker
to George W Gault, jr, both of Lamoine.
WEED—STINSON-At Deer Isle, Dec 29, by
E S Small, esq. Miss Edith B Weed, of Deer
Isle, to Harold J Stinson, of Stoningtou.
—

—

703 21
jail,
and happy married life.
137 32 long
Telephone service,
j Ernest
Perry and wife are receiving
502 50 ;
Janitor,
congratulations on the birth of a daugh212 36
Express, postage, telegrams, etc.,
|
285 00 ter, born Jan. 1.
Stationery,
|
Mrs. Alice Hamblen and daughter Iris
Printing, binding and blank books, 732 31
1
Road notices,
25 68 spent Friday
with
her mother, Mrs.
;
Plantation roads,
799 10 Eaton, at Sunset.
investigation violations of liquor law:
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hendrickson and
Balance 1907:
little daughter, who have been spending
DIED.
14 31 several months
M. A. Shea,
here, returned to their
13 06 home in Bluehill last week.
J. H. Eaton,
BOWDEN—At Penobscot, Jan 1, Sophronia
Bloomfield Higgins,
2 12
wife of Richard Bowden, aged 61 years, 8
Jan. 3.
Mum.
months, 21 days.
4 81
C. H. Sprague,
BUNKER—At
Winter Harbor, Jan 2, Mary E,
NORTH BROOK UN.
Investigation, 1908:
wife of F R Bunker, aged 63 years.
M. A. Shea,
637 84
Maynard Webber returned to his hom BUTLER-At Eastbrook, Dec 27, Effie E,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Guy Butler, aged 1
611 20 in Stonington Friday.
J. H. Eaton,
year. 21 days.
480 00
David W. Carney,
j Mrs. Roswell Eaton is quite ill.
CLEMENT—At Seal Harbor, Dec 24, Herbert
425 84 j
Bloomfield Higgins,
Clement.
George Grindle visited Ellsw'orth, Blue1
COWPERTH WAITE—At Birch Harbor, Dec
208 58
Burke Leach,
hill and Surry last week.
26, infant daughter of Mr and Mrs Bruce
161 08
James S. Fernald,
Cowperth waite.
re
Law
nee
Cole
has
been
on the sick list
33 92 |
Frank S. Rowe,
COWPERTH WAITE—At Birch Harbor, Dec
; the past week, but is better.
Mrs Bruce Cowperth waite, aged about 22 !
29,
25
31
H.
C.
Sprague,
years.
Eugene Hamilton visited Machias, East19 77 I
John E. Webster,
FIFIELD—At Stonington, Dec 28, Lillian Es18 44 port, Calais and Houlton last week in the
tella Fitield, aged 3 months, 13 days.
R. A. Flye,
2 31 , interest of the Commonwealth Shoe Co.
FISKJ2—At South Boston, Jan 3, Harry E
Repairs on stable,
Fiske. formerly of Ellsworth, aged 57 years,
Judge Western Hancock man. court,
George Leighton has closed his bakery
3 mouths, 3 days.
40 70 I business for the winter, and left for Bos- FOYE—At East Sullivan, Dec 25, Mrs Precen- j
expenses,
tia Foye, aged 81 years, 11 months, 27 days.
240 00
ton yesterday to seek employment.
Turnkey,
OUPTILL— At Winter Harbor, Dec 28, WilSheriff’s incidental expenses,
70 91 j
Leonard Candage had a narrow escape
liam Guptill.
60 00
Typewriter,
Island, Dec 21, Oliver J
j from being crushed Wednesday. A hugh JOYCE—At Gott's
Joyce, aged 58 years, 1 month, 24 days.
32 99 tree that he was
Stenographers for probate court,
falling caught him in MOORE—At
Brooklyn, N Y, Jan 1, Capt Sam125 10 ; the under brush, and hit him a
Miscellaneous,
heavy
uel Oscar Moore, of Prospect Harbor, aged
70 years, 9 months, 8 days.
County commissioners’ bills of costs:
blow on the shoulder.
REED—At Beverly, Mass, Dec 27, Mrs Nancy
Criminal actions,
1,423 70
Erast us and Leonard Candage hold the
J Reed, of Brooklin, aged 67 years, 7 months,
Coroners’ inquests,
165 95
25 days.
record so far as known in this vicinity
171 56
Agents cruelty to animals,
SCAMMON-At
Gorham, N H, Dec 27, Mrs
and Wednesday,
cutting
loga.
Tuesday
Maria T Scammon, of Franklin, aged 56
146 06 on Dr.
cruelty to children,
Hagerthy'a wooiiot on Five's
2 months, 11 days.
yeara,
Salaries of officers:
Point, they cut logs that scaled 7,100 feet. SPAULDING—At
Bifcksport, Dec 23, Lucian
Jan. 4.
Xenophon.
Judge of probate,
1,100 00
Spaulding, aged 73 years, 4 months, 26 days.

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T. BRUBAKER. Mauager.
Midway between Broad SI. Station
ami Heading Terminal on Filbert St.

European, $1 per day and up.
American, $2.50 per day
and up.
The only moderate priced hotel of reputation and consequence in

PHILADELPHIA.

THE—
CLARION.
Whether it's

a

nace—if it is

a

range or a fur-

"Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth,

ELECTRICAL
Full Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
Winns *nd iSup,lle» CkMrfolly dtrmk
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Main St., (under Dlrigo Club)
Ellsworth.
Estimate [on

ELLSWORTH

Steam laundry and Bath Rooms.
«NO

PAY, NO

WASH

11,"

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.
WEST

H. B. ESTEY Jk CO.,

END BRIDGE,

ELLSWORTH

MB

Subscribe for The Amhucak.

subscribers at 107
t* the 111 post-offices i» Hancock county.
Al> the other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The AmeriAmerican has

only paper printed

not the

cas is

in

to
Hancock county, and has never claimed
be, but it is the only paper that con propall the
erly be called a County paper;
circularest are merely local papers. The
The American, barring the Bar
tion
is larger
Harbor Record’s summer list,
than that of all the other papers printed
fn Uancock county.

COUNTY NEWS.
additional County Hews,

s'

trr

Bragdon
Mrs. Mary
for Augusta to visit her

this week
Thomas and

leaves
son

Springer commenced

of private school in
districtMonday.

school building

the

in

Robert Phillips and wife.
reMembers of the order of Maccabees,
the Methocently organized, will attend
dist church in a body next Sunday.
of Dudley W. Foster, of Big
to
a former resident, regret
from
•learn that he haa recently suffered
Friends

BapidB Mich.,
two shoe kb

MethoMiss Lola Dyer, organist at the
dist ohurch, was unable to play Sunday,
and Mias Florence Dunn kindly snd ably

Substituted.
of Mrs. George Dyer, who

case

taken suddenly ill with appendicitis
deemed
last week, an operation was not
necessary by the consulting physicians.
Misa Hazel Swan is
She is
was

improving.

also much better.
N. F. club, which met with Mrs. J.
W. Blaisdell Thursday evening, formed
itself into a “watch meeting”. The memhusbers were privileged to bring their
bands into the charmed circle, and quite a
The

party played quotations, picture puzzles,
unand other games which filled the time
til the New Year dawned. Refreshments
were served.
New
Eugene bunker was called to
home
Hampshire last week to accompany
the remains of Mrs. Therza Maria Scamwho went there recently to spend the
winter with her daughter. Though she bad
been a sufferer from lung trouble for some
time her friends were shocked by the suddenness of her death. The funeral took
place at the Methodist church Thursday
afternoon, Pastor Macomber officiating.
The casket was covered with beautiful
tlowers, expressing in a mute way the love
of children and friends. She leaves a family of six children—two daughters, Myrtle
and Vivian, and four sons, Gleason, Seth,
Bert and Ernest, all of whom were present
at the funeral. Mrs. Scammon was a sister of the late John Paul Gordon. Two
brothers and two sisters survive her. A
large number of neighbors and friends attended the funeral.
B.
Jan. 4.

j

WEST EDEN.
Janet Tripp has

returned

from Sullivan.

Mis. Lorenzo Kingman, who has been
quite ill, is better.
A. Gilpatrick, of Northeast Harbor, visited relatives here last week.
Miss Marian Kittredge has gone
Northeast Harbor for the winter.
School

born to

to

after a recess of
Miss Esther Emery, teacher,

begins Monday,

winter,

w

ho is at

poorly

North Hancock
a

few

days

are

last

Congregational
were

friends at

church.

Ellsworth,

was

Capt. Archie Thurber has finished his
work here and gone to his home at Free-

She

N. S.

Dec. 30.

happy,

be

urinary troubles,

G. A. Gray and wife
in Boston.

finds relief and cure?
reason

why any Ellsworth reader

Should suffer in

the face of evidence like

Smith, Ellsworth Falls,

me.

and wife

spent Sun-

Jan. 2.

Kidney Pills,

B.
EAST

LAMOINE.

Harry Higgins spent Christmas with his
father, A. B. Higgins.
! Mrs. Hatch, of Ellsworth Falls, who has
dull aching in been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Moore,
j returned home yesterday.
as

of the greatest benefit to
I had trouble with my kidneys for a

have been

long time,

evidenced

my back.

1 also had

by

served

coast

of

several of the

knights,

Thurston and James Kelly,

dedication of the new' K. of P. hall
took place Thursday of last week. A fine
program was carried out, and some fine
speeches were listened to by a large audience.
The dedicatory address was delivered by Rev. E. Sissum, of Machias.
He was the guest of Rev. F. L. Provan
while in town. Supper was served by L.
W. Rumill and w ife in the banquet hall.
Jan. 4.
Thelma.
The

NORTH LAMOINE.

Capt.

A. B. Holt made

by a
dizzy spells

and dis- |

Addie Hodgkins returned to
head, accompanied 1
tressing feelings
Yanceboro Saturday, after spending the
by more or less irregularity in the action ; holidays with her parents, W. S. Hodgof the kidney secretions. I finally read kins and wife.
H.
Jan. 4.
about Doan’s Kidney Pills and procured a
in my

Miss

They

!

Austin, who has spent several
her daughter, Mrs. Daniel
Champion, in Lawrence, Mass., returned
last week, much improved in health.
Mrs. A. E.

months with

word from their

visiting relatives

day
Zvliss Ethel Rowe has returned to Augusta, after spending the holidays with

“I cannot say too

sayB:

much in favor of Doan’s

they

Trueworthy

are

friends here.

Mrs. John L.

employed

to

with friends here.

this:

Ellsworth, Me.,

the

The best kind of Christmas cheer came
Ira Hagan and wife when they received

DEDHAM.
Mrs. Almeda Webber is ill.

Luther

No

L.
_

suffering,

Days of misery, nights of unrest,
The distress of

off

managers.

S aville.

1

port,
woman

has been

a business trip to
Richardson and wife and George ^ East port last week.
Duffy spent Christmas at George Ray’s.
Miss Mattie Handy, who lias been
Miss Elsie Robbins is spending her va- | housekeeper for Hollis Austin for several
E.
C.
Robbins
cation with her parents,
j months, returned to her home in Bucksand wife.
port last week.

and Good Keasou for It.
Wouldn’t any

Merchant, who
government job

E. T.

in

Alter years of backache

a

Charles D.

commenced Dec. 28, taught by
Miss Helen Stewart, of Center.

HAPPYTOENr
of Them

home.

School

held here in the

jifictiicai.

Plenty

Perkins has moved bis family
Birch Harbor.

had mourned

as

Eugene, whom they
(not having heard
years), that he was alive

son

dead

from him for five
welLand would be with them in a few
days. The father, like the one in the
scripture, met him on the way, so'anxious
and

was

he to

his

long-lost

see

for himself that it
son, and
the great

was

really

Saturday the
joy th*t only a
of again embracing
on

mother had
mother's heart knows
her boy. During his absence he has seen
much of the world, having sailed on private yachts to different parts of Europe
and the
in

Philippines.

Bangor in

a

He is

now

employed

sash and blind factory.

Jan.4.

Y.

WEST TRENTON.
Mrs. Priscilla Young is visiting her son,
Frank Young, at Bar Harbor.
A little daughter came to the home of
Charles Corson and wife Jan. 2.

The “snip social'’ at Evergreen hall
SURRY.
was a success.
The proNo. 5, taught by Lizzie M. Gray, Tuesday evening
ceeds are for much-needed repairs on the
closed Dec. 31. Out of seventeen pupils,
church.
fourteen were not absent for the term. Baptist
Friends of Mrs. A. L. Saunders, who
are Fred Cunningham, Harvey Saunthree or four times since and I have never They
has been critically ill for some weeks, are
ders, Christie Cunningham, Abb
undy,
Doan’s
Pills
failed to find relief.
Kidney
Howard Carter, Georgia Saunders, Meryle
▲ Religious Author’s Statement
are a remedy that can be relied upon at all
Cunningham, Ethel Saunders, Nina GrinFor several years I was afflicted with kiddle, Otto Trundy, Harold Grindle, Emery ney trouble, and last winter I was suddenly
times.
stricken with a severe pain in my kidneys ana
For sale by all dealers. Price 30 cents. Grindle, Evelyn Carter, Irene Grindle.
was confined to bed eight days, unable to get
np without assistance. My urine contained a
New
Foster-Milborn Co., Buffalo,
York,
There is no case on record of a cough, cold thick, white sediment and I passed same freor la grippe developing into pneumonia after
quently day and night. I commenced taking
sole agents for the United States.
Pc ley 's Honey and Tar has been taken, as it Foley’s Kidney Bemedy, and the pain graduRemember the name—Doan’s—and take cutes the meat obstinate, deep-seated coughs ally abated and finally ceased end my urine
I cheerfully recommend
and colds. Why take anything else? G. ▲. became normal.
Pasoans.
Foley’s Kidney Bemedy. Q. A. Paacaaa.
Bo other.
box at

Whitcomb, Haynes

& Co.’s.

the backache right
away, and regulated the action of the kidney secretions. 1 have taken the remedy
gave

me

freedom from

School

wUeTtwlT'

COUNTY NEWS.

much improved,
is able to sit up a little every

to learn she Is

*» m*dlhWMrl

Obwwr 1T«m

«.

day.
Mrs. Walter Bird and son Francis, of ^
HflULL'H COVE.
Bar Harbor, who have been spending
Eire Higgins hss the foundation laid
Christmas week with relatives in Trenton, for a new stable.
returned home Sunday.
Miss Lucy Salisbury left last week for
Miss Marshall, daughter of R. W. MarBrook to teach.
Dyer
fracaball, of Bar Harbor, who fell and
Thomas
Hanscom, of Mariaville, is
tured her arm Dec. 27, while visiting
visiting his son Kaymond.
relatives here, returned home Sunday.
Edward
K. llamor is painting tbe
sJan. 4.
scboolbouse at Town Hill.
BIRCH HARBOR.
Mrs. Eva Kiehardaon has returned from

citisena of Ellsworth. His
and son an aim offered tho glad
hand
Rudolf Gilley was kicked
by a h
which became suddenly startled »
was working shout the stable one
day? ,**'
week. The blow on the head »a»

hu.°?l

one.

J*n- *

hmut.

__

SOUTH DEER 18I.E
The infant child of Georg.
Judkini
wile died Dec. 21 ol pneumonia.

*

A case of diphtheria is nported
in o.*
family of Walter Seekins. Tb" family
* 19
quarantined.
Ernest, young son of Fred L. Rice, met a visit to friends in Bangor.
1
Mrs. Simonton, wifeof Rev. J. p,
with a paiuful accident Thursday. While
Milton Arey has returned from Portland,
ton, is reported as very ill without
trying to dislodge a cartridge which had wbere he attended the poultry show.
stuck in his rifle, it exploded, the shell
hope of recovery.
White and Carpenter are building a
striking him in the eye. Friday his father smell
Harry Stanley, who is employed on
Mrs.
Jessie
for
Higgins.
cottage
took him to Bar Harbor, where a piece of
steamer Juliette, spent
Christinas win
Miss Ella Sweet entcruined a party of
the shell was removed. It is feared he will
bis parents, Ansel Stanley and wife.
friends at her home Tuesday evening.
lose the sight of his eye. Saturday Mr.

Miss Adelaide McFarland, who has been
Massaschusetts, is home for the winter.
spending the holidays here, returned to !
Harbor
Rodney Guptill, of Wisconsin, and Rice accompanied his wife to Bar
Bar Harbor Saturday.
Frank Guptill, of Boston, are in town, to have her treated for trouble in her face
Mrs. Ruel B. McFarland and daughter called here
of the famiby the death of their father, and head. The many friends
Helen left last Wednesday for a visit to William
ly hope for a speedy recovery and early
Guptill.
Bar Harbor and Ellsworth.
return for both wife and son.
Ralph Moore and wife, who have been
William Emery and son and Mr. Soper,
The community was surprised and sadseveral
months,
in
Waltham,
Mass.,
living
of Bar Harbor, spent several days here
dened to learn of the sudden death of
came home Friday, on account of the illthe
has
Mr.
week.
last
Emery
purchased
ness of Mrs. Moore.
Nellie, wife of Bruce Cowperthwaite, TuesHunnewell place.
day night. A baby girl, born Monday,
Hermon Morrison, who recently under- lived but a few hours. In the few years
Frank W. Eaton and wife, who are livwent an operation for appendicitis at the she had lived here Mrs. Cowperthwaite had
ing at Hancock this winter, were here Eastern Maine general hospital in Bangor, made many friends, who are grieved by her
early death, she being only about twentySaturday to attend the Joint installation is
improving rapidly.
two years old. Besides her husband and
of the Royal Neighbors and Modern
of
of
resident
a
William
pareuts, Charles H. Bickford and wife,and
life-long
Guptill,
Woodmen of America. They returned
Winter Harbor, she leaves four sisters
this town, died suddenly Monday after- one brother. Much
is felt for
home Sunday.
sinypathy
noon, from the effects of heart disease. them all, especially the young husband,
A.
Jan. i.
Besides a wife and two sons, he leaves a whose home is left so desolate. Funeral
services were held at the home Thursday
NORTH SULLIVAN.
large circle of friends.
afternoon.
Miss Julia Macomber, of Franklin, is
Mary E., wife of Capt. F. R. BunC.
Jan. 4.
the guest of Miss Uussie Robertson.
ker, died Saturday morning after a
TRENTON.
Miss M. Ula Gordon, of Franklin, is the long and exceedingly painful illness, at
the age of sixty-three year*. Mrs. Bunker
E. N. Hodgkins is at home.
guest of her cousin, Miss M. E. Moon.
was a loving wife and mother and was beE. B. Hodgkins and son Almon went to
John Campbell and wife spent Sunday
loved and respected by all who knew her.
Larrabee Saturday, to teach.
with the family of George Wentworth at
Funeral was held Monday, Rev. Gideon
East Franklin.
Mias Natalie Young was the guest oi
Mayo, of Ellsworth, an intimate friend of
Friends of the family of Mrs. Theraa
Mias Pamelia Stafford at Bar Harbor, last
the family, officiating.
week.
Maria Scammon sympathize with them
A pnblic installation of the officers of
in the death of their mother.
George J. Stafford and daughter, Mias
Winter Harbor lodge, F. and A. M., was
Stafford farm last
Onias Springer has been home the past held at the town
hall, Wednesday even- Corinne, were at the
week in the interest of the estate of his
Dec. 30. P. M. C. C. Baker was in- week.
ing,
father, the late Ambrose Springer. Oliver stalling officer. The officers for the ensuSchool dosed in District No. 6 Thursday,
Newman, of Wilton, haa bought Mr. ing year are as follows: W. M., Bertron after a successful term taught by Miss
to
Boshe
returns
and
interest,
Springer’s
Rand; S. W., E. C. Hammond; J. W., C. Bernice Lancester, of Lamoine.
ton to-day.
C. Baker; treasurer, E. W. Smith; secreMrs. Albert Marshall and children, of
Jan. 4.
tary, B. F. Sumner; 8. D., F. E. Weston; Bar Harbor, are spending the winter with
J. D., W. E. Coombs; 8.8., G. O. Farrar; her husband’s parents, Arno Marshall and
TREMONT.
J. S., E. H. Norris; tyler, Frank Turner. wife.
Henry Dow, who has been very ill, is An interesting entertainment followed
The many friends of Sewall Hodgdon
out again.
the installation.
were pained to hear of his death at his
The ladies' aid sewing circle met
E.
Jan. 4.
home in Ohio last week. Mr. Hodgdon
Wednesday with Mrs. Ida Dix. Next
paid bis last visit to bis native home a
WEST TREMONT.
Wednesday it will meet with Mrs. T. S.
returned be had a
year ago. After he
Mrs. Ed. Childs, of Seal Harbor, visited
Tapley.
shock, from which he never recovered.
The family of F. J. Rich and wife gath- relatives here last week.
May.
Jan. 4.
ered at their home Christmas night. The
Herbert Lacount has gone to Rockwas
decorated
fir,
potted
Edwin
scallwith
NORTH HANCOCK.
land to work with
Marshall,
parlor
plants and ferns. The Christmas tree was ! loping.
Wilson Eaton and wife spent Sunday
bad
candles.
After
with
presents
J Loren Ober is working for L. W. Rumill. with friends in Lamoine.
lighted
been distributed, lunch was served. A
He has moved his family to the little
Mrs. Julia Cline spent a few days in
was
time
good
enjoyed.
RumiJl cottage back of the church.
Ellsworth last week, visiting friends.
Mrs. C. H. Norwood received a letter on
The scallop fishermen who came home to
Albert Cbick and Ralph Young, of MarlChristmas day from Willie E. Dennison,
the holidays have returned to Owl's
boro, are boarding at F. H. Stratton’s.
enclosing |5 as a Christinas present. Mr. spend
Dennison is a recruiting officer stationed Head and Rockland.
Albert Gordon left to-day ^or Milo,
now at Fort Hunt, Va., and has been in
Ashbury Lopaus and wife spent a part where he will be employed this winter.
He lived
the service about five years.
Mrs.
of
last
week
on
Duck
visiting
island,
with the Norwoods when a boy. His
Clarence Stratton and wife are receivfriends are glad to hear from him.
Lopaus’ parents, Capt. N. A. Reed and ing
congratulations on the birth of a
Kin.
wife.
Jan. 1.
daughter, born Jan. 2.
Mrs. Sarah A. Reed, who spent the past
Pearl Stratton has gone to North Cutler,
WEST FRANKLIN.
month with her daughter, Mrs. John
where he will be employed as cook in E.
home
from
Bosarrived
Dunbar
Shirley
Clancy, at Owl's Head, caihe home last G. Burnham's lumber camp.
ton Christmas day.
w'eek; also Mrs. Jennie Dow and daughFriends of Mrs. Nelson Stewart regret
George A. Hardison is having some ter, Mrs. Harold Lawson.
that she is not improving as rapidly as
lumber cut on his land.
The first dance in the new hall took
for. Her condition is such that anDaniel Clark has been visiting his father place Thursday night, when the old year hoped
other operation will be necessary.
and sister for a few days.
was danced out and the new year danced
Jan. 4.
Anon.
S. S. Scammon is doing a good business in. It is a fine floor for dancing. Music
furnished
was
&
HARBOR.
SULLIVAN
by Kelly
Kelly. Supper
at bis quarry manufacturing bases.

|

of the Bar Harbor

business.

on

Alfred

business.

on

Ellsworth Satur-

Teel, of Port Clyde, is visiting
his sister, Mrs. C. B. Tracy.
Dr. Small and Arthur Rand were in
Bangor Monday and Tuesday.
Walter B. Harrington and wife, who
have been spending a week in Portland,

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar

in town

in

Sumner

confined to the house most

was

was

Mrs. Charles E. Grover is visiting relatives in Waterville.
William

to-day.
Quite a number from here went to SalisGeoree f. Springer will haul hard
bury Cove to the banquet and watch meeting Thursday evening conducted by Rev. wood fron George’s pond to the mill.
A. W. Lorimer.
Considerable lumber is cut and yarded
Through the generosity of D. W. McKay : in thi3 vicinity and snow is the one thing
and others, every child in this district j wished for.
was remembered at the Christmas tree,
j Frank Bragdon and Carl Buller are to
and they thoroughly enjoyed the evening. haul S. S. Scammon’s pulp wood to Eastj
Mrs. Ellen A. Higgins died at Bar Har- brook crossing, from No. 8.
1
Ch’e’EB.
Jan. 4.
C.
L.
bor at the residence of her son,
Higgins, with whom she resided, Saturday,
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
Dec. 26. Mrs. Higgins had lived the greater
been
Jessie
Fullerton has
visiting
part of her life here. She was a member
arrived

The funeral services

day

here from

been

pagn

now

Mrs. E. 8. Carpenter, who has been ill
past few weeks, is slowly improving.
Fred Brewer, of Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with his mother, Mrs. Melinda Brewer.
the

George Schoppe

has

Mr. and Mrs. Tuft are ent,
rtaioiae
their sou and Miss Lewis and a

daughter, Gladys Williams, ol Waithsm'
Gapt. A. J. Stanley, of steamer Minw.
ola, who has been spending a |ew
Millard Jellison and wife, of Otter Creek, with his family, left
Wednesday to joia
spent Sunday with Cyrus Dickey and hia steamer.
wife.

Jan. 4.

Miss Julia Mitchell, of the Emery district, spent a day with friends here re-

cently.
David Marshall and wife, of Seal Harbor, visited their daughter, Mrs. Abden
Emery last week.
this place attended the
maak ball at Eden last week. They report
an enjoyable time.

Many from

j|

SUNSET.
Eben Eaton is in poor health.
Annt Salome Sellers is suffering
Irons
severe cold.
B. Saunders is
od hia face.

A.
oer

suffering

from

e can-

Edward Colby and wife are
apendiaj,
few weeks with friends in Belfast.

The M. W. B. society is having tb
George Cunningham has bought the
Stephan Kingsley lot, and has a crew of interior of the library finished in sm.
men cutting wood.
Dudley Sellers ia doing the work.
Orient Brewer, who is quite ill at the
Mrs. Lacy Baynes, who has been tb
home of his mother, Mrs. Francis Brewer, guest of Mrs. A. B. Saunders the last Hr,
remains about the same.
months, has gone to Portland to visit
News was received here from Brewer of
the serious illness of Mrs. Lillian Fltagerald, who was employed there. Her
many friends hope for her speedy recovery.
The members

of the Church

of our

friends.
Jan. 4.

;

i

E.
*

EAST BLUEHILL.
Mm. A. J. Qrindla to 1U.

Mtoa Corn Marka to home from l’rospen.
Father, with their wives or husbands, are
S. Walaon Conatna returned to Kedstow
Invited to the rectory Monday evening for
the roll-call of the church. Supper will Friday.
be served by the ladles.
Mr*. Chart** Yontman and Leon W«Jan. 4.
Am.
cott, who have been confined to the home
(or a lew week*, are Improving.

1

_

REACH.

Mrs. M. E. Billings
health.

Is

Jan. 4.

improving

R

in

aefairttsnnnUA

M. P. Eaton has completed hi* house
and moved into it.
Miss Helen Torrey left (or Milton, Maes.,
Thursday lor the winter.
Miss Grace Damon, of Rockport, is
Bpending e few weeks with relatives here.
Mrs. Ethel Eaton, with little daughter
Mabelle, visited her parents, John Marshall and wife, a; Deer Isle last week.

_

____

four weeks.

son was

'the*

pleased
and

____________

mon

Littlo -Miss

H. Q. Smallidge

on

was
Mrs. E. F. Bartlett, of Eastbrook,
of her
called here last week by the illness
sister, Mrs. George Dyer.
of
Mrs. Grace Wilson and two children,
Gherryfield, are visiting her parents,

In the

A

Springer Tuesda Dec. 29.
Roy McFarland, who has

**

WINTER HARBOR.

M.
PARTRIDGE COVE.

week

term

a

additional Oountp Newt

___

this

■wife.
Miss Vida

cemetery.
Jan. 2.

Ralph Young,

FRANKLIN.
A.

of the esteem in which she was held. She
leaves one son—C. L. Higgins, and four
grandchildren. She was seventy-eight
Viewyears of age. Interment at Mt.

all summer, is
of the time.

oihtr pages

county news.

chapel, Rev. A. M. MacDonald officiating.
Mrs. Higgins was active in social and
church work, and always ready to do her
part. Many beautiful floral pieces spoke

Miss Mattie G.

Kwight

left for Orono

Saturday to resume her stejia at University of Maine, from whim, she will
graduate in June.
y;
Miss Mary W. Knight and Sydney H.
Davis, of Port Clyde, were married by
Rev. J. P.
Simonton, of Stonington,
Christmas eve, at the home of the bride's
The
parents, Levi Knight and wife.
young couple were attended by the twin
sister of the bride, Mattie G. Knight, as
bridesmaid, and Chaster Marshall a*
The wedding march was
best man.
played by Miss Helen Torry. Misses
Anita Torry and Nellie Haskell acted
as ushers.
Cake, ice cream and fruit
punch were served. Quite a number of
guests were present, and many valuable
and useful presents were received. The
couple left for the groom’s home at Port
Clyde, Wednesday, amid showers of rice
and confetti. They hare the best wishes
of a Urge circle of friends.
Jan. 4.
L.

moved his family to

Steuben.
The M. L. C. will meet Thursday with
Miss Bartlett.

It Tastes Good and
Creates Strength

YtSf l

Vat famous cod liver and
v m medicine, without oil.
Vinol *s much better than
cod liver oil and emulsi or:,;
because, while it contains all
the medicinal value they do,
it disagrees with no one.
As a body builder and
strength creator for old
people, delicate children,
after sickness, and for stubborn coughs and colds Vino)
is unequaled.
Geo. A. Parcher, Druggist,
ELLSWORTH.

_

DEER ISLE.

Mrs. Almira Moon has returned home
Manchester, N. H.

Mrs. Lucy J. Staples, of Atlantic, is visiting relatives here.

from

Dr. Hecry Hawkins and w ife, of Boston,
guests of Mrs. MoBes Hawkins.

A. O. Gross returned Thursday from
business trip to Boston.

are

Rev. C. A. Purdy will give an illustrated
lecture on Yellowstone Park, at the

a

Harbor View chapter. O. E. S., will have
a public installation Jan. 13.
Wednesday evening.
Mrs. Hattie Small has returned from
The remains of Claude Graham, who
died in Boston of typhoid fever, were Boston, where she has been on two weeks'
brought here for interment Friday morn- visit.
ing. He was a worthy young man of much
Pine Tree chapter, R. A. M., will give a
promise, and his friends are grieved at grand ball to Masons and their ladies, of
his early death.
this towu and Stonington, at the town
church

Jan. 4.

H.

hall

Jan. 8.

SEAL COVE.

William Pickering, mate of the fourMrs. J. F. Hodgdon, of Rockland, is the master Jessie Bishop, is spending a few
days with his family while the vessel is
guest of her sister, Mrs. J. S. Powers.
in New York.
Capt. William Murphy and son Reginald, I| unloading
One case of diphtheria having broken
of the schooner John Cadwalader, are at
out, the health officer has closed the prihome.
mary school, which the child attended,
Capt. W. 8. Norwood and son Willard, for one week, and has had the
buildings
of schooner R. L. Tay, are home for the
thoroughly disinfected.
winter.
Jan. 4.
Rex.
Invitations are out for the wedding of
Myra H. Powers to Ernest L. McLean, of
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Augusta. The ceremony will take place at
Mrs. Alice Gilley, of Baker’s island, is
the home of the bride Jan. 7.
spending a week or two with Mrs. William
Jan. 4.
Mason. Her house here has been rented
to Aaron Robertson, of Hsll Quarry.
EAST FRANKLIN.

Tested every hall
hour at the mills, its um
form quality is guaranteed
If you can find
with it after a fair

_

dealer will

single faulty
trial,;

a

refund your

money.

__N.

Oscar Tolrnan and wife are makingpreto leave Southwest Harbor. Mrs.
Tolman’s millinery store has been dismantled, and both will go into business in
Boston. It is not yet known who will
take the hotel.

Miss Eva Springer is teaching in Hull’s
Cove.

parations

Leo Blaisdell has returned to Maine
Central institute, Pittsfield.
Mrs. Florence B. Springer has gone to
Bucksport to visit her aunt, Mrs. George
Erskine.

Mrs. R. J. Lemont has returned from
Belfast, where she went for surgical treatMiss Harriet M. Blaisdell, who has been
ment two months ago. She is greatly imI
spending the holidays with her parents, proved in health. Her
daughter, Mrs.
T. M. Blaisdell and wife, has returned to
Bertha Ralph, was with her five weeks,
Presque Isle to teach.
but returned to Southwest Harbor a week
Jan. 4.
earlier.
__R.
The friends and neighbors of ex-SheriH
are glad to welcome him
back to his home and buainess here, and
congratuUte him on meriting the expressions of good will tendered him by the

MARLBORO.

—

For Sale at Your Grocer ’i

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co,
ME.
ELLSWORTH FALLS,

Commission iflrtrtmnte.

Byron H. Mayo

Miss Audrey Hodgkins closed her school
in Trenton, and came home last Friday.

Miss Mabelie Bennett, of Mt. Desert
Ferry, is visiting Miss Luelia Hodgkins.
Mrs. WilliB Hodgkins and son Winfield,
Sufferers who any they have tried
who spent last week with her daughter,
thing without benefit are the people
Mrs. Albert Hodgkins, returned to Bar
Harbor last Saturday.
Ann.
Jan. 4.

If you will lake Foley’s Orino Laxative until the bowels become regular you will not
have to take purgatives constantly, as Foley’s
Orino Laxative positively cures ohronic constipation and sluggish liver. Pleasant to
take. (*. A. Paacaaa.

ARSYED A BUSK COMPANY, Hiii«
SprinfcM. OW*

everywe are

looking for. We want them to know from
glad experience thmt Ely’s Cream Balm will
conquer Cold in the Head. Hay Fever and

j

!

obstinate forms of Nasal Catarrh.
This
remedy acts directly on the inflamed, sensilive membranes.
Cleansing, soothing and
healing. One trial will convince you of its

healing power. Price 80c. All druggist, or
B1J Bro.., 88 Warren St., New York.

Apples Wanted
We are netting $2.50
a barrel for Number One
Baldwins and Greenings
and

Spies.

Prospects Good.

Providence Brokerage Co.,
rmwowoi. a. *.

)UNTY NEWS.
*«»* W”
ttiitional OWl»
New., »-

bluehill.
• reW11I of William P. Tenney,
the
man of Boston,
busincss
that city last week,
.in
court
te
of *3,000 to the Congreus bequests
; church at Bluehill for memorial
Emma
memory of hie mother,
chase, and hi* gaandparenta,
and Jo„,:8h and Edith Hinckley,
to the
„d Ruth Wood,and *1,000each
ladiee’ social library,
the
to
and
h
with
olInt to be held in trust until,
reaches *10,000, when
it
ions,
salat
and main" ill be used to build

flled^ln

"9

ium

aa the Tenney
library to be known
iannuel W. Petera ia named aa
V.

itor.
u

_

Hinckley and wife left

r

for

Water-

K8

parents,

COUNTY NEWS.

N. A. Herrick

Mrs. Baby Gray and two children, of
WEST BBOOKSVILLE.
Biuehill, hare been visiting her parents,
Mrs. Clara Condon is visiting in EllsGeorge Day and wife.
worth.
Bert Hendrickson has moved from Deer

Isle, and will occupy Mrs. Hattie Cushing’s house for the winter.
Cecil Gray and wile, of Biuehill Palls,
spent Christmas with Mrs. Gray's parents,
Oapt. M. A. Eaton and wife.
O. B. Bowden, wife and sons Ralph and
Edgar spent Christmas with Hawley Dow
and wife, of North Brooklin.
C-

Jan. 1,

Mrs. Frank Dargis and child

Odd
will be installations of the
and Hebekaha Thursday evening,

ies

and W. R. C.
A. Garfield poet
ceremonies Hatnr(heir installation
vening, Jan. 2.
Jan. 4 for the winter
ac ademy opened
naslstPrincipal, William Natter;
Misaes Conners and Dooghtey.
has received the
ward E.-Chase, jr.,
the state-hotue,
Intment of page at
enter upon hia duties
ista, and will
6.
was enladies’ Congregational circle
A. Cbaae,
Ined Dec. 31 by Mr*. Eliaa
and
H. A. Parker, Mr*. H. B. Darling

February.

BROOKLIN.

relatives of Col. Samuel
ensrd were sorry to hear of his
at
last week
Koxbury, Mass,
and

resident

here

in

his

years, and a direct descendant on
tother’s side of the first Joseph W ood.
as a man of marked ability and a fine
•r

early manhood he was
spoudent of the Boston Journal, and
ig occasion frequently to interview
>rorninem political men, he became
>nally acquainted with them, which
d his serving two or more governors
achusetts as private secretary, and
g the same position with one of the
ciors
of
customs of that
port,
r he had been connected with
the
atioual department of the city, and
e time of his death was secretary of
chool board. He considered Bluehil*
ome town, and accompanied the rets
ol his parents to this place for
al with the expectation of making Sea
cemetery his final resting place,
n. 4.
M.
ar.

In

his

SOUTH BLUEHLLL.
Alice Eaton is quite ill.
auk C'andage is visiting in Camden.
83

•9.

Rose Steele and

; in

son

Irving

are

vis-

Guy

are

Surry.

Fred Colomy and
ing friends at Deer Isle.
8.

ere was a

concert

son

aud Christmas tree

a&bmiMmaitft.

:N ARE HELPLESS
AS CHILDREN.
Taken Suddenly III—Here if
Common-Sense Safeguard.

a

AM

PMfPM

Sewall D. Tapley is caring for his uncle,
Capt. Thomas Tapley, who has been qnite
PM
PM
Work was begun on Victor Bridges’ ill the past few weeks.
Portland.
4 60 5 40
house Tuesday.
Mrs. George Arey went to West Penob- Boston.) 7 66 9 06
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Oapt. J. E. Freethey returned from scot Sunday to attend the funeral of her
A M ( A M
PM
Hudson Wednesday.
mother, who died suddenly Friday night. Boston. 10
8 00 9 00
00
M
AM
On the evening of New Year’s Day, the
Oapt. R. C. Stewart, of schooner Maine,
00 12 40
Portland.
1
20.
11
home of James Green, North Brooksville,
made a trip to Belfast last week.
AM
PM
PM
AM
« 00 10 80 3 35 5 00
Charles Staples and wife have gone to was the scene of a party of friends to BANGOR.
6 07 10 87 8 41 5 06
Jnnc.
celebrate the day. Twelve guests were Brewer
Southwest Harbor to visit friends.
Holden. t« » 10 60 14 00 15 26
and
a most enjoyable time was Phillips Lake. 16 86 til 07 *4 06 15 32
present,
O. L. Flye returned to Bar Harbor Sat6 44 11 16 4 18 16 <0
Green Lake.
spent, the entertainment consisting of Nicolin. t6 68 11 26 t4 21 *6 40
urday for his winter term of school.
Ellsworth Palls.
instrumental music and old-time
7 06 11 40 4 84 6 02
songs,

Ada Herrick hae returned from
Biuehill, where she has been teaching.
Miss

Capt. E. L. Gott returned from BrooksSaturday with a load of apples.
Passengers are earnestly requestly to proand
Miss E. S. Peterson, of Lansdown, Pa., cure tickets before entering the trains,
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
especially
is
who
spending the winter here, had a Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent,
Christmas tree for the children, which,
MORRIS M’DONALD,
owing to the death of O. James Joyce, was
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
postponed until Tuesday, Dec. 29. The
General office, Portland, Me.
children were all made happy by the many
presents. Ice cream, cake and candy
were

Sunday.
Miss Evelyn Gott is working for Mrs.
Holsey Moore.
Wood choppers have commenced work

tree at her home

had

a

Friday

public Christ-

(Grace Billings.)
L. O. Fowler went to Surry Saturday,
and returned Sunday, accompanied by his
mother who will spend a few days here.
of

a

daughter

Dec. 28.

A.

Dec. 28.

doing fairly well.
Miss Bertha Garter, of Boston,
ing her sister, Mrs. Rena Page.
Avery Anderson and wife took
are

Portland in Mr. Anderson’s

is

a

visit-

trip

to

vessel last

week.

CLASS FARE

Between Bar Harbor anil Boston

name

election figures

by;

Steamer Catherine leaves Bar Harbor at
8 am, Monday and Thursday for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Stonlnlgton North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boeton.

last week.

Steamer Juliette leaves Bluehlll at 8 a m,
Mondays ar.d Thursdays lor South Bluehlll,
West Tremont Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle,
Sargentvlll-. South Brooksvllle. Dark Harbor
and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Bos-

Grace Gray,
Sedgwick, has

Miss
in
,

who has been
gone

teaching

the

to

normal

school at Castine.

I

|

ton.

Capt. W. H. Chatto and Elmer Orcutt

j

are

to

make

schooner

extensive

repairs

on

Capt. Orvis Gray, in the
W. Lewis, was in Buck’s
his way to
coal.
on

schooner Annie
Harbor

Sunday

Swan’s Island to discharge
C.

ion. 4.

RETURNING

the

Louisa Frances this winter.

Steamer leaves Boston at
and Fridays for Rockland.

5 pm,

Tuesdays

Leave Rockland at 5.80 a m, or on arrival of
from Boston, Wednesday and Saturday
Harbor, Bluehlll, and Intermediate

steamer
for Bar

landings.
All freight, except live stock, via steamers of
thiscompui.y, la Insured against fire and marine risk.

WEST BROOKLIN.

K. S. J. Moksr.

Herman Olsen is at home for
visit.

Agent, Bar Harbor.

short

a

Hanking.

Miss Bertha Carter ha9 returned to her
home in Boston.

Roy Eaton and wife have returned to
their home at West Tremont.

Is what your money will
invested in shares of the

Herman Whitmore, of Oceanville, was
the guest of his sister, Mrs. H. G. Carter,

earn

if

last week.

Ahira Bridges, who is employed on the
Sainoset at Bar Harbor, came

steamer

Wednesday.
Myrtle Powers and Etta Bridges,

home

is

now

who

visited their parents recently, hive returned to Melrose, Mass.
B.
I
Jau. 4.

Mr. and Mrs. Prichard, who
cottage built here, were here

are
a

having

PAY RENT

WHY

when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
together
payments and interest
will amount to but little more
than you are uow paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

SEAL HARBOR.
Mi9s Edith Clement, who was called
home by her father’s death, has returned
to Portland.
a

A NEW SERIES
Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
ments, 81 per share,

open.

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

few days

particulars Inquire of

O. W. Taplby, 8ec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.

last week.
Miss Vivian Havey, of Sound, is visiting
relatives here.
Mrs. Frank Pinkham, who has been visiting her mother at Town Hill, is home.
School commenced Monday after three
weeks’ vacation.
Miss Inez Liscomb
school at Somesville.
Jan. 4.

has

returned

a?h

5JJJ ^yspepaia

Kino, President.

A. W.

aWntismunts.

LEWISTON
EVENING

to

Melvina.

JOURNAL
people of Maine will watch with
great interest the work of the

The

Next Maine

Legislature

In order to follow the discussions of the important questions that will be acted upon, a
subscription to the LEWISTON EVENING
JOURNAL is a necessity. Our special representative, by extensive use of the telephone,
will give our readers every evening the proceedings of the same day, with interesting descriptions of everything doing at the capitol.
Price.

Only $1.50 for the Session
use of the new trolley line the LEWISTON
EVENING JOURNAL will reach the Kennebec towns from 5 to 6 o’clock, nearly two
Do not fail to
hours before any other paper.
order at once.

By

Lewiston

Weekly

Journal

For persons not favored with a daily paper,
the WEEKLY JOURNAL is an indispensable visitor. It presents in its ample columns
a full report of all events in Maine, as well as
a digest of every important event throughout
the world. The management is always on the
lookout for improvement, with intention of
making every number more complete than
any predecessor. The universal testimony is
that it realizes ite ideal in all respects.
Send a postal lor sample of either issue.

—

tutes.

G. A. Pabchbh.

LEWISTON

JOURNAL COMPANY.

JOSEPH A. WOOD, of Bdao,
Hancock County, Main*, bjr bla mortgage deed dated March A MM, and recorded 1*
tbe Begintry of Deed* for Hnneock County, in
Book (46. Page 6*4, conveyed to tho Bllevorth
Loon and Building Aaaociatlon tbe followin*
described real estate aitnated. in said Eden, to
wits
A certain lot or parcel of load in oaM
Ellen, boutided and deecribed as lollows, to
wits
Beginning at a spotted fir tree which marks
♦he northwest corner of the lot heroin coneart
veyed; thence sooth fifty-two degrees rods
thirty-six and twenty-four hundredths
to an iron bolt driven in the ground on ths
south siae of a town way known as the Beaver
Dam road; thence south thirty-eight degrees
and thirty minutes west one hundred an*
nine and nine-hundredths rods to an iron
bolt set in the ledge in the north line of land
of heirs of Brewer or unknown; thence by
said north line and the north line of land oi
the heirs of John T. Higgins, north fifty three
degrees and thirty minutes west thirty-seven
ana five-tenths rods to an iron bolt driven m
the ground at the southeast corner of land of
Edward Hamor; thence following the east
line of land of said Hamor and the east line off
land of Seth H. Hopkins, north thirty-nina
degrees and thirty minutes east one hundred
and nine and thirty three hundredths rods to
the place of beginning, containing twentyfive and fourteen-hundredths acres, more or
less; according to survey of B. I. Lord made
in Janaary, 1900. Together with all building*
on tbe above described parcel:
And whereas, the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of tbe breach of condition thereof, the
Ellsworth Loan and Building Association,
aforesaid, claims a foreclosure of said mort-

WHHBEA8

K^Susworth,
Maine, December IS, 1900.
Building
Ellswobth Loan
and

Association.

of former

presidents, senators, gov-

surance, secret

societies, and, in short,

10,000 Facts about 1,000 Subjects

By J. A. Peters, its attorney.
Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge.
In the matter of
Gbobos A. Tilton,

Bankrupt,

J

I

In

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Diatrict Court of the United Stales for the District of Maine.
A. TILTON, of Ellsworth, in
the county of Hancock and State of
ae, in said district, respectfully represents, that on tbe mb day of August, las*
under
past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt bankthe Acts of
Congress relating to
all
his
surrendered
haa
that
he
duly
ruptcy;
property and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of sail
acts and of the orders of court touching his
__

_

aEOBGE

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays thst he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharM
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 29th day of December, a. d. 1900.
Gborgb A. Tilton,

Bankrupt.
IT The World Almanac
for

and

190918, without exception, the handiest and
comprehensive ready-reference guide to

most
facts

one

wants to know that has

ever

been

printed.
^T No merchant, farmer,businessman,'.housewife, school boy or girl should be without a
greatest compendium of useful

copy of this
IT

Order

ever
a

set in

type.

copy direct
Now

on

through your
sale everywhere. Price,
or

(west of Buffalo and Pittsburgh 30.) at
news stands. By mail 86c. Address, Press

26c.

Co., Pulitzer Building, New York

3Lcflal ITottes*
STATE OF MAINE.
Collector’s Notice of Sale of Lands of NonResident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of
'Vinter Harbor, in the county of Hancock,
>r the year 1908
'HE following list of taxes on real estate of
non-resident owners in the town of Winter Harbor aforesaid, for the year 1908. committed to me for collection for said town on the
twenty-third day of April, 1908, remains unpaid; and notice is hereb\ given that if said
taxes with interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed
as is sufficient and
necessary to pay tbe
amount due therefor, including interest and
charges, will be sold at public auction at
Town hall, in said town, on the first Monday
in February, 1909, at nine o’clock a. m.
Amt of
tax due
Name of owner, description
incld in
of property.
& chgs
Mrs Effie Anthony, land bounded on
east, south and west by land of E J
Hammond, on north by land of
Jeanette and Myra Smith,
$ 2 69
Mrs E D Bragdon, land bounded on
north and east by land of The Winter Harbor Co, on the south by land
X?? Mrs Leeds. Mrs Moore and Mrs
Lee anu .Frazier's Creek, west by
? 33
Frazier’s Creek;
F H Bracket, lots of land No ii,-lu, IS,
19. tec G, No 4, 5. 7, 8. 9,10,11, sec F.of
the H D Joy property recorded in
Hancock Co reg of deeds, book of
3 32
plans 2, p 44,
Mrs Percie Danielson, lot No]25, sec 9,
on Park ave, lot No 24, sec H, on
Schoodic ave,
142
Mary S French, land known asfFlat island situated west of Grindstone
Neck,
417
Howard M Faust, lots of land No 90
and 92, sec M. shown on a plan of<H
D Joy property, rec in Hancock Co
1 42
reg of deeds, book of pDnsJ2, p 44.
Irvin Hodgkins, lots No 2 and 3, sec L,
shown on plan of H D Joy property,
rec in Hancock Co reg of deeds, book
of plans 2, p 44,
1 42
Lauretta M Moir, lots of land No 127,
shown on plan of H D Joy property,
rec in Hancock Co, reg of needs,
book of plans 2, p 44. This property
contains lots No 21, 22, 25, 26, 29. 30 in
sec F, No 14, 15, 18. 19, 22. 23. sec E. No
1U, 13.18, sec B, No 32 37. sec P, No 55.
2 66
56, 57. 58, 59. 61, 62, 63. 64, 66, sec L,
Michael Povich, lots No 7 and 6, sec F,
No 35, sec M, No 18 and 19. sec I,
shown on plan of H D Joy property,
rec in Hancock Co reg of deeds, book
of plans 2, p 44,
2 06
Fountain Roaick, lot of land bounded
on south by land of H D Joy, on the
west by waters of Frenchman’s bay,
on north by land of Flint and 8mith,
on east by land of Jennie Tracy est.
Lot of land known as Ned’a island.
Lot of land -bounded on south by
land of Faith Moore, on west by
waters of Frenchman’s bay, on north
by land of said Rodick, on east by
land of Nancy Joy,
25 49
John W Slater, lot of land No 79, shown
on plan of Grindstone Neck, rec in
Hancock Co reg of deeds, book of
e 92
plans 2, p 11,
Ira B. Foss, Collector of taxes
of the town of Winter Harbor, Me.
Winter Harbor, Dec. 19, 1908.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
John W. Allen, then of Brookcounty of Hancock, and
by his mortgage deeu dated
the teuth day of November, a. d. 1902, and
recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, vol.
384, page 443, conveyed to E. D. Howes, late of
Winchester, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, a certain parcel of land
situated iu said Brookliu, and bounded as
follows: On the southwest by land now or
formerly of Amos Herrick and Samuel Watson; on the northwest by lot No. 9, 3d division; on the northeast by Sot No. 11, 1st di
vision; on the southeast by lot No. 7, 3d division, the same containing thirty (30) acres
mo.e or leis, and whereas Blanche
Hathaway
Howes, of said Winchester, executrix of the
last will and testament of said E. D. Howes,
by her deed of assignment dated the fourth
day of March, a. d. 1908, and recorded in said
registry, vol. 455, page 246, assigned said mortgage deed to Richard Giles, of said Brooklin,
and.
Whereas sail Richard Giles by his deed of
assignment dated the 15th day of September,
a. d. 1908, and recorded
in said registry, vol.
465, page 245, assigned to me, Henry O. Staples,
of Portland, in the county of Cumberland,
and State of Maine, said mortgage deed, and
Whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken and still remains so,
Now, therefore, 1, the
said Henry O.
Staples, claim a foreclosure of said mortgage,
and give this notice for the purpose of foreHknry O. Staples.
closing the same.
By his attorney, E. C. Ryder.
December 22, 1908.
lin, in the
WHEREAS
State of Maine,

Subscribe

for

The

Order of Notice Thereon.

Encyclopedia

City.

Miss Marjory Harvey fell on the ice Friday, cutting her knee badly.
Nettleton disThe schooner W. O.
charged freight at the steamboat wh*rf

'^McTo»»oS«Sio»n»vw*

hunting through libraries for

more

Publishing

#3.00.

Mrs. C. M. Clapp, of Sargentville, who
strong man is as a helpless infant has been in town a week, has returned
EDEN.
he is suddenly ill.
home.
e sturdiest
Miss Sylvia Jordan returned to Waltham,
chap in town usually loses
Henry G. Page and wife, of Richmond, Mass., last week.
•elf control, and is utterly unable to
are spending a few weeks with Ira Page
fd his condition
with the common I
Central high school begins this week,
and wife.
e that
characterises his every-day
after a two weeks’ recess.
>ng.
E. C. Smallidge, who went to Seal HarMrs. Sadie Huntley, who has been visitr
example: He cornea home tired, bor Tuesday and visited his mother, reing in Uniunville, is home.
a
turned
Sunday evening.
heavy dinner and sits down to read
There will be a poverty ball at Eden
smoke away a quiet evening,
Roy Allen and family moved to the
Jan. 12.
ddenly he notices a weight on his Webber farm in Bluehill last week, for agricultural hall Tuesday,
B. V. Grant is having extensive repairs
*ch; then sharp pains around his the winter. Mrs. Allen is now quite ill
•
and a feeling
suffocation.
of
made on his stable. O. B. Leland is doing
Ws of “heart disease1’ rush over with the measles.
the work.
“^d in his
was
an
enterthere
worst.
evening
Wednesday
agony he fears the
*
trouble was acute indigestion, tainment in Union hall held by the school
Mrs. Tullia Kief, with little daughter,of
OU
overloading his tired children. All performed their parts well, Lamoine, is spending the winter with her
The proceeds, $5, are i mother, Mrs. J. 11. Thomas.
of Rexall
Dyspepsia Tablets loe-cream was sold.
^ouple
have given him instant relief- for
the school league.
Ralph Colson, who has been in Portland
J Have
a
saved him hours of suffering.
after a term of hospital for treatment of his eyeB, is home
School
closed
Thursday,
‘.V a
package of Rexall Dyspepsia
It and able to attend school.
‘n your vest
pocket or keep them fifteen weeks, with one week vacation.
ur room.
V.
Jan. 4.
Take one after each heavy | has been etliciently taught by Miss Lilia
and
indigestion can never bother
a day: Mauabsent
not
Pupils
McIntyre.
“Suffered day and night the torment of
Tablets cure stomach rice Allen, Harold Staples, Robert Allen,
Nothing helped me until I
Clos- itching piles.
Forest
one element, the
the
Leslie
Daniel
Carter,
Allen,
k?* or# suPPlying
used Doan’s Ointment. It cured me permawhich in the gastric juices,
Helen
Evelyn
Carter,
Cora
Carter,
nently.’’-Hon. John R. Garrett, Mayor,
‘‘‘digestion and dyspepsia. They son,
[ the
Virginia Allen, Florence Girard, Ala.—Advt.
stomach to digest all kinds of Hutchings,
to quickly convert it into
Allen.
rich,*
’oa.
Rae'
Jan. 4.
Many little lives have been saved by Foley’s
Honey and Tar for coughs, colds, croup and
the
bowels,
weaken
whooping cough. It is the only safe remedy
Harsh physics react,
as it contains no
Doan's Begulets for infants and children,
cause chronic constipation.
or other narcotic drugs, and children
opiates
cure constithe
stomach,
tone
Careful mothers
Tar.
and
easily,
like
operate
Foley's Honey
them
keep a bottle in the house. Refuse substipation, 25c. Ask your druggist for
Advt.

No

newsdealer.

FIRST

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.

NORTH SEDGWICK.
James Page is very ill.
Roy P. Allen and wife attended the State
grange at Waterville.
Many men and boys are smelting, and

Mount Desert ami Bluehlll Division

Chips.

Jan. 4.

ceiling.

Gilman Chatto, of Stonington. spent
his brother, William
Christmas with
Chatto.
Congratulations are extended to Mr.
and Mrs. J. L. Saunders, jr., on the birth

V

information

Placentia.

on

of

Mrs. May Weacott

Eastern Steamship Company

home

age.

mas

served.

Those from nere who have been spending the holidays at Atlantic, returned

The new pastor, Rev. E. Sanderson, arrived with his family last week from
Montville, Conn. They are at the parson-

Mrs. Eunice Saunders is quite ill. Susie
Campbell is caring for her.

6 06

guess-work

PAGK8)

about

for 1900or for years gone

ville

There was a shooting-match at the
schoolbouse on New Year's day. Quite a
number participated.

_

4 88

east of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

GOTT’S ISLAND.

SEDGWICK.

BROOKS VILLE.

7 18 11 47

more

...

man

Columbia chapter, O. E.
The officers
S., were installed Wednesday evening,
Dec. 30, by P. M. Nellie Robbins, assisted
by P. M Angie S. Dority as marshal and
1>. M. Lacy F. Dority as chaplain. Officers
for the ensuing year are: Miss Susie E.
Cole, W. M; Yetts H. Cain, W. P; Mrs.
Nellie E. Pert, A. M; Mrs. Angie S.
Dority, secretary; Mrs. Lucy F. Dority,
treasurer; MIbs Mildred 1. Sargent, conductress; Mrs. Louise D. Paris, assistant
conductress; Mrs. Virgelia W. Smith,
chaplain; Mrs. Roxie Conary, marshal;
Mrs. Georgia Kenney, organist; Mrs. Lillian Robbins, Adah; Mrs. Flora E.Urr"
Ruth; Miss Madella H. Small, Esther; Mrs.
Mary Bracy, Martha; Mrs. Alice Fitzgerald, Electa; Mrs. Alice Morgan, warder; Charles Conary, sentinel. After the
ceremony Mrs. Nellie Sargent read an
appropriate selection. Refreshments were
served.
H.
Jan. 4.

ELLSWORTH.

(ABOUT 800
No

interspersed with social chat. Mr. Green, Waah’gt'n June. 7 26 11 57 4 46 J6 14 ernors the
populations of cities, states, coun6 22
who is seventy-eight years yonng, is reFranklin Road. t7 88 12 06
6 80
Hancock.
41 12 16.
markably well preserved, and takes an Wankeag, 8 Fy. J77 44 12 18. 6 88 tries, etc.;
6 40 tl Never
active interest in every-day occurrences, Mt Desert Ferry.
7 60 12 26
again need one rack bis brain in
8 20
and almost daily walks the two miles Sullivan.
8 46
Sorrento.
1 06.
to remember facts and figures about
8 40 1 40
7 26 trying
to the “corner”, not hindered in so doing BAR HARBOR
wars, sporting events, weights and measures,
by the present icy roads. In entertaining
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.89
his guestB he was ably assisted by his son
Universities and Colleges, religious orders in
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.62
Harry and his wife, who live with him. p. m. connect with Washington Oo R R.
the United States, the navies, armies and
3
and
were
served.
on
to
cak
conductor,
t
signal
Stops
appleB
Ice-cream,
c Stops to leave but not to take passengers
debts of nations, weather forecaetsLfatality
Tomson.
Jan. 4.
g Stops only to leave passengers from points
tables, commerce, taxes, monies, banking in-

Mra. E. H. Baker returned from Boston
Wednesday, accompanied by his brother.

e

■

AM

BAR HARBOR. 10 40
Sorrento.
Sullivan.
Mt DeserijFerry. 11 80
Waukeag 8 Fy. 11 87
Hancock.Ill 40
Franklin Road.til 48
Wasb’gt’n June. 1100 llg67
ELLSWORTH. 11 07 12 06
Ellsworth Falls.
11 12 12gl0
Nicolin. *11 25 12g23
Green Lake.
11 88 12g31
Phillips Lake..
Jll 42 12g39
Holden. 11 50 I2g46
12 09
Brewer June.
1 05
BANGOR, MC. 12 16 110

Miss Edith Allen spent the week end at

_

chapel Christmas night.
orge Bickford, wife and daughter
of Brooklin,
spent Christmas with

Oct. 5, 1008.

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

past year.
Schooner W. O. Nettleton, Capt. Jacob
Orcutt, from Portland, landed a cargo of
grain here last week.

William Nutter has returned to Blue-

Cooper, Gertrude M. Smith, Kufua
■indie, Willis Hsrold Osgood. Walter
tllcfleld, Joseph H. llussey, Albert
ow, Archibald A. Grindle. The folig were perfect in attendance during
■inter term: Daisy Emertou, Pauline
rindle, Elsie L. Cooper, Martha B.
od, Gertrude M. Smith, Gale M.
kiey, John A. P. Chase, Edward A.
mall, Edward Snow, Howard Curtis,
am 3. Marks, Maynard L. Osgood,
s M. Grindle, Ba-.il C. Abbott, Joseph
fernald H. Webster, Albert G.
Archibald A. Grindle, Everett A.

a

Commencing,

town the

Mrs. Bion Cousins, of Naskeag, is very
ill.
Harold Bracy is clerking for G. F. Gott.

I..

was

a

Mrs. W. E. Phillips, ol Surry, is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Herman Tapley.

pupils of the Hinckley district, Mrs. hill, to resume his duties as principal of
McGouldrick, teacher, have an un- the academy.
record tor the winter term of achooL
Brooklin lodge, I. O. O. F., and Center
reven a half day’* absence being
Haroor Rebekah lodge will hold a joint
id.
installation at 1. O. O. F. hall this
of the donor* public
b. Hamuel l-'iaher, one
evening. Supper will be served.
Father
to
window
Fisher,
e memorial
Mrs. John Reed died Sunday, Dec. 27, at
li was placed io the Congregational
Mass., at the home of her daughBeverly,
died
Dec.
27
at
ih a few months ago,
Mrs. E. D. Mayo, after a long illness,
ter,
Conn,
ome in New Haven,
attbe age of sixty-seven years. The rethe primary school Miss Saunders,
mains were brought here for interment at
were perfect
fr, the following pupil*
Naskeag. She leaves a husband, one
during the fall terra:
tendance
and one son.
B. Osgood, daughter
ne p. Grindle, Martha
Use Femme.
Jan. 4.

ends

X

There was a band concert and supper at
Odd Fellows hall Thursday evening.

Oapt. John Reed, E. D. Mayo and StillMayo returned to Beverly, Mass.,
Emma Grindle.
Friday.
who has served the
r. It. L. Olds,
VondelJFlye, of Bangor, of the American
eleven years,
ist church aa pa*tor for
Co., was in town several days
take Express
to
4,
January
•red his resignation
last week.
1 iu

lUfltoaDi Mb Strambaat*

There have been twenty-nine births,
fourteen marriages and fifteen deaths in

_

linETTiinff

Quartet.

board-

are

ing at Capt. Frank Jones’.
Capt. Alexander Snow returned from
business trip to Boston Wednesday.

legal Jtotlta.

flfrfrfrtfotmrrtff

Hath anyone wounded theeT Soft language dreeaee it, forgiveness caret it, and
oblivion takes away tbs [scar.—Francis

Sargentville.

Dec. 31.
,re

Mr*. Bickford’s
and wife.

American

District op Mains ss.
On this 2d day of January, a. d. 1909, on
reading he foregoirg petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be
the 22d
had upon the same on
day of
January, a. d. 1909, before said court
ten
at
in
said
district,
at
Portland,
in
the forenoon; and that noo’clock
tice thereof he published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, and other
in interest, may appear at the said
ime and place, and show cause, if any ther
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 2d day of
January, a. d. 1909.
James E. Hbwey, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—Jambs E. Hbwey, Clerk.

fiersons

notice of foreclosure.
Emma J. Wood, of Eden, Hancock county, Maine, by her mortgage
deed dated the 2d day of July, 1906, and recorded in the registry of deeds for Hancock
county, in book 430, page 487. conveyed to the
Ellsworth Loan and BuildiDg Association certain real estate thus described in said mortgage, viz.:
A certain lot or parcel of land, containing
twenty five aud fourteen-hundredths actes,
more or less, with all buildings thereon situated in the aforesaid town of Eden, and being
the same land particularly described as conveyed in the mortgage deed from Joseph ▲.
Wood, to the Ellsworth Loan and Building
Association. dp*<*d March 6, 1900, acknowledged March / 1900. and recorded March 3L,
1900, in book >46, page 624, of the registry of
deeds for f .ncock county, Maine, to which
record ey: ess reference is hereoy made for
more pp .culardescription.
The \ .emises above described are the same
the equity of redemption in which was sold
on execution to Arno W. King, of Ellsworth,
the deed being dated June 30, 1905, recorded
in book 422, page 236. of said registry, the said
King having conveyed the same to me by deed
to be recorded in said registry.
This mortgage is made subject to said prior
mortgage from Joseph A. Wood to said Loa*
& Building Association;
And whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
the EttnfOFti Ji'an anu liuildine
claims a foreclosure ot stfia mortgage.
Ellsworth, Maine, December 18, 1608.
Eluwoktu Loan and Building
Association.
By J. A. Peters, its attorney.

WHEREAS

STATE OF MAINE.
Collector's Notice and Advertisement of
Sale of Lands of NonrKesldent Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lands of non-resident owners
situated in tbe town of Lamoine, in tbe
county of Hancock, for the year 1908.
rilHE following list of taxes on real estate
1
of non-resident owners, situated in the
town of Lamoine, aforesaid, for the year 1908,
committed to me for collection for said town
on the 21st day of April, 1908, remains unpaid;
and notice is hereby given that if said taxes
with interest and charges are not previously
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is
sufficient and necessary to pay the amount
due therefor, including interest and charges,
will be sold without further notice, at public
auction at Town hall, in said town, on the first
Monday of February, 1909, at ten o’clock a. m.
Name of owner, description
Amt of
of property.
Acres, tax due.
Heirs of Barron K Martin,
20
$189
Lnmoine & Bar Harbor Land
Co, lands formerly of Otis
Googius, N C & A W King,
Mary A Bunker, Richard Per15 69
kins, Mary J Davis.
52iy
1
Carrie M Hopkins,
7 48
Francis T Hodgkins,
30
3 50
2 4*
Catherine Hern,
Nathan Ash,
35
7 70
ArthurB Holt,
69
27 56
7 1$
Wesley A Dawes, homestead,
Isaiah W. Bowden, Collector
of taxes, town of Lamoine.
Lamoine, Dec. 14, 19t8.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
XTrHERBAS George W. Bridgham, of Laf ▼
nioine, county of Hancock, and State
of Maine, by bis mortgage deed, dated May 19,
a. d. 1908, and recorded in tbe registry of deeds
for Hancock county, in book 404, page 62, conveyed, to us, tbe undersigned, a certain lot or
parcel of land situated in Lamoine, county of
Hancock, Stale ot Maine, and bounde > and
described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at
tbe middle of tbe town road on tbe northeast
corner bound ol land owned by .John GillPatrick; thence south ten (10) degrees east
following said John Gillpatrick line one hundred twenty-nine (129) rods more or les.-, to
line of land owned by Dyer Young; thence
westerly following said Dyer Young’s line of
land to the west line of land of my homestead
lot and line of laud of Henry D. Gerrisb; thence
north eight (8) degrees west following said
line of my homestead lot one hundred thirty
(13U) rods more or less, to the middle of the
town road; thence easterly following the middle of the town road thirty (80) rods and five
(5) chain links to the place of beginning, containing ten (10) acres more or less; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now. therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, we claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Winter Harbor, Maine, this 22d day
of December, 1908.
Losing Rand.
Lewis E. Bickford.

aWjcrttBnnnxiB.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ells*
HAVING
worth to support and
for tbo-e
need
care

assistance during the nt
and are legal residents of EU^‘
forbid all persons trusting them
count, as there is plenty of room at
modations to care for them at the 1
bouse.
M. J. Dr
may

years

x’
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Conspirators
By VIRGINIA BLAIR.
Associated
by
Literary Press.

Copyrighted,

1908,

‘Of course I can understand my
Wife's position in the case,” the judge
“She wants her only daughter
mid.
to marry a man with money, and you
haven't any. So this is my plan: I’ll
Cattle a good round sum on you, and
poo can say it came from a rich rela-

Snowman; secretary and prP„
dent, Alice Batter; ch«pi,in >
Osgood; conductor, Hannah fc11
guard, Edith Kane; assist*,,, J*
EAST SULLIVAN.
3TON1NGTON.
Ada Townsend;
assistant
at
Christmas
Mis*
Ruby Gurney spent
Snowman; patriotic instructor
Mrs. J. F. Simonton is still critically ill.
her home in Ellsworth.
Herrick; color bearers, Nettbil
Fred T. Simpson has set up a new flsh
I Fred A. Patten has received his appoint- Oertrode Stover, Etta Stov. r
market at West End.
1
and,
men! as deputy sheriff.
Ijeach; musician, Florence Merrill i
C. W. Russ will have a big skating carnthe
a bountiful
installation,
Rev.
C.
A.
sermon
a
Purdy gave helpful
ival in the opera house Jan. 14.
|
Sunday morning at the beginning of the served, to which the hushanaoot
Howard B. Thurlow left Friday for Bos- New Year.
members and the members 0f
•
ton, where he will be employed through
were invited.
Walter Hill spent Sunday with his
the winter.
A. T. Hill, on bis way to Orono
uncle,
Miss Nelllie Eaton, who has been visit- after
WALTHAM.
the holidays.
ing her parents here, has returned home
W. B. Hastings and wife have
liec. 26 neighbors gathered on Fred L.
go,

satisfied.
tive. Then my wife will
Too can marry Roxane and live happy ever after."
•Oh"—Oliver's face was bright with
be

very good, sir!”
hape—“you
“But you mustn't tell Roxane where
pan got the money," the judge put
coed. "She couldn't keep It from her
are

“There.” Oliver exclaimed, "and to-

tor additional

...

County Nettt

ter

other payrt

,up>*
u*'

replace at once—in other words, they
feel Impelled to take another wife.
This being Impracticable, especially at
once, they gradually become accustomed to their altered position. There are
ethers who hug their grief, with no
wish to replace their loss.

big round moon"—

stopped suddenly. “But of

County JVswi

s’,®

(Original]
Widower* have confessed that on
losing a beloved wife something has
gone out of their lives that they must

day is the 14th. and tomorrow Is an
anniversary. Oh, you've got to take
advantage of that, judge."
“I took her to ride in my buggy.” the
Jndge rambled on sheepishly. “There
lie

ft* additional

A PORTRAIT
THAT GREW OLD.

ago.”

was a

COUNTY NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS.

“She
murmured.
he
wouldn't understand."
‘If seems to me," said the wise
young Daniel, “that a woman is uever
too old to resist an appeal to her
heart.”
The judge pondered. "I asked her to
marry me on Oct. lo twenty-two years

romance,”

course

we've grown sensible since then." he
said wistfully.
“Well, you just ask her to go tomorrow." Oliver recommended, and
then the judge gave in.
The next evening he presented himself at the dinner table armed with a
long paper box.
“For you. my dear,” he said to Ills
wife as she came In with Roxane.
heavy eyed and pensive.
The box, being opened, showed rosy
carnations.
“The nearest thing I could get to
pinks,” the judge explained.
“Why pinks?” his wife demanded.
“Abbie,” he reproached, “have you
forgotten that twenty-two years ago
yon wore pinks"—
Mrs. Vandiver's expansive features
“What
expressed a blank surprise.

William Whitman
class.
He was

was

one

Somerville, Maas.
Hon. Sumner P. Mills and wife are
receiving congregations on the birth of a
daughter, born Jan. 2.
to

of the lat-

artist, with ait
artist’s temperament.
He resolved to
grow old In spiritual If not natural
companionship with his loved Estelle.
Shortly before her death he had finishter

an

Florian Small and wife attended the
dedication of the Rod Men’s hall at
Swan’s Island, and report a good time.
Mrs. Fannie M. Anderson, of Rockport,
who has been the guest of her brother,
Rev. J. F. Simonton, has returned to her

This be placed ou
an easel beside the one before which
he worked and coramnned with It as
If it were a thing of life. More than
ed

a

]>ortrait of her.

j

Orcutt’s wood lot and cut twelve cords of

Boston (or

wood,

Howard Jordan has moved hit
^
into the woods (or the winter.

for his

yearly supply.

Kenneth Bragdon and wife were recently entertained by Capt. Hollis Higgins
and wife, of Ellsworth, on
board the
Mannie Swan, in San Juan, Porto Rico.
Saturday evening, Jan. 9, the ladiea will
6 o'clock supper in the upper ball,
after which Mr. Purdy will present one
hundred views of Yellowstone national
serve a

home.

park.

Cards have been received here announcing the marriage of Miss Jennie E. Sowle,
of Gouldsboro, and Lyman Gray, of this

Mrs. Prevents Foy died Dec. 24 at Jesse
White's, where she had been boarded by
the State for several years. Her late husband, William Foy, is well remembered as
a local preacher.

1

a

few weeks.

Mrs. George Stanley is visiUm
brother, Haymond Haslem, at

MWW|

Bert Frazier, ot Otis, bos
u,ong
family to the Mattie Dunham I,
Mrs. Susan

Jordan, who

has

ing relatives in Ellsworth,

i,eo,

ha*

home.

,

reta

Miss Una Jordan returned tn I!*#,
with her sister, Miss Bessie, to atu,

this, lest in growing old he should
seminary.
leave his companion behind him in
Sylvia Jordan, who is enploycd
place.
youth he retouched the portrait once a
tham, Mass., visited her lather, 1
Robert R. Cousins and wife celebrated
year, putting into it a slightly aged ap
Jordan, last week.
the first anniversary of their marriage on
Friends of W iltiam Lord and wife, who
pearance to correspond with bis own.
Visitors in town over Christ
Mew Year’s eve. Many friends were
mu,
Estelle had bad a bosom friend. Henare spending the winter with their daughBenjamin WUley and wile. Brevet,
Estelle bad told Hen- present.
rietta Sayles.
in
L.
Mrs.
Ayer,
George
Osgood,
ter,
mond
Haslem
and
Machitr:
wife,
H,
The high school,’that was dosed several
rietta that in case of her (Estelle'Bi
Mass., are sorrv to hear of Mr. Lord’s con- Haslem, Bangor; Mias Marion
J,
death she wished her (Henrietta) to days on account of a diphtheria scare, tinued ill health.
Beaaie
Pittsfield;
Jordan, Bucksport.
supply her place with her husband, opened again Monday, no new cases havhappened twenty-two years ago?"
The remains of Claude Graham, son of
The officers ol Court Snyctic and,
in ing appeared and the one case being
“I
know."
Roxane
Interrupted. though sbe did not make a confidant
the late Robert and Addie Rice Graham,
panlon Court Sunbeam, I. o. K., «•«
Henrietta bad slight.
There’s the picture on father’s desk— this respect of him.
were brought home for burial Jan. 1, from
stalled Saturday evening by Dr. S. 8
Indeed, none was remade no reply.
The tug Somers M. Smith came from
you have on a blue dress and a bunch
Melrose, Mass., where he was in the emof pinks—you said you looked that
quired. What was said was simply an Rockland to tow out the Schooner Thomas ploy of George M. Haskins. Mr. Graham Beck. Ofllcers Ol Court Snyctic are
Iowa; C. D., Wilson Googens; p. (
intimation.
B. Garland. A new captain will be sent was a
way when he asked you to marry
promising young business man, and A. K. Haslem; C. R., Charles Jurdai
After Estelle’s death Henrietta was to take the place of Capt. Benson, who
him.”
bis death is deeply regretted in this, his
C. R.. H. H. Kingman; R. 8., By re,
a frequent visitor to Whitman's studio.
died of pneumonia.
The blush that stole up toward Mrs.
native town. Sympathy is extended to
want some money.”
F. 8., Harold Kingmsn; tree
She would go there of a morning when
There was a big blare late Saturday the aged grandmother, uncle and cousins, dan;
The judge kissed her.
“Now It's Vandiver's gray curls gave her a cuLoren Jordan; O..C. E. Martin; ,.r«
rious look of youth.
"Why. James.” he was at work and chat with him evening at St. Helena island. The engine who have taken the place of parents since
Oliver's turn." he teased.
l/eona Wilbur; 8. W., Austin
about bis wife, her friend. She seem- and
she faltered, “did you really remem(iilg
power house was destroyed, with sev- his boyhood.
Interment was at York’s
“Oh, father,” she reproached him,
ed never to tire of this, and Whitman eral other
W., Bert Jordan; 8. B., Adelber; Pi
ber?”
buildings. A lot of powder bill.
with a sob, "you know Oliver and I
Black.
In
the
J.
Ofllcers
her
with
him.
was
to
have
of'*
Harley
B.,
glad
“Yes,” said the judge, feeling that
was exploded, and kept up a big noise for
have had to break our engagement beThe buildings of Eugene Hanna were
panion court: C. D., Grace Hash m;
had he never forgotten life would first place, he loved to talk about Es- several hours. The lorsSto Bennicb Bros,
And
cause mother won't hear of itl"
burned early Friday morning, with the
telle. and. In the second place, he could is
R., Lettie Willey; C. R., Ella Martin
Che hid her face on the judge's shoul- have held deeper meanings.
quite heavy. Cause of Are unknown.
exception of one henhouse. The fire C. R., Abbie Haslem; R. 8.,
brush to better advantage
use his
Mrs. Vandiver came around and
der.
In the Italian quarter a grand wedding started about 5 o’clock. All the animals
Kingman; F. 8., Belle Haslem; tress
her husband.
“Thank you. while doing so. These visits continued took
The judge glanced at Oliver. ‘‘Tell kissed
place Saturday evening. Miss Camela J were got out except nine sheep. Mr. Nettie
for years.
DeBeck; O., Lizzie Jordan;
she
dear.”
with
a
said,
gentleness
he
and
the
becommanded,
gher,”
and Erminio?Angelis were married Hanna
boy
got up about 4 o’clock to renew the ganist, Elizabeth Jordan; 8. \V„ 8i
|
Once a year on the anniversary of Magna
that made Roxane stare.
a
talc.
gan
halting
by 8umner P. Mills, esq., in the presence kitchen fire, going back to bed and to Haslem; J. W., Luna Haslem; S.
After that It was not hard to pro- his marriage he would retouch the.,por
II.,
As he proceeded Roxane interrupted.
of a large company of both Americans sleep. It is supposed the chimney caught
trait, making it appear slightly older
Blake; J. K., Helen Haslem. A a
•Ton mean that some one has left you pose a ride by moonlight, and Mrs.
and Italians. The bride was dressed in fire and was defective. The fire was dishimself
bean supper was served.
up
Vandiver, consenting, came down in a During such times he shut
• fortune?”
blue satin and white lace and carried a covered by Mr. Haskell, and then it was
with it in his studio, denying himself
Jan. 4.
blue gown that became her elderly
Oliver nodded.
of lilies of the valley. Tbe presents difficult to arouse the
boquet
was
uot
family.
Practically
plumpness almost as well as that oth- to every one. Even Henrietta
"Where did he live?”
were handsome and costly.
cordial
Cakes,
was
and
Mrs.
Mr.
was
renothing
saved,
leaving
BASS HARBOR.
hut before the studio
er blue gown had set off her
"I’m not sure,*' the boy stammered.
girlish present,
and candy were served to the guests. Hanna and'the two children in a destitute
C. O. Martin has gone to Boston te
opened to visitors she was admitted After the
"I wouldn’t inquire too closely into figure.
ceremony, which was the ring condition.
his father.
The Judge's electric runabout re- that she might pass upon the change
ft, Roxane.” the judge advised hurthe Italian band of stringed in*
Jan.
If she approved. Whitman was satis- service,
the
of
placed
and
as
“The
less
said
buggy
long
about
ago,
that relariedly.
Capt. James Kelley has hauled u
struments di accused sweet music. Tbe
tive of Oliver’s the better.”
they went quickly through the city fied; if not, he would work the portrait j guests were showered with confetti. The
vessel and is at home.
NORTH CASTINE.
With her face shining, the girl went and out Into the country roads that over until she considered It what Es- American friends of the bride
Frances Murphy, Violet Gott and
presented
would have been at that age if
Miss Estelle Perry has returned to Chic•wiftly to her lover. “Oh, Oliver, Oli- astute gentleman refrained from any telle
her with a piece of silver.
Benson have returned to Hebron a<ad
she
had
lived.
mention
of
Oli"er
and
ago.
she
Roxane.
AD
ver,”
said, “how happy I am!”
Jan. 4.
Nihil.
Mrs. Eliza Gott has gone to Port
And so these three grew in age toFor a moment he hesitated; then he his tall; was of things of the past.
Miss Pauline Conner is teaching in the
for medical treatment.
Her daug.
communion.
and
in
constant
gether
“IIow
we
her
he
into his arms. “It‘s worth
happy
were. Abbie,”
leathered
district.
SAKGENTVLLLE.
chapel
Mrs. Cora Bragg, went with her.
instead of endeavoring to
everything to know that you are mine. said at last, and his wife responded Henrietta,
Mrs.
Leslie
been
who
has
Miss
Flora
Bowden
has
Littlefield,
returned
to
her
withdraw the artist's contemplation
Della Black, Znlma Thurston and
Roxane.” he said huskily.
wistfully, “Very happy. James.”
very ill with peritonitis, is improving.
from his wife, permitted him to con school at Hull, Mass.
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mother,”
Whitman more than the husband of this village, returned to her home in work.
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Mrs. Frances Devereux is with Mrs.
tn mauve entered she found two sol- tions. and his arm was comfortably her dead friend. As for Whitman, he Northfleld, Vt., Jan. 4.
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repre
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"A fortune—Oliver!" scoffed the stout Judge promptly. “Give them your sitting
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are guests of Mrs. Mary J. Hardy.
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with her patents, George W. Perkins and the guest of I. J. Cousins and wit. sit
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“You needn’t tell me. James.”
be
“No,” mendaciously, "it didn't seem
day and Sunday.
How long had Washington been dead wife.
“She intimated as much to me
“Tut, tut,” the judge cautioned
Wilbert Ordway returned Thursday
probable.”
D. D. G. M. Charles H. Hooper, of 0
fore she died,” said Henrietta gravely when Roosevelt waB inaugurated? Billy—
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with aggravating sureness.
tom U to well and so permaneii 1)
and cheerfulness soon Belmont, spent
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field
"Why?”
are out of order
hag captive from the room.
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should have loved you, then roartied bed-wetting, depend upon ft. the cause of worst-looking costumes were awarded to
strong on that occasion:
fcope.”
“How—what—why—why, of course, you, instead of marrying you, then lov- th difficulty is kidney trouble, and the first Miss Emeliue |Warren and Carl WardAfter a depressing silence Oliver
step should be towards the treatment of well.
ventured, “Perhaps if you approached you have sent these things—most ex- ing you.”
This unpleasant
“You deceive yourself." she replied. these important organs.
fcer differently you might get better cellent things—and they have been
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eaten, you know, by most excellent “You first loved me, then married me.”
results.”
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seemly discussions
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fudge ejaculated.
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not
discussions about all
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sizes. You may have a]
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would make her feel tenderly toward how it would hurt your reputation put his arm about her, drew her to him
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sample bottle by mail
to
with all these extraordinary people. I and kissed her tenderly.
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“Are you convinced?" she asked, re“It has been so long,” the judge mur- think the best thing Is not to refer to
suffering
all about it, including many of the
without
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digestion
mured and found himself suddenly the past—I’ll let it go. And in the fu- turning his caress.
thousands of testimonial letters received
quences, by keeping the
The ladies of the James A. Garfield W. stomach healthy, lnrer
“How can 1 help being convinced from sufferers cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer
curious as to when he had ceased to ture we’ll have a weekly account—
B,
& Co.. Binghamton, N. Y., be sure and R. C. held their annual installation of els regular.
with the proof before me?"
L. F. Atwou e
think of Abble as the princess in his wiser, you know!”
The greengrocer left without his
officers Jan. 2. The officers installed were: regulate, bring sure tehef, » ^
In changing the portrait of the wom- mention this paper.
fairy tale. When had he ceased to
and keep
write sonnets to her ringlets, odes to money, but received in payment two an he loved he had unconsciously inDon't make any mistake, bnt remember the President, Eliza L. Hinckley; senior vice- natural conditions,
^
35
nocturnes, one the bine upright Val- troduced the likeness of his second name. Swamp-Boot. Dr. Kllmer'e Swamp-Root president, Abbie Billings; junior vice- clean, active and healthy.
fear eyebrows?
an t the address, Binghamton, N. Y., on every
store.
NORTON.
KT.ORENCE
wife.
“You see. I’m afraid we’re beyond paraiso.
president, Mary Peters; treasurer, Carrie
bottle.
toother.”
“But I ought not to deceive my futon wife.”
The judge banged a heavy fist on
Ma desk. “Don't be foolish.” he said
Ctemly. “It's the only way."
Then before Oliver could
“But”—
proceed with his objection a clear
Waioe asked, "May 1 come in ?”
“Roxanel" exclaimed the two men.
She stood hesitating on the threshCM, a slender little thing, with her fair
hair puffed out under a plumed hat.
“Mother is waiting in the motor,”
“We are on
Che said breathlessly.
cor way to the charity bazaar, and I
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